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PREFATORY REMARKS.

In the various Works, hitherto presented to the Public,

professing a description of the Beauties and Legends of

the Rhine, few, very few, have attempted in the English

language the History and Topography of this river, cele-

brated as the most romantic, as well as the most historical,

in Europe ; whose stream has been often empurpled with

the blood of the victorious and the vanquished, from the

wars of Caesar, to the ultimate struggle with Napoleon.

In furnishing amusement and information to Tourists

—a portion of the Public to whom we wish to render

our exertions as efficient and intelligent as possible—we

are fully impressed with the difficulties to be encountered,

in combining and adapting our efforts to general taste and

feeling. By some we may be deemed too copious in the

description of localities, scenery, or legends ; by others, too

concise.

We have however endeavoured to reconcile conflict-

ing opinions ; and while we describe all the principal

features and points of interest connected with Public

Buildings, Antiquities, and Commerce, we have not suf-

fered ourselves to enter at any unnecessary length into

the minutiae of detail ; and, in avoiding the other extreme,

B



2 PREFATORY REMARKS.

have not omitted any fact conducive to the comfort or

information of the traveller. We have, in short, at-

tempted to be comprehensive and diffuse, without being

elaborate; descriptive and precise, without being tedious.

Our Work first presents a description of Cologne, one

of the largest cities on the Banks of the Rhine ; where

that continued series of enchanting landscape and ro-

mantic scenery commences, which, in the progress up the

river, constantly bursts on the enraptured sight. By our

numerous engraved delineations, we shall endeavour to

familiarise with the eye when present, and with the re-

collection when removed, all the beauties and classic

interest with which this far-famed river abounds—scenery,

which, in uniting the romantic and picturesque with the

sublime and beautiful, creates a degree of enthusiasm in

the mind and feelings of the observer, either as Artist or

Tourist ; raising and exalting the imagination, from the

contemplation of these sublimities of Nature, even to

Nature's God.

We will however not trespass on the attention of our

Readers with any further remarks ; but at once proceed

to the commencement of our History and Topography

of the Banks of the Rhine.
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COLOGNE.

Oologne, one of the most ancient cities in Germany, is

built on the right bank of the Rhine, in the form of a

crescent ; fortified with strong walls, and a succession of

massive towers ; of which the Baier Tower, erroneously

denominated the Roman Tower, situated at the southern

extremity, connects the fortifications with the Rhine on

that side ; the whole comprising a circuit of nearly seven

English miles.

The site on which the city now stands was originally

occupied by a Colony oftheUbii. During the campaigns

of Germanicus, his daughter, Julia Agrippina, was born

in Colonia Ubiorum ; who afterwards marrying Claudius

Caesar, that emperor, in honour of the birth-place of his

wife, visited this part of the Rhine: and Agrippina,

having beautified and nearly rebuilt the city, gave it

the name of Colonia Agrippina, whence has arisen its

present designation of Cologne. Frequent mention is

made of the city in early history. Vitellius, Trajan, and

Silvanus, were summoned from its walls to assume the

imperial purple ; and Clovis, and Pippin, to ascend the

throne of France.

To dilate on the rise and fall of Cologne would be

only a melancholy transcript cf the history of most cities
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of antiquity. The ruins of Palmyra and Herculaneum do

not more conspicuously point out that cities of opu-

lence once flourished on their respective spots, than the

numberless decayed buildings in this ancient and holy

city prove that in former times it was great and splendid.

About the year 462, Cologne was wrested from the Ro-

mans by the Franks, and became annexed to the crown

of France. During the tenth century, Otto regained it

from the French, and restored it to the German Empire.

So early as the year 747, it was constituted an arch-

bishopric ; since which period it has become the residence

of numerous ecclesiastics. The abbeys, monasteries,

nunneries, and churches, munificently endowed, created

sufficient inducement to congregate numerous priests

and seculars, monks and nuns, within its walls : and thus

favoured with an assemblage of sanctity, the city was

looked upon with such devotion and reverence as to

receive the appellation of the Holy City. In 1260, Co-

logne united with Lubeck, Danzig, and Bruges ; was

made one of the principal Hans Towns ; and enjoyed,

for a long period, the exclusive privilege of supplying

the growing wants and rising luxuries of this portion of

the globe. Having the advantage of a navigable river,

and centrically situated in the Western part of Germany,

riches flowed in on every side ; as poetically alluded to

bv Scaliger, in his Eulogium :

—

Maxima cognati Regina Colonia Rheni,

Hoc te etiam titulo Musa superba canet;

Romani st.itaunt—habitat Gerinania— terra est.

Belgia—ter felix! nihil tibi diva deest."

The extravagant adornment and acquirement of holy

reliques—a lavish expense in costly tombs, coffins, and
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endowments—all these burdens the influx of commerce

was enabled to support ; until, in 1425, the Hierarchy,

imagining that no good merchant could make a good

Christian, published an edict of banishment against the

race ofAbraham ; which, causing a considerable check to

trade, was one of the first causes that led to the decline

and ultimate loss of all the city's greatness and affluence.

The final stroke, however, was not received till the

year 1618; when the ruling members of the Church,

wanton in their vast and extended power, and under the

impression that the growth of Protestantism ought, for the

weal of the Church, to be curtailed, expelled the Protes

tants, as innovators and dangerous citizens. Upwards

of 1400 of the most opulent families were driven from

the city ; who, afterwards, by locating in the cities of

Muhlheim, D sseldorf, Elberfeld, &c, became destructive

rivals to the commerce and consequently to the wealth of

Cologne. From this period the city gradually lapsed into

poverty and decay ; so that the traveller is induced to

exclaim with Ossian :
" I have seen the walls of Bal-

clutha, but they were desolate." In the year 1794, it

was taken by the French, under General Jourdan. In

1814 it fell into the hands of the Russians, and was after-

wards ceded to Prussia ; and is now the principal seat of

administration of the Prussian Duchies of Cleves and

Berg.

The population of Cologne is estimated at about 50,000,

the largest portion of whom are Catholics ; and the inha-

bitants, by the idiom of their language, their customs, as

well as physiognomy, clearly evince a foreign origin.

Prior to the occupation of the French, the city was
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infested with a tribe of beggars, amounting to upwards

of 12,000 ; who had their different freehold walks and

stations, which were handed down in regular succession

from father to son
;
gaining their subsistence from the

alms and charity of the godly and devout, who fre-

quented the city to pay their adoration at its celebrated

shrines.

The entrances to Cologne are by twenty-four gates ; on

some of which the initials C. C. A. A. " Colonia Claudia

Agrippina Augusta," are still discernible. Within the

walls were two abbeys, two collegiate churches, forty-

nine chapels, thirty-nine monasteries, two establishments

for noble ladies, and an archiepiscopal seminary ; besides

some Commandaries of the Teutonic Order, and of the

Order of Malta. The structure of most of the houses

indicates great antiquity; the streets are narrow and

crooked; and the only squares worthy of mention are

those of the New and Old Markets, and the Haymarket.

Independent of the splendid and magnificent portion

of the celebrated Cathedral that is finished, here are many

churches which deserve particular attention, both on ac-

count of their beauty and early origin, as well as the

peculiarity of their architecture. The Abbey, however,

must strike every observer as a splendid and majestic

vestige of Gothic architecture. Had the original plan,

which is shewn to visitors, been carried into execution,

it would no doubt have exceeded in size and grandeur

any otber Gothic edifice in the world. It was first de-

signed by archbishop Engelbert, surnamed the Holy ; and

the building, commenced by his successor Conrad in

1248, was continued at different periods, till 1499 : and
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COLOGNE. 7

although it was never half completed, yet it presents

one of the most striking and imposing specimens of the

massive combined with the elegant and superb Gothic,

now extant. At the west front are two magnificent but

unfinished towers; which although not in just propor-

tion, are still exceedingly fine. Their original height

was intended to have been 500 feet : that of the northern

tower, however, does not exceed twenty feet; and the

other has not more than half its original altitude.

From the area at the top of this latter tower, now

overgrown with weeds and grass, a fine panoramic pro-

spect is obtained of the vast extent of the city and its

numerous steeples ; and the rapid and picturesque course

of the Rhine, which separates the city from the small

town of Deutz, may now be traced in all its beautiful

meanderings. In the distance towards Holland, the

spires of Dusseldorf are discernible : and up the river,

the eye is gratified by scenery of a diversified character,

until the horizon is bounded by the city of Bonn, and the

blue and irregular summits of the famous Seven Moun-

tains. The flying bridge, or bridge of boats, which con-

nects the two banks opposite Deutz, is also seen to ad-

vantage.

The beauty of the western gate of the abbey is highly

impressive. In the interior, the spacious aisles are sepa-

rated by a quadruple range of columns ; which, notwith-

standing their large dimensions, have the air of well

proportioned symmetry, enriched by a highly-wrought

capital of flowers, tastefully varied on every column.

These columns amount to 100, and, if looked at obliquely

across the aisles, give the idea of an architectural forest

:
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in fact, the coup d'oeil of the choir is exceedingly im-

posing, The choir, unfortunately for every connoisseur

in architecture, together with the external aisles, are the

only parts completed. The lofty arches and chaste groined

ceilings of the side aisles are extremely beautiful : and as

the eye wanders up their long and almost endless per-

spective, the mellow tone of colouring conveyed by the

elegantly painted windows of the choir terminates the

sombre vista with striking effect. The walls as well as

the pillars of the cathedral are composed of a species of

grey stone, procured from the quarries on the Drachen-

fels ; which, from its durability, seems to withstand the

defacing hand of Time. The natural grey colour of the

stone also adds much to the solemn grandeur of the

edifice. An exterior view of this beautiful building will

be given in the course of our work.

The table of the high altar, which remains to shew

the splendid scale on which every portion of the cathe-

dral was originally planned, is composed ofone immense

slab of beautiful black marble, 16 feet long by 8 in

breadth. The tabernacle, although a fine and perfect

specimen of ancient art and workmanship, yet, from its

costly and vari-coloured appearance, ill accords with the

classic and sombre aspect of the cathedral. The greatest

point of curiosity, however, on the part of travellers, and

of devotion and reverence on that of Catholics, is the tomb

containing the sculls of the Three Magi, or Wise Men of

the East, presented by Frederic Barbarossa, after the tak-

ing and pillage of Milan in 1170, to Remold, archbishop

of Cologne, who deposited the sacred reliques in the

cathedral. The transit from Italy to their present superb
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repository may be so far satisfactorily accounted for

;

it is likewise related that Helen, the mother oi

Constantine the Great, who died in 328, conveyed

these emblems of mortality from the Holy Land to

Constantinople
;
yet in what way they became spirited

from the Eastern Empire to Milan is involved in con-

siderable mystery, and requires no common degree of

fanatic faith and credulity to place implicit confidence in

the recorded fact. At the time, no doubt was entertained

that these were the identical remains of the three sacred

personages, from the numerous miracles performed on

the first arrival of their bones—a certain and indubit-

able criterion of " Terra sanctificata." This feeling,

however, Moore has, with considerable truth, poetically

illustrated

—

" And they believe it—Oh ! the lover may
Distrust that look, which steals his soul away

;

The babe may cease to think that it can play

With heaven's rainbow; Alchy mists may doubt

The shining gold their crucibles give out

;

But faith—fanatic faith—once wedded fast

To some dear falsehood—hugs it to the last."

The Chapel, constructed in the Ionic style, is situated

behind the grand altar, and contains this holy tomb,

which is divided into three compartments, composed of

silver gilt, curiously wrought, and ornamented with

enamelled pillars, richly studded over with antique gems

and precious stones, together with the representation of

the three Magi and various saints. In one of the

enclosed partitions are exhibited the skulls, having

gilt crowns, decorated with pearls, suspended over

them—and " Oh! mirabile dictu," their very names
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affixed in ruby characters, Caspar, Meeciiior,

Balthasar. In the other divisions are seen the

remains of the martyrs Felix, Nabor, and Holy Gre-

gory, of Spoleto.

During the period that the city was occupied by the

French, this splendid tenement of mouldering bones

was transported from place to place with the exiled

Chapter, to Arensherg, Hamhurg, Lubeck, and at length

returned in safety to the Cathedral. The reliques

have been kept in high preservation, but the more

valuable portion, in a temporal, though not spiritual,

point of view, the jewels, gold, and silver, have suffered

considerable loss by their wandering and pilgrimage,

which the faithful Kolners have attempted to replace to

the utmost of their ability.

These holy kings, we find, were formerly better

known in England, and occasionally furnished the

subject of the Corpus-Christi or Miracle Plays—so

much in use before the Reformation, and which are

still performed in Spain. By the Ordinary of the gold-

smiths, plumbers, glaziers, pewterers, and painters, date

1536, they were commanded to play at their feast,

" The Three Kings of Coleyne."

Before the Chapel are entombed the Archbishops of

Cologne, of the House of Bavaria, and " les entrailles"

of Queen Marie of Medicis ; in the choir is the tomb of

Archbishop Philip, of Heinsberg, and the silver coffin of

the Holy Engelbert, remarkable for the beauty of its

workmanship. On the left side of the choir, a flight of

steps leads to the golden chamber or treasury, once rich

in the deposit of gold and silver saints, plate, books, and
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manuscripts ; but at the time of their removal to

Arensberg, many of these valuables disappeared. The

chamber is now occupied by the costly robes of the

priests, golden and silver busts of saints, sacred

utensils, the skull of St. Peter, &c. The official guide,

however, will descant on all the beauties of the other

tombs and curiosities worthy of note, and correctly

enumerate at how many thousand francs the numerous-

jewels are valued.

The Church of St. Ursula is a very good specimen of

Gothic architecture. The interior is nearly lined with

bones and skulls, carefully arranged in glass, and some

even in silver cases, being the remains of the 11,000

noble British virgins, who accompanied St. Ursula on

her voyage from Britain to Bretagne, where, tradition

states, 80,000 soldiers, and 100,000 plebeians, had

migrated; their intended wives amounting to 11,000

noble, and 60,000 plebeian virgins, embarked under the

convoy of St. Ursula to join their betrothed lords.

Through some unknown cause, the vessels considerably

deviated from the place of their original destination, and

were ultimately wrecked in the Rhine. The virgins

reached Cologne, where the then inhabitants, the

Hunns, as was very natural, became enamoured with

this phalanx of beauty ; their addresses, however, were

indignantly rejected by the 11,000 ladies, who preferred

taking the veil, and immuring their charms in the

dreary cloister. In commemoration of their virtue was

founded the Convent of Noble Ladies of St. Ursula

History, we must observe, has remained silent, perhaps
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leniently so, as to the fate of the remaining GO,000

damsels. By other records, we find it stated that the

noble ladies, following the heroic example of Lucretia,

sacrificed their lives to preserve their honour, and their

bones accordingly receive the homage and veneration of

the faithful and the credulous.

Various indications have been given by these reliques

of the virgin martyrs, as to the purity and authenticity

of their bones. Among the numerous instances

adduced, is an inscription, asserting that some unfortu-

nate illegitimate offspring having been interred within

the walls of the Church, the immaculate reliques of the

virgins evinced considerable restlessness and disquietude

at the indignity thus offered to their remains, and their

bones were not appeased and at rest, until the unhal-

lowed body was removed. To have called in question

the sanctity of these reliques was considered an heinous

offence, for it is well known, a surgeon of the city, who

attempted to prove that far from all the bones being

ossa Virginia, t'nere were many ossa canina, was

banished Cologne, for thus permitting his anatomical

knowledge to supersede his faith.

Among other sacred curiosities are three of the thorns

of our Saviour's crown, a portion of the cross, a twig of

the rod with which he was scourged, a piece of the

purple robe in which he was arrayed, and one of the

vessels that contained the water converted into wine at

the marriage of Cana. There is also a picture in the

choir, representing St. Ursula, by no means of an Ariel

f Yi, surrounded by her virgins in robes of white,
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landing at Cologne. The Convent formerly possessed

a large and valuable revenue, and all the Canonesses

were Countesses.

The Church of St. Mary occupies the site on which

originally stood the Capitol of the Colonia Agrippina.

It was founded by Plectrudc, wife of Pippin, King of

France, and contains her tomb. The statue of the

Queen is erected behind the altar in the street. The

upper part of the choir, with its oval pillars, evinces the

style of architecture prevalent in the eighth century, but

the greater portion of the Church, particularly the

arches of the Nave, bespeak a much earlier date.

Several of the pictures from St. Martin's Church, have

been brought here, and are worthy observation, par-

ticularly an excellent painting by Albert Durer. The

fine organ built by Konig, the elder, is held in

high estimation. In the endowed establishment

annexed to St. Mary's, Queen Marie de Medicis, widow

of Henry the Fourth, and mother of Louis the

Thirteenth, after her banishment from France, through

the intrigues of Cardinal Richelieu, closed her unhappy

career.

The Collegiate Church of St. Gereon, with its lofty

dome, may rank as one of the finest in Cologne. It was

erected by Archbishop Anno, in the year 1066. The

skulls and bones of the martyred Saint, and his Moorish

warriors are preserved in glass cases. In the vault

under the Church are two small chapels, the floorings of

which are composed of ancient mosaic work.

Exclusive of the antiquity of the Church of St. Peter,

the interior possesses considerable attraction, in con-
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taming the celebrated altar-piece by Rubens, of the

crucifixion of the Patron Saint, which he presented to

the Church, on his procuring a copy of his baptismal

register. It has been justly esteemed one of the most

vigorous efforts of the pencil of this famous master.

Indeed it is a picture, which, from its beauty of execu-

tion, and truth of expression, every Connoisseur must

behold with admiration, and every mind view with feel-

ings of deep emotion. The picture is placed on a revolv-

ing pivot, and at the back is executed a very good copy,

intended to supply the place of the original, while it

graced the walls of the Louvre. In 1815, at the inter-

cession of the Prussians, it was restored to Cologne.

Connected with the painting is an anecdote, exhibit-

ing at once the cupidity of the ecclesiastics, and the

value the artist himself attached to this performance.

On its presentation to the Church, the divines were

dissatisfied that the donation had not consisted of a

pecuniary nature. Rubens being informed of the source

of their regret, offered, it is said, so large an amount as

28,000 crowns to have the picture returned. This

caused a total alteration in the minds of the possessors,

who imagined, that the master must consider the paint-

ing illimitable, or he would have preferred executing a

duplicate, than part with so large a sum of money.

They became forthwith men of taste, and entertaining

more valuable notions of its merit, retained the picture,

which has been ever since duly appreciated.

Near St. Peter's is the house, which the family of

Rubens inhabited, after their flight from Antwerp, at the

period that Holland obtained her freedom. During
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their residence in Cologne, the city had the honour, in

the year 1577, of becoming the birth-place of this

renowned artist. The house, in which there is a monu-

ment, commemorative of the event, erected by his

fellow-citizens, is now known by the appellation of

Jabach's House, having been in the occupation of a man

of that name, who possessed considerable property, and

a great encourager of the fine arts. It was also for

some time the dwelling of Marie of Medicis.

The ground on which St. Martin's Church now

stands, was once insulated by the Rhine. The exterior

merits particular attention, as affording a very fine and

remarkable specimen of the style of architecture pre-

vailing in the early ages succeeding the Roman era.

Although the outward appearance of the Church of

Ascension, formerly called the Jesuits' Church, is not

very striking, yet the interior will repay a careful

investigation. The walls are ornamented with various

paintings. The communion-table, with its marble bas-

reliefs, the altar, chancel, and organ, are all fine. At-

tached is the Jesuits' College, which, prior to the arrival of

the French, possessed an excellent library, and valuable

manuscripts, as well as engravings, original drawings, a

choice museum of minerals, coins, ancient urns, and

other specimens of vertu. The Empress Catherine

offered 20,000 roubles for the drawings and engravings

;

and Duke Albert, of Saxony, a larger sum. But the

nagistrates were unwilling to deprive the city of so

estimable a collection. The French felt otherwise

patriotically inclined, and selecting the most rare

objects of curiosity and art, transferred them to Paris.
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In the Cordelier's Church is the tomb of the famous

Scotchman, John Downs, universallyknown by the name

/»f Duns Scotus, or Doctor Subtilis. He died at Cologne

in 1308, and his epitaph conveys a briefsurvey of his life

—

Scotia me genuit—Anglia me suscepit—

Gallia me docuit—Cologna me fenet.

In the library of the Augustine Friars are to be seen

his numerous manuscripts.

Among the remaining Churches and Chapels will be

found many instances of the different modes of archi-

tecture adopted through a succession of the early ages,

and offering a gratifying identity to the more remote

periods of German history. Before concluding, how-

ever, our remarks on the sacred edifices, we must not

omit particularising the large and fine Church of St.

Cunibert, situated near the banks of the Rhine. The

altar is a model of that of St. Peter's at Rome. The

gate and entrance are worthy attention. The Apostle's

Church, by the New Market, affords a good instance of

the ancient German style of building in the eleventh

and twelfth centuries. The Abbey Church of St.

Pantaleon was erected in 954, with the stones that

composed the bridge over the Rhine to Deutz, de-

stroyed by Archbishop Bruno, in order to impede the

march of the Eastern Franks into Gaul. Within the

walls lies buried the Empress Theophania, wife of

Otto II. The Church possesses also the remains of our

countryman St. Albin, who suffered martyrdom in the

fourth century. His body is stated to have remained

uncorrupted to the present period. The Saint to whom

the Church is dedicated suffered martyrdom aftei

I
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several ineffectual attempts to deprive him of existence.

He was cast into a cauldron of molten lead, by order of

the Roman tyrant Galerius, yet swam in the burning

liquid, as if in Tiber's stream, and when precipitated

from a rock, even with stones attached to him, floated

buoyant in " sethere cceli." At length he was decapi-

tated and burnt, and his ashes have been preserved in a

golden urn.

In St. Severin's Church, the spot is indicated on

the flooring, by some inlaid marble figures, where

Silvanus was murdered. He was, as we have before

noticed, elected from Cologne, Emperor of Rome.

At St. George's is seen a tower of immense thickness,

which Archbishop Anno erected behind the principal

gate of the city, at the time the Kolners were evincing

symptoms of disaffection.

In the Dominicans' Church, which is now disused,

rest the ashes of Albertus Magnus, many of whose

manuscripts and curiosities were deposited in the

library of the monastery connected with the Church.

Many other Churches, Chapels, Convents, and en-

dowed establishments, have either fallen to decay, or

been entirely demolished, while others are converted

into warehouses and manufactories.

The Town House, of which we have offered our

readers a correct delineation, forms a very interesting

specimen of that peculiar style of architecture, when the

classic and elegant models of Greece and Rome first

became known in the north of Europe, and began to

supersede or be grafted on the Gothic. The portal is

composed of marble, and the entire front or facade
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presents a striking effect, having a double arcade,

ornamented with Corinthian and Composite pillars, and

affords the only instance of Grecian architecture in

Cologne. The different inscriptions record the early

events of the city, and above the centre arch is a basso

relievo, representing a man fighting with a lion, in

commemoration, it is related, of a burgomaster named

Hermann Grein, who by maintaining, the rights of his

fellow-citizens had rendered himself obnoxious to the

holy Engelbert. In order to remove the object of

his aversion, he caused a lion to be loosed upon

him during his walks. The burgomaster not only

defended himself against his formidable opponent, but

eventually destroyed him. The apartments contain

several pictures, and one of the rooms is very tastefully

decorated with shellwork. From its tower, which is

singularly formed, a delightful prospect is obtained of

the city, with its numerous gardens, and the surrounding

country.

In the Arsenal are some curious accoutrements and

other antiquities.

The University, now called the Central School, is one

of the most ancient colleges in Germany, having been

founded by the magistracy in 1380. It attained a

great degree of celebrity, and received from Pope Urban

the Sixth the following compliment, in allusion to the

College of Louvaine having originated from it, " Matre

pulchria filia pulchrior." The principal branches of

education are German, Latin, Greek, mathematics, geo-

graphy, and history. Instruction is now communicated

through the medium of the German language ; formerly
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the French was adopted, but the King of Prussia evinces

considerable anxiety throughout all his territories, par-

ticularly those that may have been subjected to France,

to inculcate in the minds of the young students a

predilection in favour of Germany, and to eradicate any

lingering attachment towards France. The inscription

in the hall for public examination fully exemplifies

this feeling.

GERMANI . 6VMVS

AVDEAT . REDIRE

SANCTA . FIDES

ET . SINE . FRAVDE . SINE .. METV

GERMANA . VIRTVS

CVSTOS . JVVENVM . PVDOR

PATRVM . IN . MVSAS . NOSTRAS

FIDVCIA

RERVM . BEATA . PLENO

COPIA . CORNV.

The University once possessed a considerable library,

but it has been since transferred to that of Bonn.

The Botanical Garden of the Institute has an exten-

sive and valuable assortment of plants, as well as a

cabinet of natural history. The collection of minerals

is highly interesting, being composed principally of

specimens from the Rhine and its neighbourhood.

There are also various other Cabinets, comprising

minerals, specimens of Rhenish fossils, some of which

have become extremely scarce, as well as works of

art, pictures, drawings, wax-work, and painted glass.

Although some of the collections are private, yet access

is easily attained, and much civility and information

will be met with from the different proprietors, as well
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as the superintendents. On application to the masters

of any of the principal hotels, the attention of the

tourist will be directed to those museums most worthy

liis observation, and as the names of the owners or

professors are liable to alteration, we have deemed it

more expedient to refer the traveller to the above au-

thorities, than specify them ourselves.

We have already traced in the earlier records of

Cologne the Imperial characters connected with its

annals, and that in later years it had to boast the giving

birth to a Rubens. The city and vicinity may also lay

claim to other names enrolled in the page of history.

Thomas a Kempis, famous for his sanctity, and as the

author of an admirable work, entitled " De Imitatione

Christi," which, on account of its piety and ability, has

been translated into almost every living language, was

born in 1380, at the village of Kemp, in the diocese of

Cologne, from whence he derived his name.

Another extraordinary and eccentric genius appeared

in the person of Anna Maria Schuurmann, who was

born in the city in 1607. When only three years of

age she exhibited precocious instances of talent, being

enabled to read with discrimination in her native

tongue. Arrived at her sixth year, she produced

several poetical and prose compositions, which have

been deemed worthy a place in several libraries. She

was well versed in twelve languages, and wrote classi-

cally in Latin, Greek, Hebrew, French, Italian, and

English. In a few hours, it is asserted, she learnt the

art of embroidery, and in which, with but little practice,

she greatly excelled. She applied to music, painting,
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and engraving, with great success, and her writing was

remarkable for its beauty. At the zenith of her literary

fame, excess of study, and application, caused an

aberration of intellect. She became a disciple of the

mystic Labadie, and ultimately hastened her death by

indulging too freely her inordinate appetite for spiders.

She died 1678, at Weiwart, in Friesland. Her Opus-

cula, or pieces in Greek, and other languages, were

printed in 1652. She also wrote Latin poems, and a

defence of female study.

Adam Schule, the mathematician, who died at Pekin,

was born here, as well as Vondel, the celebrated Dutch

poet, who stands unrivalled in the poetical history of

Holland. His " Lucifer" is one of the most sublime

and inspired poems in the language, and has often been

compared with Milton's Paradise Lost. His birth took

place in 1587—twenty-one years antecedent to that of

our immortal poet.

William Caxton opened his printing office at Cologne

in 1471, and printed one of his earlier works, which was

three years afterwards published in London, and where,

in 1474, he had the honour of being the first to intro-

duce the inestimable art of printing. Several other

names of native artists, professors, and literary men,

might be adduced, whose works have entitled them to

note.

The commerce of Cologne, although deprived of that

extent and opulence it once possessed, has yet retained

a considerable degree of importance, as the principal

entrepot on the Rhine for the shipment of various com-

modities received from the neighbouring states, and the
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expediting the different goods consigned from the Upper

Rliine, as well as the export of its own manufactured

produce of silks, lace, woollen, linen, thread, and Eau

de Cologne,—the fabrication of saints, and sacred orna-

ments for which the city was famous, has now nearly

ceased. The other articles of traffic are wine, timber,

earthenware, hardware, &c.

The navigation of the Rhine from this Port, for large

vessels of even 300 to 400 tons, becomes unimpeded

and free from danger till the stream has lost its designa-

tion, and its waters their distinction, in uniting with the

German ocean. It will not, we trust, be deemed an

uninteresting digression, before proceeding farther on the

" Rhenish flood," to introduce a brief account of the

course of this celebrated river, even from its " mountain

source." The Rhine, with the exception of the Wolga

and Danube, is the largest river in Europe. It takes

its rise in the canton of Grisons, the most central part

of Switzerland, on the north-east side of Mount

St. Gothard, and is joined almost at its source by

numerous rivulets ; it then flows north-east, and

receives at Richeneau two torrents, the Middle and

Hither Rhine. The height at this point is about 6180

feet above the sea ; flowing by Coire at the distance

of a mile, it becomes navigable for rafts, and is then

lost in the lake of Constance for a distance of twenty-

three miles. Issuing in a westerly direction from

the lake, the Rhine is considerably enlarged by

the junction of the Aar, Reuss, and Limmat, which

united rivers bring the tributary waters of the west

and centre of Switzerland. At Schaffhausen, it is 400
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feet broad, and forms a cataract of fifty feet perpendi-

cular, and twenty-four miles lower down, another of forty

feet ; flowing west, it reaches Basel, from whence to

Strasburg boats of thirty and forty tons descend the

river. From this latter place the navigation is general,

although not exempt from difficulties and risks in some

parts above Cologne. From the Vosges and the

Suabian Alps, a number of short impetuous rivers

descend in opposite directions, and swell its rapid

course. Many streams also from the Hundsruch fall

into the Rhine on the western side, while on the east it

receives at Manheim the waters of the Neckar, and at

Mayence those of the Maine, and on the side of

France the Moselle. Continuing in a northerly direction,

it passes Cologne, where the river has become more than

1300 feet broad, and its channel twenty-five to fifty

feet deep. It afterwards turns to the west, and becomes,

as Virgil terms it, " Bicornis Fluvius," dividing itself

into two great branches below Emmerick, these again

are subdivided into different streams and rivers, until

at length the remains of the noble Rhine flow into the

sea through a sluice at the village of Catwyck. The

length of the Rhine, from its source, is 303^ leagues,

which is not in proportion to the greatness of its volume

of water. The general character of the stream is rapid

and deep, yet it is often limpid and tranquil, and the

waters are beautifully tinged with green.

By the ancient Germans the river was held in high

veneration, as imbued with peculiar qualities. They

threw their children into its flood, to invigorate their

limbs, and also to try the fidelity of the mother. If the
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child swam on the surface, the mother was proved inno-

cent, but if the infant sunk, it betokened its illegitimacy.

For a long time it constituted the barrier between the

Germans and the Romans, until crossed by Julius

Caesar, when he invaded Germany.

The most extraordinary instances of human ingenuity

that strike the eye of the traveller during his ascent of

the Rhine, are the immense timber rafts or floating

villages he meets coming down from the upper parts

of the river. These rafts commence their voyage

composed of a few trees bound together : as the navi-

gation becomes less obstructed, they receive, at fixed

stations, numerous additions, till at length the raft con-

sists of several thousand pieces of timber, and the motto

may with truth be applied, " Fires acquirit eundo."

They measure frequently 900 to 1000 feet in length,

and 60, 70, and 80 feet in breadth, with a draught of

six or eight feet water. They are rowed by from 500

to 800 men, who are placed at the end. The crew

occupy small wooden huts constructed on the raft, and

the same regulations as to food and discipline take place,

as on board large vessels at sea.

The craft or barges that arrive at Cologne from the

interior, are also of singular construction. In length they

vary from 100 to 150 feet, and in breadth from thirty to

fifty, and will contain a burden of from 200 to 300 tons.

Their stowage, however, depends entirely on their length,

as they do not draw more than four or five feet water.

They are very slightly put together with deal planks,

closely jointed, without ribs of heavy timber, and their

bottoms quite flat. They have very lofty masts, in
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order to catch the favouring gale, when descending the

current. On their return they frequently require the aid

of from ten to twenty horses, and are at times obliged

to lighten their cargoes where the channel is shallow.

When the waters are low, and wind adverse, they are

often detained several weeks.

Over the Rhine at Cologne is constructed a bridge of

boats, or, as it is designated, " a flying bridge," com-

posed of two large barges, which, being fastened together,

are covered with a flooring and railings attached, suf-

ficiently spacious, it is said, to accommodate 1500 people.

The bridge is moved from bank tobank by means of chains

connected with several smaller boats, moored across the

stream.

The manufactories at Cologne, of silk, woollen, linen,

&c, are well conducted. The Eau de Cologne, so ce-

lebrated throughout Europe, is manufactured in large

quantities, yet far—very far from bearing any proportion

commensurate with the consumption. The annual sale,

is estimated to amount to 300,000 francs. There are

different parties, named Farina, who dispose of this

delightful water, each professing to be the original and

genuine retailer, and all varying in their degree of

quality and excellence. At the magasin of the Johann

Maria Farina, in the Place de Julie, the most superior

description, we believe, is procured.

For a series of years the Government of Cologne

was vested partly in an Ecclesiastical Electorate, and

partly in a Senate, which proved a constant source of

enmity and dissension between the arbitrary and rapa-

cious conduct of the episcopacy, and the struggles and

efforts of the citizens to maintain th?ir rights and pri-

E
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vilegcs, and liberate themselves from the oppression of

an Anno, the ambition and cruelty of an Engelbert, and

the haughtiness and tyranny of a Conrad. As the

power of the citizens gradually increased, they became

excessively jealous of the authority and augmented riches

of the Elector, and eventually forced him to take up his

abode at Bonn ; since then the Electorates of Cologne,

Mayence, and Treves, have been abolished by Napoleon,

and the city is now under the jurisdiction of the Crown

of Prussia, and possesses a Court of Appeal.

Various good and commodious hotels are to be met

with in the city; but the situation of those the most

eligible and convenient for travellers is the Hotel de

Mayence, nearly opposite the post-office, from whence

all the diligences set out, and that of the Grand Rhein-

berg, close to the bridge and quay, at which the steam

vessels arrive and take their departure.

In the Appendix to this work we shall insert a table of

the distances of the towns and cities on the Rhine ; the

fares by steam-boats or diligences ; the rates of posting;

and the foreign currencies reduced to English money.

We cannot here refrain from commenting on the

great advantages the public have derived from the

application of the powers of steam in accelerating

the progress and convenience of travelling. When we

consider the close connection that is thus constituted

between the Continent and our insular situation— the

facility afforded to the merchant, as well as the man of

pleasure, in visiting " other climes," and enriching that

store of knowledge and experience which alone is to

be attained by personal inspection—we may con-

gratulate ourselves as existing in an age when the
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efforts of genius and science have produced so great an

additional benefit to the social intercourse of mankind.

A traveller quitting London on Saturday morning, on

board the Dutch steam-vessel, arrives at Rotterrb n on

Sunday. After taking a cursory view of the city he

reaches Cologne by another steam-boat on Tuesday.

Remaining here the night, he goes on board a third

steam-vessel early on Wednesday morning, is carried

to Coblentz in the evening, and lands at Mayence on

Thursday. If business requires his presence at Frank-

furt, a fourth steam-vessel is ready to convey him to

that city on the same day : or if the tourist wishes to

view the grandeur and sublimity of Swiss scenery,

a steam-boat carries him to Strasburg in four-and-forty

hours. He may then either follow the course of the

Rhine to Basel, or a short journey through the Black

Forest will bring him at once into Switzerland. Thus

after breakfasting in London on Saturday, he may

indulge in all the romantic feelings that the beauties of

the Rhine naturally inspire, and dine in a Swiss Canton

on the Sunday week ; and all this enjoyment of nature

and the picturesque may be procured at the moderate

expense of from seventy to eighty Prussian dollars, or

about ten guineas.

Cologne is situated seventeen miles east of Julicrs
;

forty-seven from Maestricht, thirteen North of Bonn

by land, and twenty miles and a quarter by water,

and thirty miles and a half from Diisseldorf. It lies

in 6° 55' E. long, and 50 55' N. lat.
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The ancient town of Deutz, situated on the left

bank of the Rhine, is connected by the bridge of

boats to Cologne, and was formerly called Duitsch, or

Tuitiura, and owes its origin to King Teuto, or Tuisto,

the reputed son of Terra, and founder of the German

nation, who held here an encampment. Julius Caesar

from hence constructed a bridge of wood across the

Rhine, for which, in after times, a bridge of stone was

substituted by Constantine the Great, who also erected

a castle, named Monimentum Dutienza. The castle

and bridge, however, were destroyed in the middle of the

tenth century by Archbishop Bruno, either to impede

the advance of the Franks, or else to prevent the nightly

depredations and murders that were perpetrated at

Cologne by the inhabitants on this bank of the river.

In 1376 the town was demolished by the Kolners.

It was again rebuilt and improved, and afforded pro-

tection to the Jews after their expulsion from Cologne

;

who, on account of the proximity of Deutz to that

city, experienced a facility in still carrying on their

mercantile transactions. In 1633 it fell into the

hands of the Swedes, who razed the fortifications, and

blew up the fine church of St. Urban, the town now

possesses some handsome barracks, and having several

pleasant public gardens, is much resorted to on Sundays

and festive days. The old Benedictine Abbey, on the

borders of the Rhine, founded in 1001, affords an inte-

resting object. The chateau of Bensberg, built in the

Italian style, is about nine miles from Deutz. It

possessed several good pictures by the ancient masters,

which have been removed to Munich, The ceilings,
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nowcver, are ornamented with designs finely executed.

The prospect from the windows and cupola is ex-

ceedingly beautiful and diversified, and comprises

a circuit of nearly twenty German miles.

The next principal place on the Rhine, which merits

the attention of the tourist on his progress to Mayence,

is the city of Bonn, distant from Cologne twenty miles

and a quarter by water, and three German, or

.•tbout thirteen English miles, by land. The latter

mode of travelling will be found the most agree-

able, taking the direction of Transdorf and Briihl,

as the banks of the river, during this portion of

the journey, do not present many points of view com-

manding much interest. The road is also extremely

good, being macadamised with basaltic rock. We shall,

however, offer a detailed account of both routes, and

leave them to the option of the traveller, with the

trite remark, " Utrum horum mavis, accipe."

The arrangements regarding the departure of the

steam-vessels are continually undergoing alteration,

the tourist therefore had better depend on the local

information he may obtain, as to the correct time of

their starting. On quitting the city a fine view is

obtained of its extent and numerous steeples. The tall

and lofty masts of the various barges, and other country

vessels that crowd its harbour, give the appearance of

a busy and active trade. Yet, when we reflect, that

Cologne was formerly one of the most flourishing com-

mercial cities in Europe, and the capital of that part of

Gaul bordering the Rhine which received from Augustus

the name of Germania— that all its vast opulence has
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been destroyed and rendered nugatory by the pernicious

effects of bigoted zeal, violence, and superstition, during

the coercive secular administration of the mitred princes,

it is a strong illustrative fact, that the tyranny prac-

tised by man towards his fellow-creature is an evil

more baneful and annihilating in its results, than that

wrought by fire, sword, or earthquake. In these

latter instances, the spirit, the " vis inertia," the

quickening vital principle, still remains, and often revives

with twofold vigour and energy ; but when enervated

and crushed by a series of continued oppressions, it falls

irreparably ; and if ever a feeble attempt is made again

to rise, remains in a languid state of reanimation,

a partial and lingering existence.

In proceeding up the Rhine by the 6team-boat, against

the current of the river, the traveller, owing to its

rapidity, has more time to note and particularise all

the various beauties of scenery that continually rise to

view, and with which the banks and surrounding

country so plentifully abound. In accompanying our

readers to Bonn, we shall merely call their observation

to the different small towns and villages studded over

the margin of this delightful 6tream, and briefly enu-

merate the points of view most deserving of attention.

The steam-boat, after having passed the Baier Tower

which closes the fortifications of Cologne, soon ap-

proaches the small village of Poll on the left, situated

amidst fields and meadows ; on the right Alte Burg,

and further on Rodenkirchen, with its pleasant gardens

appears, and on the left bank Westhofen, Ensen,

Erk, and the Red Farm.- On the right is passed the
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small island of Rodenkirchen Werth, or Graf Island,

and on the left is the little village of Porz. The

river now turns to the left, and after forming a short

and sinuous wind flows to the right, leaving Weiss on

the right, and on the left in the Bay the eye dwells

on the small town of Ziindorf, with the Islet of

Zundorf Werth. The town carries on a considerable

commission business, in expediting to the upper part of

the Rhine colonial produce, as well as different manu-

factured goods from the Duchy of Berg, and in for-

warding different articles to the lower districts of the

river, particularly wines from the Maine and Moselle.

A short distance inland is the village of Abtshof.

The banks become now more level, and the river

forms a kind of lake, which, with the surrounding land-

scape, affords many picturesque attractions. Having left

Siirdt on the right, and passed Langel, with the Isle of

Langeler Werth on the left, and Godorf on the right,

the stream makes another bend, or elbow, and the two

villages of Nieder and Ober Wessling are observed on

the right ; advancing, on the left, Lulsdorf with its

ruins, and inland the village of Ranzel. The Rhine,

after having again meandered to the left, resumes

a more direct course ; the pleasant village of Nieder

Cassel, with its vines and rural fields, lies on the left,

and on the light the quiet village of Urfel. A fine and

imposing aspect is now procured of the Seven Moun-

tains, famed in legendary lore, with their rugged, wild,

and lofty summits, crowned with ruined castles, which

combined with the neighbouring assemblage of hills,

wooded heights, and vineyards, present a background
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romantic in the highest degree. On the right is Widdig,

and Udorf, with its windmills, and the Isle of Pelzdorf

;

on the left the Islands of Werth and Krip, and the village

of Itheidt. Roisdorf, and the agreeable village of Hirscl

are passed on the right. Nearly opposite is Miindorf,

and a little inland stands the town of Bergheim, on the

banks of the river Sieg, or Scgus, which formerly joined

the sister flood by Miindorf; at present, the stream

issues into the Rhine, rather higher up. The river

flows amidst fields and pasture, and the landscape much

resembles scenery in Holland. The stream, owing to

the mountain torrents, often overflows its banks, changing

its course, and creating for itself a new and more con-

venient channel. The waters abound with trout and

salmon, of considerable size,

A few miles towards the interior is situated the

isolated mountain of Siegburg, which, with its abbey,

affords a striking and interesting point of observation.

At the foot lies a small town, that bears the same name.

During the commencement of the eleventh century

a fortress and castle were erected on this mountain by

Count Palatine Henry, who presented them to arch-

bishop Anno. The archbishop converted them into a

Benedictine Abbey, and in the chapel are deposited the

remains of the founder, who died in 1175. Vineyards

cover for the most part the sides of the mountain, and from

its summit the tourist will be delighted by a fine and exten-

sive prospect. The majestic course of the Rhenish flood

is traced in a lengthened line from the Seven Mountains

even to the environs of Cologne. Its various windings

offer to the view a fanciful yet pleasing irregularity.
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The eye is likewise gratified by wandering over hill and

vale, verdant meads intersected with rills and streams,

all hastening to yield their tributory waters to the

noble Rhine ; various small towns and villages, inter-

spersed over the plain, enliven the scene, and make

the character of the picture highly diversified and

pleasing. Placing ourselves again in the steam-boat,

opposite the mouth of the Sieg is observed the island

now called Graupenworth, formerly it received the appel-

lation of Pfaffenmiitze, from the similarity of its form

to a priest's cap. The Dutch fortified it, in 1620, with

a strong battery, and it was well known during the

thirty years' war. It was afterwards taken by the

Spaniards, who strengthened the fortress, and named it

Isabella's Fort; since then it has been dismantled and

completely demolished.

Opposite the island is Graurheindorf, with its ancient

convent, founded in 1149. The small river of Mahr-

bach, or Roes, unites itself here with the Rhine ; further

inland is Alfter, and as the steam-boat advances, the

city of Bonn is constantly in view. Geislar now

appears on the right, and also Vilich, formerly called

Velica, where a convent was erected in 980, by Me-

gingoz, Count of Guelders. Their daughter Adelaide

was the first abbess, and some old French Chronicles

assert, that she had the peculiar gift of making the

voices of the sisterhood clear and sonorous, by means,

as the original text mentions, " quelques soufflets bien

appliques." Happy times ! when " quelques soufflets"

could produce such melodious and durable effects.

Nearer the river is the village of Schwartzrheindorf,

F
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which originally contained a Benedictine convent, en-

dowed in 1152 by the electorate Prince, Arnold II.,

of Weda, who lies interred in the present church. On

the right hank is the Jesuit's Court, and Wichardshof,

close to Bonn. Before, however, having reached the city,

the delightful site it occupies, the regularity, together with

the white and cheerful appearanceof the houses, and the

undulating and magnificent scenery which surrounds it,

have created a strong feeling of admiration ; and the

idea that rises to the imagination on arrival we cannot

better convey, than in the elegant expression of a

French lady, who beheld the city for the first time,

" Voila Bonn ! c'est une petite perle."

We must be pardoned leaving the aquatic tourist for

the present on board the steam-boat, as, prior to his

landing, we are obliged, for the benefit of those who

have travelled by the Chaussee, to recommence our

detail of the route from Cologne. We regret the

" tedium" thus incurred, but as the pen cannot convey

manifold descriptive, without recurring to the " beaten

track," we have, unfortunately, no alternative.

Having before mentioned that the pleasantest mode

of reaching Bonn is by land ; and the route recom-

mended, through Briihl and Transdorf, although rather

circuitous, yet the tourist will not, we are con-

fident, feel dissatisfied at the detour he thus forms.

The direct road, after quitting Cologne and passing

Fort Nicolaus on the right, leads through the villages of

Milote, Godorf, Nieder, Ober Wessling, and Hersel,

with Roisdorf, and afterwards Buschdorf on the right;

further inland Alfter, and then Bonn.
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The road to Briihl diverges more to the right ; and

both routes, particularly the latter, leave the Rhine

to some distance on the left. During these short tours

a variety of delightful prospects meet the view : on the

right, a rich and cultivated country ; and on the left,

across the Rhine to the Duchy of Berg, an extensive

range of hills and mountains, some of whose lofty

ridges are finely mantled with luxuriant foliage. The

numerous villages spread over the landscape give life

and animation to the picture ; and " ever and anon"

the sails of the various vessels gliding along the river,

are seen floating in the breeze, and appear in the dis-

tance to spring from the bosom of the surrounding fields

and meadows. The chaussee, for the most part being

planted with trees, conduces also to the agreeableness of

the travelling.

The town of Briihl, the ancient Broilum, or Brolium,

contains upwards of 2,000 inhabitants, and is situated

in a fertile and beautiful country. In the year 1262,

Archbishop Engelbert, of Falkenburg, when expelled

from Cologne, entered into negociations from hence

with Ms rebellious subjects. In 1284, Siegfried, of

Westerburg, in order to arrest the incursions of the

Kolners, erected a strong castle with the remains of the

old Roman fort. In 1317 and 1318, it was besieged

by the Kolners, and resisted for four months the united

efforts of them and their allies ; it was at last taken,

and placed in sequestration with the Elector of Treves.

During the time of Archbishop Gebhard, of the House

of Truchsess, the town suffered severely from the

various assaults of his enemies, and was finally plun-
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dered of all its valuable relics. The Collegiate Church

was reinstated by Archbishop Hermann in 1491. At

the period that Cardinal Mazarin was exiled from

France, the castle of Briihl afforded him an

asylum.

Adjacent to the town, at the foot of the chain of

mountains which from Bonn traverse the country inland

in the direction of the Rhine, is situated the delightful

chateau of Augustenburg. Its erection was commenced

by the Elector Clemens Augustus in 1725, and completed

by Max Friedrich in 1740. The surrounding scenery

is beautiful in the extreme ; and while pleasure is

derived in observing the numerous picturesque points of

attraction, the mind is gratified in remarking the rich-

ness and abundance with which the land around appears

to teem. The decorations of the interior of the cha-

teau display considerable costliness and taste. The

ceiling of the large superb staircase is finely orna-

mented with paintings, by Anducci and Carnioli. The

ceilings also of the drawing-room and spacious saloon

are executed by the same masters ; that of the saloon

was painted principally by Carnioli, and represents the

banquet of the gods. He is stated to have received

nearly five thousand pounds sterling for this perform-

ance ; and an anecdote connected with the subject in

his life is not devoid of interest. On receipt of this

sum of money, the artist was satisfied with the ample

addition to his former income, and determined to relin-

quish the profession. By an advantageous offer from

another German prince he was induced, however, to

resume his pencil for the last time. The continual
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constrained posture requisite in painting the ceiling

brought on an affection of the brain. He was employed

in the delineation of celestial Beings ; fancying himself

also gifted with wings, he attempted to fly from the

scaffold, but fell unfortunately dead on the floor. The

gardens contain some pleasant walks, groves, and

reservoirs of water. The park, in which is a Chinese

temple, abounds with game. An avenue of lime-trees

leads into a small forest, wherein is a hunting-seat,

called Falkenlust, with a terrace attached.

On approaching Bonn, the road lies through the

village of Transdorf, formerly called Villa or Castra

Trajani. Trajan, who was quartered at Cologne with

his legions at the time of his being elected Emperor of

Rome, built here, and in other places between that city

and Bonn, different towers or castles, some of which

received his name. At Transdorf, the remains of a

tower, and other works of Roman origin, are still

visible. At Roisdorf, at the foot of the range of moun-

tains which extend to Bruhl, is a castle commanding a

very delightful and varied prospect. The mineral

spring is reckoned preferable to the famous waters of

Godesberg, as they contain a greater proportion of

carbonic gas, which renders them capable of being

transported to a greater distance.

Bonn occupies a prominent station among the ancient

cities of the Rhine. It was originally the principal

town belonging to the Ubii, called Ara Ubiorum, and

sacred to the god Mercury. It was afterwards named

Verona, and then Bonna, or Bonnensia Castra, as men-

tioned by Pliny and Floras. This latter name, it is
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stated, was conferred upon it by the sixteenth Roman

legion, who lay encamped here for some length of time.

Drusus Germanicus, the Roman General, who under

Augustus Caesar signalised himself greatly in his wars

in Germany and Gaul, erected during his campaigns on

the Rhine fifty castles, one of which was situated at

Bonn. He also constructed a bridge across the river.

The Holy Maternus, who had received the tenets of the

Christian religion from the mouths of the Apostles

themselves, converted most of the inhabitants from

their paganism, and destroyed their altars and sta-

tues.

In the course of a series of years a considerable town

was formed, which Julianus the Apostate, during the

reign of the Emperor Constantine the Great, fortified

and environed with a wall. Helen, the mother of the

Emperor, founded the Minster, and dedicated it to the

martyrs Floras and Malusius. The town was twice

destroyed by the Normans ; and once, under Charles the

Fat, they laid it waste with fire and sword. By degrees

Bonn was again rebuilt, and Conrad, of Hochstedten,

in 1240, again surrounded it with walls, constituted it

a city, and bestowed upon it several rights and pri-

vileges. In 1254—1256 the city entered into the

Hanseatic confederacy. In 1268, Engelbert, Elector

of Cologne, being driven thence by the rebel citizens,

fixed here his residence, since which it became

the favourite abode of the succeeding Electors, who

have displayed considerable taste and elegance in the

improvement of this small, but bea\itiful city. We may

here be permitted to cite an old Latin inscription fully
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exemplifying from its laudatory strain the high sense

that in former times was entertained of its heauty

—

Bonna Solum felix, Celebris Locus, inclyta tellus,

Florida martyrio, terra sacrata Deo

—

Eulibus requies, asylum mite fuisti

Semper, et externi te reperere suam.

In 1583, the Emperor Charles the Fourth was crowned

here by the Elector Wallram. In 1583, the marriage of

Archbishop Gebhard with the beautiful Agnes, Countess

of Mansfeld, was an unfortunate event for Bonn, as it

gave rise, in 1584, to a war which lasted until 1589.

During that period the greatest part of the city was

reduced to ashes. Phoenix like, the city again arose,

and in 1673 surrendered to the united forces of Hol-

land, Spain, and Austria. In 1689 it was taken pos-

session of by Friederich III., Duke of Brandenburg,

afterwards King of Prussia. In 1703, upwards of 1000

men had been constantly employed for nearly eighteen

months in strengthening the fortifications, and rendering

them capable of withstanding a protracted siege. It

was, however, taken by the Dutch, under General

Cohorn, after a bombardment of only a few hours. The

short duration of the defence, and the name of the

General Cohorn or Kuhhorn (Cowhorn) suggested at

the time various epigrams. The following will convey

the principal point of their satire :

—

Es lies einst Josua die Feldtrompeten schallen,

Drauf musten mit Gewalt in sieben Tagen fallen

Die Mauren Jericho.—Dies war ein Wunder ! Doch

Das Wunderwerk mit Bonn scheint etwas grosser nod
• * * * *

Es wurde mit Gewalt der Hauptort iiberwunden

In Kurzer Tagefrist, und etlich wenig Stunden.

Kein Josua war da, der mit Trompeten bliess,

Es war ein Kuhhorn nur, dass es zu Boden stiess.
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Of which we have attempted to give our readers a literal

translation

—

Joshua, in sev'n days, with shout and trumpets' sound,

Jericho's proud ramparts levell'd with the ground
;

This through all time a miracle was thought ;

—

Yet before Bonn were greater wonders wrought.
* • • • *

Instead of seven days, Bonn's strong and lofty wall

In as many hours by force was doom'd to fall:

No Joshua was there—the trumpet's blast to blow,

But a mere Cowhorn laid the city low.

The same year it fell irto the hands of the Duke of

Marlborough. In 1717, Elector Joseph Clemens threw

down the fortifications on the east side, and laid the

foundation-stone of a large and elegant electoral palace,

which his successor Clemens August finished. It occu-

pies the same site where no less than four preceding

palaces have fallen a prey to the fire of the enemy. From

about the year 1795 to 1814, the city was in the occupa-

tion of the French. Napoleon intended to have had the

city re-fortified, and the measurement of the walls had been

effected ; but the idea was abandoned, as it was judged

the neighbourhood of the Kreuzberg, from its elevated

situation, would completely command the city, if in

the hands of an enemy. In January, 1814, the allied

army entered it, and in 1818 it was annexed to the

Rhenish provinces of Prussia, under whose Government

it still remains. The situation Bonn occupies on the

Rhine has rendered its possession always of importance

during the wars of France and Germany, and hence it

has constantly suffered from the aggressions of con-

flicting armies.

Bonn contains about 11,000 inhabitants. The city,
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although it evinces considerable antiquity, is yet cleanly,

compact, and lively. The Minster, as we have before

noted, owes its origin to the Empress Helen, since

which it has been rebuilt, and the present light and

elegant Gothic structure bespeaks the style of the

twelfth century. The accompanying engravings convey

not only a correct idea of the exterior, but present

a fine perspective view of the interior, with the large

bronze statue of the Empress in the foreground.

There are also in the church two well-executed bas-

reliefs, in white marble, of the birth and baptism of our

Saviour. Near the Minster are the ruins of the

venerable church of St. Martin, believed to be one of

the most ancient edifices in Bonn ; the architecture,

and vestiges of its rotunda form, seem to indicate it

as having been constructed by the Romans.

The parochial church of St. Remy possesses a fine

altar-piece, painted by Spielberg, representing the bap-

tism of Clovis, King of France, by St. Remy ; the

head of the saint is reckoned very fine. The remaining

two churches are those of St. Peter and St. Gangolph.

The other religious establishments have been mostly

suppressed.

The fine and spacious Electoral Falace, now ap-

propriated as a University for the provinces of the

Rhine and Westphalia, stands upon elevated ground,

the principal facade forming a delightful amphitheatre,

embracing a magnificent view of the river, and the

Siebengebiirg, or Seven Mountains; and towards the

right, the chateau of Poppelsdorf, or Clemensruhe, toge-

ther with its village, and the chain of hills to Godes-

G
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berg, including the Kreuzberg. As, however, from the

terrace of the University, the tower of the Minster, and

the Bastion, the same superb prospect is obtained, we will

take the opportunity, before leaving the city, to dilate

on all the varied beauties that burst upon the sight

of the Tourist from these different " points de vue."

The gardens in front are separated from the waters of

the Rhine by the Coblentz road. The University is

connected with Poppelsdorf by a delightful and shady

avenue of chesnut-trees, extending for a mile in length,

and which is the fashionable promenade of the in-

habitants.

The College has already attained considerable ce-

lebrity since its foundation in 1818. The King of

Prussia, after the Congress of Aix-la-Chapelle, desirous

to commemorate the anniversary of the victory obtained

by the coalition at Leipzig, issued a decree for the

establishment of a College at Bonn, with a letter

addressed to Prince Hardenberg, detailing his views and

wishes on the subject ; in which, after expressing

considerable anxiety to provide the means of diffusing

the fundamental principles of real and useful know-

ledge among his subjects, he observes—" I do confi-

dently hope that the University will act in the spirit

which actuated its foundation, in promoting true piety,

sound sense, and good morals. By this my faithful

subjects may know and learn with what patriotic

affection I view the equal, impartial, and solid instruc-

tion of them all, and how much I consider education

the means of preventing those turbulent and fruitless

efforts so injurious to the welfare of nations."—The
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King allowed the palaces of Bonn and Poppelsdorf to be

dedicated to the establishment, with their appurtenances.

Although the students are numerous, amounting from

1000 to 1100, and bordering as the College does on

countries whose religious persuasions are of so opposite

a character, yet it affords a happy instance of the blend-

ing, or union of religious with moral and philosophical

instruction, conspicuously refuting the notion often

entertained, that schools with Protestant and Catholic

pupils, are likely to cause animosity, and defeat all

probability of their acquiring a general and well-founded

education. Here there are two theological Faculties,

equal in rank : and also a Protestant and Catholic Pro-

fessor in philosophy, who have each their separate

classes. The other Faculties are " communis om-

nibus."

Many of the Professors have been and are men of

considerable talent and attainments ; among others we

may mention the celebrated Wilhclm Schlegel, Pro-

fessor Niebuhr, author of the interesting and learned

" History of Rome," and Dr. Harless, well known to

the medical world.

From the size and extent of the original palace, it is

capable of including, not only most of the branches of

the University, but what is highly advantageous both to

the medical professors as well as students, the surgical,

medical, together with the lying-in hospitals under

the same roof: at the same time the different theatres

for lectures, and the necessary collections to illustrate

the discourses. In the Museum of Antiquities are

several interesting Roman remains ; among which is the
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altar which formerly stood in the middle of St. Reply's

or the Romans'-square. It was supported by basaltic

columns, and has some bas-relief representations of

sacrificial subjects, with the inscription—" De^e Vic-

tori* Sacrum." By some antiquarians it is thought to

be the original " Ara Ubiorum," or " Altar of the

Ubii." There is also a fine winged head of Mercury,

dug up at Hadernheim, in 1821.

At Poppelsdorf are Cabinets of Natural History,

Lecture-rooms and apartments for the Professors, and

an extensive Botanical Garden. The Zoological Col-

lection consists of more than 10,000 specimens, and the

line collection of Fossils of 10,000. The Cabinet of

Minerals is well worthy inspection, and exemplifies in a

very interesting degree the mineralogical history of the

Rhine and its environs. The public are indebted for

this beautiful collection, comprehending upwards of

22,000 specimens, to the indefatigable research of Pro-

fessor Noggerath, who was occupied more than twenty

years in forming it. The Botanical Garden comprises

twenty acres, under the management of an able Professor,

who affords the young students frequent opportunities

of improving and facilitating their studies, by her-

balizing and procuring specimens from the surrounding-

country.

The University is not so much frequented as that of

Berlin, but it is capable of affording a most excellent

education on very reasonable terms. The charges do

not exceed 601. per annum, including 20Z. for fees

and collegiate expenses.

The Academy of Music has been justly noted for its
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excellence. Beethoven, Salomon, and other eminent

composers, here first received instruction in this de-

lightful art.

The Town-House is a large building in the high

Gothic style, in which a reading-room, under very good

arrangements, was established by the last Elector.

The different Squares are not remarkable for beauty :

the most agreeable is that of the market, which extends

in an oblong form from the Town-House to the

Sternen-Strasse, or Street ; in the centre is a pyramid

with a fountain. St. Remigiusplatz, or St. Remy's

Square, where formerly stood the ancient church

dedicated to that saint, is also called Romerplatz,

or the Romans' Square, from the altar which is now in

the Museum of Antiquities having been erected here.

The Munsterplatz, or Minster Square, in which was

originally held the open tribunal, termed Goding, or

Gaugericht, and the Vierecksplatz, or Four-cornered

Square. Near the Coblentz Gate is a house with a

very ancient door-way. The entablature and caryatides

are evidently of Roman structure. Bonn also contains

some fine mansions, such as Prince Metternich's, and

those belonging to other noblemen and private indi-

viduals. The city is entirely under the government of

Prussia.

At the period the French occupied Bonn, there

existed several mamifactories, which afforded employ-

ment for the lower classes of the people ; since then

the introduction of English goods, at the extraordinary

cheap rate the manufacturers in this country have been

enabled to carry their articles into foreign markets,
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has completely ruined the different establishments at

Bonn, and rendered any competition fruitless. The

subject is reverted to by many of the inhabitants at all

convenient opportunities with no very kindly feelings.

There are a few coarse cloth manufactories still left,

some also of tin, and one of sulphuric acid, according

to the process adopted by Chaptal.

The amateur in pictures will find a few cabinets

which merit examination : the principal are those

belonging to Messrs. Falkenstein and Neusser. At

Professor Noggerath's may be purchased interesting

specimens of Rhenish minerals and fossils.

On the other side of the Rhine is situated the small

town of Beuel, connected with Bonn by a flying bridge,

or bridge of boats, resembling that at Cologne, and

which the annexed engraving represents. From the

Etnichberg, near Beuel, a beautiful and expansive view

is afforded of the mountains of the Rhine as far as

Cologne, likewise of the Seven Mountains, Godesberg,

Kreuzberg, and Bonn. In the vicinity are some alum

works.

The principal hotels at Bonn are La Carpe and

L'Ange, near the Rhine ; L'Etoile, Hotel de Cologne,

and Le Nouveau Cellier, in the market-place. Dili-

gences are starting daily to Cologne, Andernach, and

Coblentz.

In visiting the Kreuzberg, we proceed through the

allee of chesnut-trees to the Chateau of Poppelsdorf,

or Clemensruhe, the before-mentioned branch of the

University. This delightful electoral residence, together

with the village of Poppelsdorf, so named it is asserted
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from Publius, a Roman general, suffered considerably

during the last war, but has been since restored. The

palace is in the form of a square, consisting only of

two stories ; in the interior is a court surrounded with

arcades, upon which is elevated a light gallery. The

houses of Poppelsdorf extend to the mountain of

Kreuzberg, and in the village is a manufactory of china

and porcelain, not unworthy observation. Behind

Poppelsdorf is a charming valley, which leads to Rott-

chen, where formerly stood a fine hunting-seat, called

Herzogsfreude. The site, however, is now occupied by

peasants' huts.

The ascent of the mountain of Kreuzberg, thus de-

signated from the walks and avenues having been made

in the shape of crosses, is planted with fir-trees leading

to the summit. The ancient monastery of the Servites,

which in earlier times was erected here, is now de-

stroyed, and a beautiful chapel has been substituted.

The ceiling is ornamented with paintings, and it con-

tains a fine staircase of Italian marble, presented by the

Elector Clemens August at considerable expense. The

numerous frequenters of the shrine during Lent used

formerly to entertain for this staircase a holy reverence

and respect, and did not presume to place their feet

upon the steps, but ascended on their knees, and then

slipped or slided down. In the catacombs of the old

monastery are seen many bodies of the monks,

which are kept in a state of perfect preservation

in these subterranean chambers. On this mountain the

Elector, Friedrick Wilhelm of Brandenburg, established

his head-quarters during the siege of Bonn in 1G89.
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The prospect from hence is extensive and sublime in

the highest degree. On the east and north-east a semi-

circle of hanging wood projects towards the Rhine, on

the opposite banks of which the bold, wild, and

romantic Siebengebiirg, or Seven Hills, with their

luxuriant woods and vines, rear their lofty heads in

proud pre-eminence above this and the neighbouring

mountains. Towards Bonn the view assumes a varied

and majestic character. The eye, after surveying the

whole of the city and its delightful environs, is carried

into a beautiful and picturesque expanse of hill, plain,

green woods and pastures, spreading to an immense

distance in the direction of Briihl and Cologne, until

the whole scene fades in the distant horizon.

The next interesting object in the neighbourhood of

Bonn is Godesberg, and the mineral waters of Draitsch,

distant about a league and a quarter. In making this

excursion from Bonn, as there are two roads leading

to the same point of attraction, it is preferable to

proceed from Clemensruhe through the village of Kes-

senich, and return by the Coblentz road. After

passing Kessenich, the next village is Dottendorf : we

then arrive at a monument of Gothic construction

called Hochkreuz, being a cross thirty-six feet in

height, which, the Chronicles of Cologne assert, Arch-

bishop Wallram of Juliers erected in 1333, with stones

brought from the Drachenfels, to commemorate the

completion of the Choir of the Cathedral of that city.

In former times it was related to have been placed

here by a Baron of Hochkirchen, who, having killed

a knight in a duel, was condemned by Archbishop
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Theodoric of Heinsberg to build this cross in expia-

tion of the offence, and which received the name of

Hochkirch-Kreuzen. It is likewise mentioned as

having been the ancient market-place of Bonn. The

former of these accounts, however, received from the

Chronicles of Cologne, we believe to be the most

authentic. The accompanying engraving represents

correctly this fine Gothic specimen.

A short distance from hence is Friesdorf, at the foot

of a pleasant range of hills, stretching from Godesberg

some distance into the old department of the Roer. At

this place are found large beds of manganese ; and there

are mines, which extend to the opposite bank of the

Rhine. In the neighbourhood also are extensive alum

works.

The village of Godesberg is now soon reached, con-

taining from about 800 to 1,000 inhabitants, and delight-

fully situated at the base of the mountain from which it

derives its name. The celebrated Draitscher Quelle, or

spring of Draitsch, rises in this village, and has attracted

the assemblage of numerous visitants from various

climes. Every accommodation is afforded for patients

prescribed to have recourse to these far-famed waters.

Exclusive of their sanative properties, they are of an

agreeable flavour, and remove the aversion invalids

often experience in drinking so nauseous a draught as

most medicinal springs afford. After several analyza-

tions, the component parts of these medicinal waters are

found to consist of carbonic gas, lime, magnesia, a

mineral salt, and iron, which last is in so small a quantity

as not to render them, according to the common

H
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acceptation, mineral. Their export to various parts of

the world has become considerable, as they are in no

respect inferior to those of Schwalbach or Spaa.

On the summit of the mountain of Godesberg are

the ruins of a castle and the old chapel of St. Michael.

This is another point assigned by some historians as

the original " Ara Ubiorum," and that the name of

Godesberg, Gottesberg, or Godshill, is deduced from

the erection of a temple dedicated to Wodan or Mercury.

However, this etymology is so far controverted, that

Wodan was not worshipped in temples, and those sacred

to Mercury were seldom, if ever, placed on mountains.

It is more likely to have received its name from the

Goding or Gaugericht, an open Court of Justice, which

held its sittings during the middle ages, and to which

we have before referred. The traditionary account is,

that in remoter times; a foreign king with a mighty

train of followers arrived in the neighbourhood ; that

the royal chieftain was in league with the spirits of

darkness, to whom on this mountain he raised a temple,

in which human sacrifices were immolated. Through

the power of the demons, he tyrannised over this portion

of the Rhine, until the arrival of a Christian priest,

whose holy supremacy the unhallowed imps were not

able to withstand, and the country was relieved from

their odious thraldom.

In this fiction is easily traced the subjugation of

these parts by the Emperor Julianus the Apostate, who

was here positively encamped for some length of time,

and very probably constructed a temple or castle. The

conversion that had been wrought among the Ubii
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having spread, and Julianus removing his forces from

the district, the inhahitants in after-times built on this

mountain a chapel dedicated to St. Michael.

In 1210, Archbishop Theodoric, out of the ruined

remains built also a castle, portions of which still present

vestiges of Roman architecture. In the course of the

thirty years' war, which gave rise to the conversion of

Archbishop Gebhard, Elector of Cologne, to Protest-

antism, and his marriage with the lovely Countess of

Mansfeld, he placed here a Dutch garrison. The

troops of the Bishop Ernest, of the House of Bavaria,

who succeeded to the Electorship after Bishop Gebhard's

expulsion for apostacy, blew up the castle in 1593.

The tower, which remains, is ninety feet in height, and

from whence is procured an imposing and extensive

view of the whole range of the Siebengebiirg, or Seven

Mountains, formerly known by the name of Mons

Rheticus, and afterwards Mons Siebenus, or Siberius,

the exalted and darkened summits of which are crowned

with the mouldering walls of baronial castles, that seem

at times to mingle by almost imperceptible tints with

the clouds that float around them. Every ruined turret

or tower, to the poetic fancy, conjures up past ages of

chivalry and romance, where noble Barons resided

in feudal dignity with their martial retainers, in open

warfare with each other ; affording to the brave and

gallant knight frequent occasion by his prowess of

kindling that warmth of affection in the eyes of his

lady-love, which we can only conceive to have existed in

legendary tale ; when a single glance from a bright

eye nerved the arm of the victor, and feats of peril and
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hardihood were amply rewarded hy a smile. In ages

less contaminated hy an artificial state of society, and

of tutored and shackled feelings, the stream of love

flowed purely on ; when passions, though strong, were

controlled, hut not schooled and rendered subservient

to interested views and worldly motives—love, though

rapid as heaven's lightning, remained unsullied and

eternal. In fact, the nobleness of sentiment, combined

with the intensity of feeling, we cannot in our de-

generate days hope to attain. In the minds of prudish

reasoners, who tamely calculate the duration of the

period in which the heart should be lost and won, and

the different stages of its progress before union takes

place, these effects of chivalry are, no doubt, deemed

indecorous ; and though we must acknowledge, with

Burke, " the days of chivalry are past," yet in this our

hemisphere there are, we trust, youths and maidens

whose bosoms still thrill with even the very first looks

and tones, and can tell that they do dart " an instant

sunshine through the heart," which nature and them-

selves acknowledge is true, primeval feeling.

The Drachenfels, which is the steepest of the Seven

Mountains, has infinitely the advantage of situation:

rising abruptly from the river to a stupendous height,

clothed midway with rich vines and foliage, and ter-

minating in red and grey rock; on its hrow are the

ruins of an ancient castle, which stand on their colossal

and perpendicular base, a type of man's perseverance

and power. This mountain is connected with that of

the Wolkenhurg, or Castle of Clouds, by the Roper-

kammerchen, or Curtain of Mountain. On the left,
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inclining its front toward the Rhine, is the Stromherg,

or Petersberg, with the chapel of St. Peter. Behind

these three, and removed from the river, are seen the

remaining four mountains, which will be observed in the

following rotation :—the Nieder, or Nonnenstromberg,

near the Stromberg ; then the Oelberg, the Lowenberg,

and the Hemmerich, on most of which some ruinous

remains may be discovered. On the Lowenberg and

Stromberg the Emperor Valentinian is supposed to have

erected towers during his conquests on the Rhine and

Danube. It is due to the valour of the ancestors of the

inhabitants on the banks of these rivers to recal the

fact, that the desperate resistance the Quadi offered to

the Emperor's victorious arms, and the length of time

they withstood his fury and resentment, eventually

caused his death. These bold and daring people, in

375, were compelled to sue for peace. But Valentinian,

who was naturally of an irascible temper, was so

enraged at the appearance of their ambassadors, that

with the vehemence he made use of in loading them

with contempt and contumely, he broke a blood-vessel,

fell senseless, and soon after expired.

The small town near Drachenfels on the Rhine is

Konigswinter. Advancing on the left, is the farm called

Pfaffroth, and nearly opposite to Godesberg, the villages

of Nieder, and Ober Dollendorf. Beyond, on the banks

of the river, Ober Cassel. Inland the old abbey of

Ramersdorf; then Kudinghofen, Limperich, Voits-

haiischen, and Beuel. On this side of the river, to the

left of Godesberg, is Auerhof and Plittersdorf ; to

the right, Rungsdorf; further in, Muffendorf ; and near
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the river, Mehlem, leading to the ruins and mountain

of Rolandseck.

The magnificent and picturesque prospects which on

all sides encompass this enchanting spot, make it appear

as if nature, with a profuse and lavish hand, had dif-

fused around so many and varied beauties, that having

exhausted her wonted combination of mountain, hill,

and dale, with water, flowery mead, cultivated field,

mantling forests, and luxuriant vineyards, she had by

this profusion of witching scenery peculiarly marked it

for her own. Bonn, with Poppelsdorf, and the Kreuz-

berg—the Rhine, in all its majesty of flood—the wild

mountain scenery—the beautiful vales—the rich land-

scape, extending beyond Bonn on each side of the river

even to Cologne—lead to the belief, that few scenes in

nature can be found where the union of the " beau

ideal " with reality are more perfectly portrayed, or

where nature can be seen under an aspect more en-

chanting, and more likely to impress man with the

sublime and all-powerful works of the Creator.

On descending the mountain to the village of Godes-

berg, when we are told the numerous salutary effects

produced by imbibing the waters of Draitsch, we cannot

help reflecting, how highly calculated the situation is to

lend efficacy to the medicinal qualities of this celebrated

spring ; to those, whose imagination may be too much

oppressed with worldly affairs or disappointed hopes, the

body yielding to the infirmities of the mind, must not

such an assemblage of nature's charms hasten to dispel

the " thick coming fancies" of this nether sphere? or

the soul, beset with remorseless passion, heated and tur-
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bulent thought, or corroding care, will here be soon

assuaged and calmed ;
" ou ce ravissant spectacle de la

belle Nature," conspires to breathe peace and serenity,

and, harmonising with the gentler feelings of the breast,

will drive into oblivion the envy, hate, intrigues, and

perfidy of the surrounding world. Listening to the

" small still voice" and mild persuasive eloquence of

nature, will more than second the beneficial results

likely to be wrought by the waters of Draitsch.

The arrangements for the convenience of patients

and visitants are extremely commodious, and the

lodging-houses delightfully situated. The Elector

Clemens August made strenuous efforts to render the

place popular, by erecting an assembly-room, laying out

pleasure-gardens, and by premiums encouraging the

building of lodging-houses. The two principal inns are

La Belle Vue, and Plenzler's.

The road, on returning to Bonn, follows the course of

a pleasant rivulet, planted with trees. "We leave Plit-

tersdorf and Auerhof on the right, and on the opposite

banks the abbey of Ramersdorf, Ober Cassel, as well as

other villages already enumerated when on the Godes-

berg. Approaching the city, we pass through different

vineyards ; the most remarkable is that denominated

" Vinea Domini," containing a small house in an

octagon form, where several arbours of vines unite, and

from whence a fine prospect is afforded.

The most agreeable mode of visiting the Seven Hills,

on quitting Bonn, is to proceed by one of the daily

passage-boats or steam-vessel to Konigswinter ; after

inspecting the mountains and ruins, and traversing some
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of the valleys, to cross over the river to Mehlem, ascend

the mountain of Rolandseck, then proceed to the

beautiful island of Rolandsworth, or Nonnenworth, and

thence the tourist can pursue his route by steam-boat

up the Rhine.

Before taking our leave of Bonn, we must notice

that from the bastion, the terrace of the College, or

the tower of the Minster, a superb view is presented of

the Rhine, the mountains, and adjacent country ; but as

the general character of the scenery resembles that

obtained from the Kreuzberg and Godesberg, which we

have attempted to detail, and the elevation of those

sites affording a much more commanding prospect,

we will not fatigue the attention of our readers with

further repetition, than merely to observe, that although

there are such an infinity of picturesque points, yet

from their diversity, the eye is not fatigued with

dwelling again and again on each of their respective

beauties.

The soil in the environs of Bonn is extremely fertile

;

all kinds of grain, pulse, and vegetables, flourish ; and

tolerably good samples of red and white wine are pro-

duced, as the vines, for the first time on ascending the

Rhine, begin to evince a luxuriance of growth. How-

ever, the specimen obtained here of the Rhenish grape,

is not to be compared with the inspiring juice procured

from the vineyards more to the southward.

It will be observed that the direction of the Rhine

near Bonn is altered, and has become more circuitous.

Originally the stream divided its waters, probably near

Godesberg, as it ran parallel with the mountains, and
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flowing near Kessenich and Poppclsdorf, and passing

Transdorf, is supposed to have joined the main flood

near Briihl.

Pursuing our excursion to Konigswinter, we find

the river inclining to the right, and then assuming a

less deviating course, it reaches the lovely isles of

Nonnenworth and Grafenworth ; before approaching

these, the Rhine having become narrowed, and the

prospect on either side bounded by the steep and

rugged heights, the delightful vista is nearly closed.

After passing Ober Cassel on the left, Plittersdorf on

the right, and further in advance, on the opposite bank,

Nieder and Ober Dollendorf, the Godesberg mountain

and village are seen to much advantage, with the highly

picturesque Drachenfels on the left, and the romantic

ruins and mountain of Rolandseck on the right. Leaving

on the same side Rungsdorf, and in the distance inland

Muffendorf, an old commandery of the Teutonic order,

we arrive at Konigswinter, where, extending from

Bingen, terminates, correctly speaking, the Rheingau,

or Valley of the Rhine.

The town is situated at the foot of three hills, named

Halde, Sauerberg, and Hardberg, nearly covered with

vines, and whence a fine view is procured of the dif-

ferent mountains, with Bonn and the country in the

background. It is recorded that, prior to the year 446,

Konigswinter was inhabited by the Romans, who were

driven hence by a king of the Franks ; but the advanced

state of the season having prevented him from crossing

the river, the Royal cortege remained here some of the

winter months, and the town, in consequence, was

1
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named " Hiberna Regia"—Kiinigswinter, or King's-

winter. The inhabitants, who bear the character of an

industrious and honest people, are chiefly employed

in the cultivation of the vine and in masonry, as the

stone obtained from the Wolkenburg, and other moun-

tains, is shipped from hence, and in which a con-

siderable traffic is carried on. The principal inn is the

Drachenfels ; there is also another called the Maurcr.

Before ascending the mountains, it is requisite to be

provided with an experienced guide ; and though the

ascents will not be found laborious, yet it is preferable

for ladies, at all events, to be supplied with mules or

donkies, which are strong, sure-footed, and accustomed to

the mountain passes. To the lover of the picturesque,

or the artist, the visiting Drachenfels and Lowenberg,

or Stromberg, will afford them all the delight and variety

of scenery that can be obtained from any of the moun-

tain heights, though each possesses its own peculiar

character. But to the botanist or mineralogist, the

whole region of the Siebengebiirg teems with interesting

objects.

The bold, steep, and colossal appearance of the

Drachenfels, or Dragon's Rock, we have already essayed

to delineate. At the foot is a cavern called Dombruch.

On approaching the summit, which is 1,126 English

feet above the level of the sea, we arrive at a platform

named Platz, with a small house and benches, where an

obelisk is erected to commemorate the death of those

brave Germans, who sacrificed their lives in attempting

to preserve the liberty of their country at the passage of

the Rhine, in 1814. The names of Major von Bol-
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terstem, and eager, citizen of Konigswinter, who both

fell near that town, arc particularised in the inscription.

The prospect here and from the summit, as well as from

the Wolkenburg, offers numerous points of attraction,

all differing in interest and beauty, and presents an

association of scenery, uniting the grand and sublime

with the picturesque and pastoral, which cannot fail to

rivet the attention, and call forth the deepest feelings of

admiration. Looking towards the Rhine, on the left,

near the base of the mountain, is the village of Ron-

nesdorf, and the market-town of Honnef, imbedded in

a forest of fruit-trees, nearly opposite the fairy isle of

Nonnenworth ; extending the view is seen Rhein-

breitbach, Scheuern, and the town of Unkel. On the

other bank is observed Mehlem, and the Roderberg

with its crater, one of the most interesting remains of

extinguished volcanoes in the Lower Rhine ; Roland-

seek ; the houses of Oberwinter reflected on the pure

bosom of the stream, and the remainder of the town

spread on the slope of the contiguous hill. Further

removed, the forest of Eifel appears, and in the dis-

tance, the volcanic heights of the Lake of Laach, and

the conical mountain of Olbriick, with the ancient

family castle of the House of Waldpot ; the whole

prospect being intermixed with fields in high cultivation

and beautiful valleys. Towards Bonn the objects that

meet the eye have been already described. On turning

round the cluster of the Siebengeburg, each, vieing with

the other in loftiness, like mighty undulations of the

ocean, present a grand and romantic feature in the scene.

These mountains terminate the chain that traverses
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the country through Thuringen, Fulda, and Wetterau,

to the banks of the Rhine. On the top of Drachenfels

are the ruins of a castle belonging to the family of that

name. In 1580, it came into the possession of Otto

Waldpot von Bassenheim, on his marriage with Apol-

lonia, sole remaining heiress of the ancient House of

Drachenfels. This castle, which was of considerable

size, as well as that of the Wolkenburg and Roland-

seek, were destroyed by the Emperor Henry the Fifth.

The legend recounting the origin of the name of

Drachenfels, or Dragon's Rock, is to the following

effect :—The mountain in ancient times was inhabited

by a dragon, whose den is even now shewn on the

south-west side. To this monster the people paid

divine honours, and pampered his rapacious appetite

with human victims, who were usually selected from the

enemies taken during their predatory wars. It chanced

that, among other captives, a lovely virgin of high birth,

who had become a Christian, fell into their hands. Her

surpassing beauty excited ardent feelings of love in two

of the younger chiefs, who disputed possession of her

charms. The Elders of the Assembly, fearing that an

object of so much loveliness might engender discord

and animosity, doomed the hapless maiden as an

offering to their dreaded idol. Clothed in white, meet

emblem of her purity, and crowned with a roseate

wreath, she was conducted before the morning's dawn to

the mountain, and her fair and delicate form bound to

the fatal oak, before which was a stone that served for

an altar. As soon as the rising sun had gilded the lofty

crags of Drachenfels, and emitted a faint ray of light
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into the monster's cavern, with sinuous and scaly hody,

and wide-extended mouth, he writhed towards his prey.

A large concourse of people had flocked from the sur-

rounding country to witness the tragic spectacle ; and

few hearts were found unmoved with compassion at the

fate of the innocent and unhappy victim. She, the

source of their commiseration, with heaming eyes sted-

fastly fixed on the heavens, and her hand devoutly

upraised, seemed to await with silent and pious resigna-

tion her impending destruction. As her dire enemy

approached, feeling already the haneful influence of his

pestilential breath, she drew from her bosom a small

crucifix, and held with firm, yet humble confidence, the

image of the Saviour, opposed to the attack of her

sanguinary destroyer. In a moment the dragon's

advance was arrested ; recoiling with horror and affright,

and sending forth dreadful hissings and hideous yells,

he precipitated himself into the profound abyss of the

neighbouring forests, and was never seen or heard of

more.

The spectators, awe-struck at the wonderful deliver-

ance, rushed forward to free from her bonds the

beauteous sacrifice, and saw with astonishment the

symbol of the cross with which so great a miracle had

been wrought. The holy maid communicated to them

the principles of her faith, and the omnipotence of the

supreme Being she adored. With simultaneous feelings

of reverence, the assembled throng prostrated them-

selves at her feet, imploring her to return to her native

home, and send them a priest, from whom they might

receive instruction in the tenets of her religion, and be
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baptised in the name of her mighty God. Thus the

] )rachenfels, the mountain of idolatry, became as it

were the cradle of Christianity in these districts, and

a chapel was erected on the spot where before stood the

altar of the dragon. A later tradition narrates the

slaying of this monster by Siegfried.

A chain or " curtain of mountain," called Rope-

Kammerchen, forms a junction between Drachenfels

and Wolkenburg. This latter mountain has the ap-

pearance of a truncated cone, and was originally the

highest of the Siebengeburg ; at present its altitude does

not exceed 1,125 English feet. The castle that once

occupied its summit being frequently enveloped in

clouds and mist, obtained the name of Wolkenburg, or

" Castle of the Clouds." It was rebuilt by Arch-

bishop Friedrich the Fhot, of Cologne, who died here,

and lies buried at Siegburg. The ruins have now dis-

appeared. The mountain contains extensive quarries,

from whence the stones are principally supplied to

Konigswinter.

In passing from the Wolkenburg to the Lowenberg,

we go by the pretty village of Schondorf, through

a delightful valley. This latter mountain, however, is

usually visited direct from Konigswinter through Ron-

nesdorf.

The Lowenberg, or Lion's Hill, is in height 1,570

English feet, and is reckoned the loftiest of the moun-

tain group. The rich green foliage of the forest with

which it is covered, forms a striking contrast with some

of the more barren acclivities. On the verge are the

ruins of a castle, which, together with that on the
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neighbouring mountain of Hcmmerich, belonged to the

Barons of Heinsberg. The last of this old and illus-

trious family was killed in a feud with a Bishop of

Cologne, and a pillar and cross near Leghenich mark

the place where he died. At this castle the Countess

Agnes, of Mansfeld, wife of Elector Gebhard, " fit ses

accouchements." Taking a survey towards the east,

a wide extensive prospect is obtained, stretching over

Westerwald, Siegen, Westphalia, even to the mountains

of Taunus, and the towering Feldberg.

Near Konigswinter is the pleasant farm of Pfaffroth,

with its garden and promenades placed at the extremity

of an agreeable valley, extending to the foot of the

Stromberg. This mountain, called also Pctcrsberg,

from its having a small chapel dedicated to St. Peter on

the summit, is 1,122 English feet high. Some hermits

of the Augustine order, at the instigation of Arch-

bishop Bruno the Second, and under the conduct of a holy

brother, named Walters, settled here in 1134. Arch-

bishop Philip von Heinsberg, in 1188, sent also some

Cistercian monks from the monastery of Himmerode, in

the Eifel. In a few years, however, they forsook this

cold and inhospitable mountain, and established them-

selves in the approximate valley of Heisterbach, which,

with its fine ruined abbey and church of the twelfth

century, are worthy observation.

There is a romantic tale connected with the Stromberg

not devoid of interest. In the neighbourhood of the

Siebengebiirg dwelt a knight, called Diether von Schwar-

zeneck, who, in concurrence with the prevailing spirit of

the age, resolved on performing a crusade. Leaving his
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native mountains to join St. Bernard at the city of Spire,

he passed the castle of Argenfels, where he was cour-

teously received by the noble possessor and his two fair

daughters. Bertha, the youngest, endowed with beauty

and gracefulness of person, combined with amiability of

character, by one of those sudden and mysterious

impulses of love, won, in the first hour of their acquaint-

ance, the heart of the brave Diether. At parting, the

lovely object of his affection did not seem insensible to

the gallant mien of the knight. Deeply engraven on

his heart, he bore the image of his adored mistress

;

and when reclining beneath the palms and sultry sky of

Palestine, he longed for the cool refreshing shade of the

oaks on the Rhine, and breathed many a fond sigh for

the beauteous Bertha. Soon after, in an engagement

with the Saracens, Diether was wounded, and taken

prisoner. During his captivity he vowed, should he

ever regain his freedom, and reach his native land, to

erect a chapel to the honour of his patron Saint. The

city of the infidels was eventually carried by assault,

and Diether liberated from his imprisonment. Although

the intent of fulfilling his pious resolves, urged his

departure from the Holy Land, yet conscience whis-

pered, that this devotedness was not unconnected with

the ardent anticipation of again beholding the beloved

inmate of Argenfels. Setting sail by one of the earliest

ships, he pursued his course to Germany ; with what

transport did he approach his native Rhine, and with

a bosom elate with love and hope, he bent his eager

steps towards that spot, which contained all he held

dear on earth. The elevated situation of the castle
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would have enabled him, while yet at a distance, to

have recognised its lofty towers, instead of which,

a mass of ruins met his bewildered gaze. With a mind

oppressed with fearful forebodings he at length arrived at

Argenfels. He found the castle laid waste, and forsaken ;

grass had already grown on the mouldering walls, and

no voice was heard save the note of the croaking raven,

or wild cry of birds of prey. While ruminating on the

melancholy change that had occurred, since last he trod

these now deserted courts, when his Bertha, all love,

beauty, and animation, with her venerable sire by her

side, had greeted his arrival, and dwelling with pas-

sionate remembrance on her every tone and look, he

was aroused from this sorrowful pleasure of tracing in

" memory's waste" his past feelings of happiness, by

the approach of a solitary shepherd. With the deepest

anxiety he entreated him to recount the dismal events

that had transpired during his absence, JLe was told,

that the castle had been surprised, carried by assault,

and burnt by some of the Baron's feudal enemies ; that

the Baron was killed courageously defending his an-

cestral halls ; but the fate of his two lovely daughters

was unknown : whether they had both perished by the

sword of the enemy, were made captives, or had been

buried beneath the ruins, remained involved in doubt

and obscurity.

Diether, overwhelmed with affliction at this lament-

able recital, and distracted with conflicting emotions,

bent his course towards his own domain, which appeared

now more desolate than the nuns he had lately left.

Often did he deplore that it had not been his fortune to

K
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linve terminated his existence on the plains of Palestine,

ov in the dungeons of the Saracens. Partially awakening

from the lethargy that grief had thrown him into, he

determined to search out the most wild and dreary spot

in the neighbouring mountains or forests, there to erect

the chapel he had vowed to dedicate to his patron saint,

and with it a cell, in which he himself would end his

days in solitude and misery. Having wandered for

some time, he came towards the close of the day to the

Strombcrg, which was then thickly wooded even to the

summit. In the deepest recesses of this forest, covered

with dark and shadowy trees, he found a small hermitage

with a rude stone cross ; kneeling at its foot he ob-

served a recluse, absorbed in prayer and pious medi-

tation ;—it was his lost, his beloved Bertha. The

extacy of again beholding the object of his fondest

hopes, of which he had believed himself for ever be-

reaved, imagination may pourtray, but the feeble efforts

of the pen must fail in attempting ; he saw also with

delight that the flushed though wan cheeks of the

fair hermit too truly confessed the latent feelings of her

heart.

The unfortunate heiresses of Argenfels, during the

siege of their castle, had, in obedience to the orders of

their father, and under the guidance of an old and

faithful domestic, secured their flight through a subter-

ranean passage, unknown to the assailants, and obtained

a temporary asylum in the cabin of one of their depend-

ants. On receiving the dreadful tidings of the death of

their revered parent and protector, and that they no

longer possessed a home, they sold the few jewels they
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had saved, and constructed a small cell on the Strom-

serg, resolving as hermits to consecrate the remainder

of their life to God. Diether's persuasive eloquence,

and the proof he had shown of sincere and fervent

affection, at length weaned the but half-reluctant Bertha

from her religious seclusion, and exchanging the coarse

hair-cloth and cowl of the hermit for the silken vest

and veil of the bride, she became the wife of her faithful

knight. Her sister refused again to mingle with the

world, and Diether built a small chapel on the mountain,

which afforded her a commodious dwelling, and where

repose the ashes of the holy anchorite.

The Nieder, or Nonnenstromberg, is 1136 English

feet high, being loftier than the mountain we have

just described, to which it is connected. The views

from hence are nearly similar to those obtained from

the Stromberg.

The Oelberg rears its exalted head to 1507 English

feet, and is situated to the north of the Lowcnberg,

with which it almost contests the supremacy of height.

We have now enumerated the Siebengebiirg, and must

pursue our way to the opposite side of the river.

Before however bidding a final adieu to this romantic

cluster of mountains, we cannot refrain from narrating

* pathetic legend, the catastrophe having occurred in

<rieir neighbourhood, and which is too intimately allied to

their history to omit. It is entitled Treuenfels.

In a sequestered valley near the Rhine, so thickly over-

grown with shrubs and underwood as to be rendered

nearly impassable, were seen on the sides of a precipitous

rock, the time-worn remains of a ruined building, and n
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gravestone covered with moss and briars, on which was

still legible the word Liba, the remainder of the in-

scription the reckless effects of time had obliterated.

The place is known by the designation of Treuenfels,

and the Chapel, which once stood there, commemorated

the appalling death of a lovely maiden, who met an un-

timely fate in the flower of her youth. The tale is

thus recorded :
—" Near the seven mountains dwelt an

ancient knight called Balther ; he had an only daughter

named Liba, who eclipsed in loveliness, as she excelled

in piety, all the maidens in the vicinity. Such peerless

beauty, it may be readily conceived, was eagerly sued

for by many a bold aspiring knight, and numerous

were the lances broken for her love. The father, how-

ever, had promised his daughter's hand to the brave

Schott von Griinstein, and, as the gallant was hand-

some, valiant, and noble, the charming Liba did not

disapprove her sire's choice.

" The spring of their early love budded with the richest

promise of happiness, but, as the sunniest and calmest

sea often portends a storm, so was it with the destiny of

these true fond lovers. Balther had entertained for

some length of time a deadly hatred towards the holy

but austere Engelbert, Archbishop of Cologne, whose

vassal he was. It chanced that some of his friends who

were equally incensed against the proud prelate, were

complaining loudly of his exactions. Balther frowning,

exclaimed, ' Had I the power to wield my sword as in

days of yore, I would not thus tamely endure the

haughtiness and oppression of this priest. We, who

are not less nobly born, he treats as serfs. His as-
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sociates ejaculated—how can we seek redress ? Balther,

seizing a goblet, cried, ' Death to our arch-enemy. He,

who is a man, will understand mc'—and quaffed off the

wine. All drained their cups, expressing the same senti-

ment, swearing to remove the object of their aversion.

The threat they shortly accomplished, Engelbert was

waylaid and murdered. The Emperor taking cogni-

zance of the affair, the perpetrators were imprisoned

and executed. Before their death, they confessed that

Balther had instigated them to the deed ; on which the

Emperor ordered his castle to be set on fire, and its

inmates destroyed. Troops were dispatched with the

greatest expedition and the castle surrounded. It was

during a dark and stormy night, when the heavens

seemed in unison with the commission of the tragic act,

that the agonized Liba, bursting into her father's room,

her cheek pallid, and hair dishevelled, awoke him by

her screams from his deep unconscious sleep. Balther

sprung from his couch, for the flames had already

reached the apartment, and all escape seemed imprac-

ticable. He stood for a moment paralyzed and speech-

less, when grasping his sword, with the intent of

delivering himself by a speedy death from the terrible

end that seemed to await him, Liba threw herself into

his arms, and shrieking, cried, Let us fly through the

castle vaults. With all her sex's energy in the hour of

peril, she brought the hapless Balther to the staircase

;

here, at every step, the flames burst around them, and

the scorching effects were but too visible on the grey

uairs of the aged knight. Liba passed through the fire

unharmed, as if an invisible arm had shielded her.
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The subterranean way they had to traverse was formed

beneath a forest torrent, and terminated in a distant

mountain cave, which was become almost impenetrable

with bushes, brambles, and rank weeds. On arriving

at this opening, the two fugitives, overpowered with

fatigue, sunk into a profound sleep. They at length

were arous°d by the shrill notes of the birds, and found

the sun had advanced some distance in his diurnal

course. Liba, gathering a few berries to moisten their

parched mouths, noticed with alarm the sunken eyes of

her father, and how severely they had suffered from the

heat and flames, which now caused him the acutest

pain. Enduring thirst and hunger, they anxiously

looked forward to the approach of evening. When all

nature seemed hushed in repose they cautiously pro-

ceeded forth, and being partially refreshed by a cooling-

spring, they pursued their devious course through soli-

tary dells and lonely passes, rendered nearly imper-

vious by trees and broken fragments of rock, until they

at last observed a cavern, near the foot of a steep rocky

mountain. ' Here let us rest,' said Liba, ' for into

this frightful asylum human footsteps are not likely

to stray
:

'
—

' In this inhospitable and savage place,

what will become of us V replied Balther. Liba, with

pious resignation glistening in her eyes, and affec-

tionately kissing the outstretched hand of the aged man,

answered, ' God careth for all, my father
!'

" Several weeks had elapsed in this melancholy abode,

and they had been enabled to allay the cravings of

appetite widi herbs and wild fruits, when the eyes of

Balther became seriously inflamed, his vision daily grew
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more dim, until the orb of day was totally obscured

from his straining sight. This heavy visitation he bore

with fortitude, and the only sigh which escaped his lips,

was accompanied with thanks to his Creator, that he

had permitted a continuation of life to repent his past

errors.

" In the mean time, the limited resources of food that

this barren solitude afforded, forced the dutiful Liba to

extend her wanderings, in order to provide the scanty

means of daily subsistence. As she was one day returning

from her fatiguing circuit, with her small rush basket,

that she herself had woven, replenished with wild

strawberries, her attention was suddenly arrested by

perceiving at a short distance, reclining beneath

a tree, a hunter, resting on his hand his wearied

head, which seemed weighed down by intensity of

thought or heavy affliction ; near him were lying his

spear and two faithful hounds, who watched, in mute

observance, their master'? protracted and silent reverie.

The hunter arose, and Liba at once recognized her

betrothed, her dear Schott von Griinstein. Sponta-

neously extending her arms towards him, and in the

act of repeating his cherished name, the sounds died

upon her lips :—Shall I, she inwardly exclaimed, sel-

fishly allow him to participate in our proscribed un-

happy lot ; he would urge our immediate removal to

his castle, and be thus implicated in the same misery,

in the same ban, as ourselves ; down, busy passion,

and let the dictates of reason triumph over those of

love. I should only acquire a renewed source of grief,

and the just reproaches of my conscience would aggra-
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vate still deeper my .affliction. No—I must suffer with

and for my father, until the powerful hand of avenging

justice shall have been atoned.

" Fortified with this generous and noble resolve, which

gave strength to her wavering and throbbing heart, she

glided silently through the trees, and reached, unob-

served, the cavern's entrance. She found her father

more composed than for many days past. He gently

sought her hand, and pressing it with affection, said,

' My daughter, I know not how it is, but my heart

this morning has felt more light and free, and my hap-

piness would be completed could I for a moment

again behold the calm and azure vault of heaven—the

sky is perfectly serene, is it not V ' It is, dear father,

one black cloud alone appears to interrupt the wide

expanse of continued blue and sunshine, and even that

seems fleeting by.'

—

4 Couldst thou not lead me into

the open day, that I might once more enjoy the blessed

influence of the sun's rays.'
—

' In the shadowy pre-

cincts of this cavern it is impossible ; but there is a safe

path will conduct us up the side of the rock, and there

will I assist thee, dearest father.' On a mossy frag-

ment, and supported by the trunk of a withered oak,

she seated the aged knight. ' O ! Liba, my beloved

child,' cried Balther, ' I see the skies, I see the sun
!'

' Has heaven, in its mercy, granted thee again thy

sight?' with breathless anxiety, demanded Liba.

1 With these faded eyes—not ; their sources of vision

are for ever seared ; but, in my mind's eye, I behold

a heaven and a sun.'

" Throwing herself upon her knees, she uttered this
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short and fervent aspiration— ' O thou supreme Judge of

the celestial kingdom, give, I implore thee, in the pleni-

tude of thy mercy, a token of forgiveness!'—Balther,

with suppliant hands, bowing, responded, ' Amen.'

In an instant, vivid lightning flashed from the black

cloud above them, and a tremendous peal of thunder

reverberated through the valley ;—Balther and Liba

were no more. The body of Balther was reduced to

ashes ; that of Liba laid near the remains of her father,

unchanged, with no outward marks of mortal violence
;

her countenance betraying no symptom of pain, seemed

the repose of sleep, with the blush of youth yet

resting on her cheek, its beauty heightened by a pla-

cidity indicating innocence and purity. She lived in

immortality, but lay in death

—

* The charms of youth at once were seen and past,

And Nature said, They were too sweet to last.'

" Schott von Griinstein had witnessed the lightning

strike the rock. Curiosity induced him to explore the

effects of the phenomenon ; he found, alas ! on ascend-

ing towards the spot, the body of his dear Liba, and

the ashes of her father. All the wounds that his fond

heart had endured were now probed afresh, and he felt

that this last affliction only death could alleviate. He
erected on the site of the melancholy event a chapel,

dedicated to * Our Lady of Sorrows ;' and the rock

acquired the name of Tbeuenfels, or rock of fidelity,

in memory of this beautiful but pathetic instance of

filial piety and affection."

In passing to the opposite side of the Rhine, it is

preferable to cross at Konigswinter ; and on reaching the
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village of Mehlem, the Rodesberg, or Rothen-Landsberg,

is extremely interesting, especially in a mineralogical

point of view, as affording several volcanic specimens,

the top being the crater of a volcano, which for ages

has not been subject to any eruption. From hence the

romantic ruins of Rolandseck are accessible by a com-

modious and agreeable path.

These famed ruins, which we are now so near ap-

proaching, deserve some detailed notice of their origin,

more particularly as the mountain is celebrated in

legendary history throughout Europe ; and the beautiful

ballad composed by the immortal Schiller, has created

in them a modern interest. Reverting for a moment to

this short, but elegant poem, entitled " Ritter Toggen-

burg," it has always excited our surprise, that instead of

the name of Roland, so universally known, Schiller

should have adopted " Toggenburg," and changed the

scene of his plot from the Rhine to Switzerland—

a

country, it is true, no less picturesque and sublime

than the banks of the Rhine ; but as both are

equally romantic, the original spot would have been

more attractive, and the unity of action better pre-

served.

An ancient Chronicle asserts the castle to have been

erected by Roland that he might constantly have in

view the convent in which his betrothed, during his

absence in the Holy Wars, had been, through wilful

misrepresentation, inveigled to enter, and assume the

veil. The following legend, however, states that Roland

built only a small hut or hermitage, which reading

Schiller has followed, when he says

—
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" Und er baut sich eine Hiitte,

Iener Gegend nah,

Wo das Kloster aus der Mitte

Diistrer Linden sab.."

" And he built himself a hut or cabin near to that spot,

whence he saw the convent rising from amidst the dark

lime-trees."

This account seems more consonant with fact; and

that the castle was afterwards constructed by his

relatives in commemoration of his love, as its erection

would have occupied too much time during the life of the

hero for him to have had much opportunity of indulging

the high pathetic feeling ascribed to him. The legend

states .the name of Rolandseck to have originated as

follows :

—

Roland, the valiant nephew of Charlemagne, wearied

with the long continuance of peace and cessation

from chivalrous exploits, quitted on the approach of

spring the neighbourhood of Ingelsheim, to witness at

this early season of the year the opening beauties of

the far-famed Rhine. At the close of a stormy

evening, he arrived at a castle, in which he was induced

to seek shelter, and was received with that unos-

tentatious and frank hospitality which the bravery of

knighthood always commanded. The Baron shook him

paternally by the hand, and free from the cold restraint

of etiquette, welcomed him as if he were an old and

valued acquaintance. Refreshment was placed on the

table, and his lovely daughter, Hildegund, pouring some

Rhenish wine into a glass goblet, on which were dis-

played in colours the ancient armorial bearings of the
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family, presented it to the stranger knight with a grace

and modesty of demeanour, her cheek slightly suffused

with a maiden blush, that heightened with its glowing

tint the attractions of her youthful charms. He received

the glass with courteous acknowledgment ; at the

instant a sudden tremor seized his hand, and his face

deeply reddened. " How," reflected he within himself,

" is it possible that this hand, which the lance and

sword have never unnerved, and this face, which hordes

of Saracens could never disconcert, should now tremble

and blush before a single maiden?" With a vigorous

effort he regained his self-possession, entered freely into

general converse, spoke with energy of the late wars

and the political views of his victorious uncle. At length

the inmates of the castle retired to rest ; but Roland

passed an almost sleepless night ; the image of the

beauteous Hildegund constantly haunting his imagina-

tion. When the dawn of day allowed him to quit his

couch, he hastily arose, and sought relief in the cool

fresh air of the vernal morn. As he was about to depart,

the noble host begged to be honoured with his name,

and learning that his guest was the brave Roland, the

flower of chivalry, whose heroic feats were echoed

through the country, the theme of every song,—he

intreated the continuance of his company another day.

The modest Hildegund, although she did not with

words urge her father's request, yet her eyes in a silent

and more persuasive language, acknowledged that his

presence was not indifferent to her.

Roland willingly remained ; his love, which had com-

menced in timidity, had now increased to boldness, and
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he only waited a favourable opportunity to declare

his passion. One evening, lost in reverie, he was

walking through the castle garden, when he beheld

the object of his fondest thoughts seated beneath

the shade of a broad-spreading oak, her hands joined,

as if in the act of prayer ; and from the soft and sweet

expression that gently played around her mouth, a pious,

though joyous vision, seemed tracing its imagery in her

mind. Roland approached, but was at a loss in what

way to lead the conversation to the point, on which

now rested all his future views of happiness. The fair

Hildegund plucked from a neighbouring rose-tree an

early bud. Roland begged it as a gift, saying, " No

emblem of fond remembrance has as yet decked my
casque ; and when my companions in arms are vaunting

the beauties and virtues of their mistresses, I cast down

my eyes, and feel in silence a void within my breast."

The maiden blushed, and taken thus by surprise,

instinctively motioned her hand, acceding to his re-

quest, but a modest bashfulness checked her first and

natural impulse. She saw, however, in the expressive

countenance of her captive knight, such intensity of

feeling, that she could not longer refrain from presenting

him the flower, adding, " Its beauty will quickly pass

away." Roland, eagerly snatching the rose, pressed it

to his lips, and at once confessed the depth and ardency

of his attachment. Hildegund spoke not; but her

look of tenderness left scarcely a doubt on the mind of

her lover that their affections were reciprocal. Their

faith became soon mutually plighted, and Roland dwelt

with delight on the happy moment when, on his return
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from an approaching campaign against the Infidels,

he should he enabled to call the beautiful Hildegund

his wife.

The parting of the lovers was calm, but mournful

—

a fond pressure of the hand partly intimated their

heartfelt emotion, and their eyes eloquently indicated

what they found it impossible for words to convey.

Hildegund lived entirely secluded, and only existed

in the anticipation of soon hearing from him who

now occupied all the affections of her virgin love.

At length news arrived of sanguinary conflicts and

perilous achievements, in which her beloved Roland had

displayed fresh traits of chivalrous valour. His name

was extolled by every tongue ; his exploits the general

topic of conversation. Many an evening, when seated

in her lonely bower, the pale moon reflecting her lovely

beams on the tranquil bosom of the Rhine, earnestly

breathing her orisons for the safe return of her own

dear knight, she heard the Rhenish boatmen, as they

glided in their barks along the silvery stream, chant his

heroic deeds.

In the mean time months rolled on, and a long and

tedious year had elapsed, when it was announced that a

peace had been concluded, which would bring home her

hero vested with honour and renown.

One evening a knight, who, as his appearance evinced,

had travelled with the utmost speed, alighted at the

castle, and craved for the night the hospitality of the

Baron. He had served under the banner of Charle-

magne, and had just returned from the plains of

Palestine. Hildegund, not without disq\iietude, and
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agitated with a painful foreboding, mentioned the name

of Roland. " Alas !" exclaimed the unknown knight,

the hero fell by my side, at the zenith of his glory,

covered with wounds." Paralysed by the sole and

absorbing thought of the extent of her bereavement,

Hildegund was momentarily deprived of speech—tears

refusing to flow, the only relief in excess of affliction

—

she sat motionless, more like a cold inanimate statue,

than a being in whom still existed the pulsations of life.

After some days of profound grief, and feeling that she

had too mournfully experienced the vanity of all human

hopes and affections ; she obtained her father's consent

to retire to the convent of Frauenworth, on the lovely

island now called Nonnenworth, there to take the veil.

The Bishop of the diocese, who was related to the

family, allowed the period of her novitiate to be short-

ened; and three months had scarcely elapsed before

she pronounced the vows which excluded her for ever

from the world.—Fatal precipitation ! Roland returned

;

and hastening to the castle with all the ardency of an

anxious lover, about to lead his adored mistress to the

nuptial altar, he received the dreadful intelligence, which

Schiller has poetically and faithfully described

—

" Die ihr suchet, tragt den Schleier,

1st des Himmels Braut

;

Gestern war des Tages Feier,

Der sie Gott getraut."

" Her thou seekest wears the veil, and has become the

bride of Heaven ; yestermorn was the ceremonial day

that betrothed her to her God."

The belief of Roland's death had not been without
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foundation : severely wounded, he had fallen on the field

of hattle. Life, however, was found not to he extinct

;

and after assiduous care and attention, he was again

restored to health. As soon as his strength permitted

him to travel, he returned with the utmost dispatch to

the Rhine. When he was told the melancholy results

which the rumour of his demise* had effected, and that

all hope of earthly felicity had irrevocably vanished,

he forsook the castle of his ancestors, cast off in

despondency those arms, which from his earliest boy-

hood had been accompanied with associations of romance

and chivalry, which he had cherished as the very pride

of knighthood, and with which he had attained the

highest pinnacle of martial fame. All views of ambition

and glory were at once obliterated; his feelings con-

centrating in the conviction, that Hildegund, in the

living entombment she had placed herself, was in this

life for ever separated from him, caused a total revulsion

of sentiment, and a disgust of the world. He built

a small hermitage on the mountain, since named Ro-

landseck, opposite to the convent of Frauenworth, at the

threshold of which he daily seated himself, with his

eyes intently fixed on the cloister in which was im-

mured his devoted Hildegund. At early morn, when

the sonorous bell summoned the sisterhood to matins,

he constantly arose ; and as the voices of the nuns in

sweet harmony sung forth the praises of the Deity, often

did a thrill of rapture pervade his isolated bosom, when

his ear caught a note winging its melodious passage to

Heaven's throne, more pure, more musical than the

chorus, and which he felt could only emanate from her
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he held so dear. In happier days her fine and mellow-

toned voice had frequently sounded in his delighted

ears more than human

—

For never had it then been given

To lips of any mortal woman,

To utter notes so fresh from heaven.

When the star of evening had given to weary

mortals the signal for repose, he used to watch

the pale glimmering of a light, which always appeared

to shed its faint ray from the same cell ; and fancy

pictured to his imagination his virgin hride during the

still and silent hour of night, kneeling before her

crucifix, in vigils and in prayer for the peace of his

departed soul.

Twice had the summer's sun brought to maturity the

rich produce of the neighbouring vineyards, and melan-

choly and inaction were beginning to waste the recluse's

strength of body as well as energy of mind, when on a

lowering morning, while the deep autumnal tints of the

surrounding forests were exhibiting the approach of

another winter, he directed his view as usual towards

the Isle of Frauenworth, and observed, in the sacred

ground allotted for the burial of the Sisterhood, the

earth newly opened in the formation of a grave. A
secret voice seemed to whisper, " Behold the final

resting-place of the unhappy Hildegund." Starting

wildly from his seat, he descended the mountain for the

first time since his seclusion, and soon ascertained that

his presentiment had too truly indicated the fearful

reality. He reached the holy cloister, which he had

before dreaded to profane by the presence of a being so

M
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agitated by earthly passions ; and, as the coffin was

borne along, he assisted in carrying the lovely corpse to

the cold and solitary grave
;

joined in the fervent

prayers of the nuns for the eternal happiness of their

sister ; and lingered until the earth had concealed from

his longing view the remains of his adored, his betrothed

Hildegund. Nearly overpowered with grief and despair

at this consummation of his miseries, his faltering steps

scarcely suffered him to regain his cell. Shortly after-

wards he was found on his wonted seat, with his glassy

eyes almost bursting from their sockets, fixed gazing on

the convent, and his soul, too heavily burdened with

the vast accumulation of its sorrows, had, impatient

longer of restraint, left its earthly tenement, and flown

to join in realms of bliss the sainted spirit of his

Hildegund.

On attaining the summit of Rolandseck, the ruins of

the castle, destroyed by the Emperor Henry the Fifth,

in the twelfth century, are discovered, with the walls

brown from age, and over which the ivy and brambles

have spread in wild luxuriance ; towards the Rhine

nearly the entire remains of a fine arch are observed,

and the prospect which presents itself is not only

extensive, but grand in the extreme. The eye, after

dwelling with delight on the beautiful Island of Nonnen-

worth, or Rolanswerder, at the foot of the mountain,

together with the late convent, now an hotel, embosomed

in light and varied foliage ; the neighbouring and

fertile farm of Grafenwerder ; the town of Honnef, sur-

rounded with blooming orchards ; Ronnesdorf on the left,

Rheinbreitbach, Scheuern, and Unkel, on the right ; and
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then rising on the view the sombre dignity of the vast

range of lofty and irregular mountains, comprehending

the whole district of the Siebengeburg, whose dark hues

and deepened shades excite feelings which, although

they expand the mind with the sublimest reflections,

are not unallied with melancholy. The hilly tract of

country on either side the Rhine, serves to form a bold

and wild outline to this imposing picture of nature.

The Rolandseck has been the subject of much geolo-

gical dissertation. The conical form, with the con-

struction and character generally of the rock, composed

as it principally is of basalt, denote it of volcanic origin,

and on which subject Professor Nose, M. Collini, and

M. de Luc, have considerably dilated. M. de Luc

observes in his " Lettres physiques et morales sur

1' Histoire de la terre,". " Je me representois ce rocher

non comme la chausee des geants, mais comme 1' ouvrage

d' un encelade charbonnier."

At the base of this mountain rock is a small village

and an inn, both named Rolandseck. Crossing an arm

of the Rhine to the island of Nonnenworth, or Rolands-

werder, we reach the ci-devant convent of Frauenworth

;

and although formerly only the elect sisterhood were

admitted within its walls, yet now as an hotel it is open

to all visitants, and affords to the traveller excellent

accommodation. The island, from the basaltic remains

that are met with, is in all probability of volcanic forma-

tion ; it contains about 160 Prussian morgen, or 100

acres English, together with a hamlet comprising about

300 inhabitants. A convent has existed on this spot

since the early part of the twelfth century, and was
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first erected and endowed by Frederick, Archbishop of

Cologne, as a Cistercian nunnery, after the introduc-

tion in 1122 of this religious sect into this part of the

country, through the invitation of the Archbishop ; since

when it had at various periods been enlarged, until in

the year 1773 it was destroyed by fire, and rebuilt with

more than ordinary attention to beauty and capacious-

ness. On the occupation of these districts by Napoleon,

it was nearly doomed to change its owners and nature,

as the Emperor was always averse to the continuance

of these religious seclusions, considering them as the

means of rendering stagnant the nobler principles and

purposes for which we were created ; but at the solicita-

tion of the Empress Josephine, the sisterhood were

allowed to enjoy a quiet possession during their life-

time, and it was then to devolve to the State. At the

close of the war in 1815, it was ceded to Prussia; and

on the death of the few remaining nuns, was sold, and

became the present commodious hotel. The situation

must be extremely salubrious, as it appeared by the

registry of deaths at the convent in 1790, that in the

preceding century only two of its inmates had died.

The island is separated from Grafenwerder by a small

arm of the Rhine, whose impeded current rushing

impetuously past, is here called Gottes-Hiilfe, or " God's

assistance," as the rowers are enabled to lay in their

oars, and allow the boat to be drifted by the rapidity of

the stream. The farm of Grafenwerder was originally

another island, owing its existence most likely to the

same cause as that of Nonnenworth ; it was, however,

connected some years past to the main land by the
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celebrated Wiebeking. Honnef is a pretty market-

town ; in tbe Bleykule, and other neighbouring hills,

lead and copper ore have been found. The tower-

ing rocks of Drachenfels and Rolandseck are seen to

considerable advantage from the island.

Resuming our station in the steam-boat, and as the

vessel is propelled up the stream, taking a farewel gaze

of all this majesty of scenery, we find, on turning our

view in the opposite direction, that the river has begun

to spread into a wide and delightful lake, near whose

margin on the left we are attracted by the truly pictu-

resque situation of Rheinbreitbach, lying at the foot of

a lofty mountain, in the midst of vineyards and richly

cultivated fields. The town contains about 1,100

inhabitants. The grapes grown in the neighbourhood

produce a very good species of Menzenberger, or

Bleichert—a red Rhenish wine. A short distance from

the town were two copper mines, one named Marienberg,

and the other Firneberg, or the mine of St. Joseph

;

the latter is the oldest on the Rhine, and in former

years yielded as much as 700 cwt. of copper-ore in the

year; the produce has gradually decreased, until at

length the works of both mines, owing to the inunda-

tion of the water, have been rendered totally unavailable.

On the other bank of the Rhine, the high road to

Coblentz, passing through green and luxuriant avenues

of trees, reaches the small town of Oberwinter, which

has a population of about 700. Some of the houses are

prettily situated on the acclivity of the hill in the rear

of the town. Agriculture, and the cultivation of the

vine, are the chief employment of the inhabitants of both
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Oberwinter and Rheinbreitbach. Leaving the small

island of Werth, near Oberwinter, the sides of the river

soon become more compressed; and the village of

Scheuern will be observed inland, while the stream takes

a sweep to the right, and brings in full view the small city

of Unkel, environed with highly pleasing and picturesque

scenery. The population is estimated at about 7,000,

On the opposite bank is a mountain, which, under

different strata, thirty to forty feet in thickness, con-

tains immense quantities of basaltic columns, standing

and lying in various directions ; these when broken

have for ages supplied materials for the purposes

of paving and building. This columnar range extends

to the middle of the Rhine ; the greatest portions are

only discoverable when the water is excessively low
;

the extremities of others are barely concealed, and some

again are usually visible above the surface ; among

these latter are the group of rocks, named the Little

Unkelstein. The Great Unkelstein was a large mass of

rock apparently unconnected with the Little Unkel-

stein, situated about fifty to sixty feet from the bank,

and which, rearing its dusky sides from amidst the

stream, was at all times discernible, even when the

Rhine attained its greatest altitude, serving as a beacon

to assist the pilots in steering their vessels through this

dangerous strait. The rock, however, obstructed the

passage of the large timber-rafts, and was in consequence

blasted by the French in the early part of the present

century. The Little Unkelstein still remains ; and

when the waters are high, boats unladen can float over

it; but vessels freighted run considerable risk in
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passing these basaltic remains, particularly in their pro-

gress up the stream. Even with the utmost care and

attention, serious accidents sometimes take place. The

native boatmen relate many melancholy occurrences and

marvellous escapes, occasioned by these Rhenish " Scylla

and Charybdis."

This vast quarry of basalt is well worthy inspection

;

for the geologist it is one of the most interesting natural

curiosities in the western part of Germany, and on the

casual observer it cannot fail of making a deep and lasting

impression. A short digression, therefore, regarding

the nature of basalt, will not, perhaps, by some of our

readers, be deemed superfluous.

Basalt is one of the most remarkable species of rock,

and presents the most artificial appearance of any

mineral production ; it seems fashioned by nature's

hands with even a mathematical attention to order and

regularity. It is hard, heavy, very compact, and

of blueish black, green, and various other colours,

composed of prisms, the number of whose sides is uncer-

tain ; though at Unkel they are for the most part pen-

tagonal and hexagonal, but rarely quadrangular. The

columns are, as it were, jointed in lengths of from three

to six feet, and are convex and concave, to correspond

with the convexity or concavity of the adjacent stones.

Mineralogists were for many years undecided as to the

manner in which this natural production was formed.

Some supposed it to owe its origin, according to the

Wernerian system, to a quiet deposition and regular

crystalization of earthy matter from its menstruum;

others that it proceeded from volcanic effects. The
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latter opinion has of late years prevailed, that volcanic

action has been the chief agent in its creation. In sup-

port, however, of the former theory, it has been urged

that in the Unkel quarry basalt was not unfrequently

found in which water was inclosed, as stated by Von

Humboldt and Van Geuns, in a mineralogical tour

they made along the banks of the Rhine, in the year

1789, and this circumstance has been adduced as totally

subversive of the idea of volcanic heat. But the facts

brought forward by Kirwan prove, that when lava flows

into deep water, it in most cases assumes the basaltic

structure more or less perfectly, and it likewise merits

observation, that all the columnar trap, which has

attracted any attention on account of its regularity or

beauty, as the Giants' Causeway, Isle of Staffa, &c, is

either altogether insular, or situated near water. Hence

we may understand how it comes to pass, that lava

perfectly vitrified, and even water, have been found in

masses of basalt.

The town of Unkel, exclusive of the beauty of its

situation, has not any particular object of attraction,

although in olden times it was rendered notorious by

the dissensions between the families of Truncksels and

Linz.

After quitting Unkel, the village of Heister lies

removed from the river on the left, and on the right we

approach St. ApoEinarisberg, and the small city of

Remagen. On a commanding height is the priory

and ancient Gothic church of St. Apollinarisberg, which

originally appertained to the abbey of Siegburg, near

Bonn. The church contained the head of St. Apol-
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linaris, and the shrine was formerly much resorted

to by pilgrims and devotees, as the sacred relic had

the reputation of curing those afflicted with epilepsy.

The different views obtained from this eminence con-

stantly vary in the loveliness and character of their

scenery ; and would almost reconcile the seclusion

of a monastic life constantly to enjoy their numerous

beauties. It is related of an artisan, who was engaged

in the priory to paint and cleanse the apartments, that

he became so captivated with the prospect as totally to

neglect his employment, and painted his own portrait

on the exterior of the walls, as if looking from a

window, in order apparently always to have this

enchanting display of nature before his eyes.

On the right, the Rhine, skirting the town of Rema-

gen, flows past Erpel and Linz, which lie picturesquely

on the opposite banks, with Okkenfels and the ruins of

its castle, in the intervening distance ; the line of undu-

lating hills forming a delightful back ground. On the

left a charming view is afforded of the river, winding

gracefully through the level portion of the country,

until its current is lost among the mountains of the

Siebengeburg, which from hence fully maintain all

their majesty of appearance.

Remagen, or Rheinmagen, consists of about 1,300

inhabitants ; it belonged to the Duchy of Juliers, but

is now annexed to Prussia. This town was the ancient

Rigomagum of the Romans; or, according to some

editions of Ammianus Marcellinus, was denominated

Rigodulum.

At the time that the present high road between Cob-

N
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lentz and Bonn was being constructed by order of tbe

Elector Palatine, Charles Theodore of the Pfalz, the great

patron of all arts, sciences, and improvements, under

the direction of the Count of Goldstein, several ancient

remains were discovered, from which it was ascertained

that a Roman way had existed there, and one of the

columns dug up bore an inscription commemorative of the

reigns of Marcus Aurelius and Lucius Verus. The various

antiquities were removed to Mannheim. Before this

patriotic undertaking was commenced by the Elector in

1768, the road was subject to frequent inundations, and

infested with robbers, who found convenient lurking-

places in the bushes and clefts of the rocks to waylay

travellers ; and not content with plundering them, used

to throw their victims into the river. The road was

eventually finished by the French, in 1801.

At Remagen very good Bleichert wine is procured at

the inn called " The King of Prussia."

On the opposite bank of the Rhine, a little distance

in advance, is the extensive village of Erpel, which

includes several farms and vineyards, with a population

exceeding 800. It is pleasantly situated near the

base of the Erpeler-Ley, a basaltic rock, ascending

721 English feet in height. The various singular and

grotesque formations that these columns of basalt pre-

sent, afford at times amusement, not unmixed with

astonishment, at the regular structure of their prisms,

and forcibly strike the imagination as having conveyed

the original idea of those light and elegant, though

durable pillars, employed in Gothic architecture. It is

truly remarkable to notice this barren rock producing
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those luxurious grapes, from whose juice the best white

wine in the neighbourhood, called Leywein, is obtained.

Their cultivation is completely artificial, and the sug-

gestion of the mode adopted evinces considerable

ingenuity. The vines are planted in baskets, with

earth and turf, and placed in the fissures and holes of the

rocks, caused by the fragments the cultivators may have

purposely detached ; and thus upwards of 200 morgen,

or 125 English acres extent of vineyard is procured,

nearly covering the rock on the southern and western

aspects. The basalt being here of a black colour, pre-

sents a powerful agent for absorbing and retaining

the heat ; and therefore the grapes arrive at a greater

degree of maturity than could, in this part of the country,

be in any other way attained. It is well known the

effect black has in ripening fruit, and the Chinese on

this principle paint their garden walls this colour, which

plan has been followed by many of our horticulturists.

On the other side of the Erpeler-Ley, the small river

Kasbach unites with the Rhine ; on the banks are various

farms, and its waters are employed in turning several

mills. The Rhine continues inclining to the left, and

we arrive opposite to the mountain of Okkenfels, or

Odenfels, with its ruined castle. The red roofs of the

houses in the village which bears the same name, form

an agreeable contrast with the verdant woods which

surround it.

We now soon approach Linzenhausen, and then Linz,

behind which are a range of fine hills, stretching towards

the Rhine, composed of schiste, or slate, with basalt,

and from the summits an imposing prospect is obtained.
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The river, before making another elbow and bending

to the right, rather expands, and forms a species of lake,

on the banks of which lies the ancient city of Linz,

containing about 2,300 inhabitants. It suffered con-

siderably during the wars in the years 1066, 1475,

1632, and 1668. In 1330, it was created a city and

surrounded with walls, by the reigning Elector of

Cologne, on whom it was dependant. In 1365, Arch-

bishop Engelbert erected a castle near the gate of the

Rhine, in order to secure the tolls payable on entering

or passing by water this frontier town of the Electoral

territories, as well as to prevent the turbulent and san-

guinary encounters that frequently occurred between the

inhabitants of Andernach and Linz. The people of

Andernach appear to have imbibed a rebellious spirit,

and refused to recognize any authorities or dues, save

those which power compelled them. The animosity

and rancour thus engendered between the two people,

inspired such mutual hatred, that neither youth nor

beauty could assuage it; not even the " conquering god

of love" could induce either sex to intermarry. Of

late years, however, the torch of Hymen has entirely

supplanted that of Bellona. The castle and walls are

built of basalt, and the streets paved with the same

material. The parish church, an old and venerable

structure, occupying a rising ground, is rendered a very

prominent object, and from whence a pleasing view is

gained. The church contains a monument commemora-

tive of the ancient Knights of Renneberg, and votive

offerings made by some of the Order. The nunnery of

St. Catherine, near Linz, was founded by these Knights
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in 1257. There were also here formerly two convents

of Capuchins and Servites. This little city displays

considerahle industry, and much business is transacted

in the dispatch of vessels to different parts of the Rhine,

laden with the produce of the neighbourhood and

interior. The exports consist of iron, copper, lead,

wine, potash, and fullers' earth. The iron is delivered

from a foundery in the vicinity, and about a German

mile distant is the foundery of Alzau, from which the

copper and lead is procured. Silver has been also

obtained there at different times, and has amounted to

1200 marks in the year. Not far distant from Linz is

a place called Stoschen, where brown coal is found,

which the country people reduce to ashes by heat, and

use as manure to their land. Good accommodation is

met with at the inn of M. Schwerdtfuhrer.

Among the hills on the left, beyond Linz, is another

basaltic quarry; and on one of the heights, amidst

basaltic debris, the ruins of a castle, that latterly was

in the possession of the family of Bornheim, are ob-

served, as well as the village of Tattenberg. The

Rhine, after forming a bay on the left, bends its course

in an opposite direction ; and near the curve of the

bank, on the right, are the villages of Upper and Lower

Kripp, containing between them from 500 to 600

inhabitants ; the latter has become a kind of haven for

the different vessels and passage-boats.

A short distance from hence the river Aar falls into

the Rhine ; and near its banks, removed from the Rhine,

is the town of Sinzig. The mountain-stream of the Aar

rises in the Eifel ; and during great part of its progress,
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flows through a narrow and circuitous valley, several

miles in length, whence is produced au excellent wine,

called Aarbleichert, which, next to the Assmannhaiiser,

is reckoned the hest red wine obtained on the Rhine.

The current is very rapid, and the waters often overflow

their boundaries. Over the Aar is a bridge communi-

cating with Sinzig, which is situated on a fruitful plain

;

it belonged formerly to the Duchy of Juliers, the

Emperor Charles the Fourth having given it in 1348 to

William, the Eighth Count of Juliers. This small city

comprises from 1,500 to 1,600 inhabitants, and is the

ancient Senliacum of the Romans; being a castle or

fortification built, in all probability, by Sentius, one of

the generals of Augustus Caesar. Various Roman coins

have been found at different periods, and it has been

asserted, though without any foundation, that on this

spot was the original " Ara Ubiorum," and not at Bonn.

Old legendary tales also mention, that the famous battle

was fought here between Constantine and Maxentius,

which proved the victory of Christianity over Paganism

;

as it was on the eve of this conflict, that Constantine

was said to have beheld in the heavens the figure of a

cross with the inscription, " it rovvu vixx," signifying

under that emblem he would conquer; from which

circumstance he became a convert to Christianity, and

ever after adopted a cross as his standard. This account,

we believe, as regards situation, must be received

as merely legendary, and the banks of the Tiber sub-

stituted for those of the Rhine, as the most authentic

histories narrate this memorable battle to have taken

place near Rome. The church is an old edifice in the
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shape of a cross, built of Tufa 6tone, and in the interior

are some pictures. On the eastern side is a chapel of

earlier structure than the church, in the vault of which

was found some years since a corpse that had become

dried, like a mummy, to which the name of St. Vogt

has been given. It was taken by the French to Paris,

since when the precious relic has been returned to its

original dwelling. In the time of Frederick Barbarossa,

Sinzig was honoured with a royal chateau.

Near the town, on some rising ground, is an ex-

tensive farm, where formerly stood the convent of

St. Helena. Opposite the mouth of the Aar, is a

hamlet with a few houses, named Waller.

As we proceed up the stream, the country on both

sides is extremely beautiful. On the left a mass of

rocky mountains appears, partly clad with vines ; then

the village of Leubsdorf, with that of Argendorf;

the latter place belonged to the Elector of Treves

;

and a small rivulet that passes between the two villages

marks the boundaries of the two Electorates of Treves

and Cologne. Further in advance appear the ruins of the

castle of Argenfels. On the right the banks near the

river are more level, and present a luxuriant appear-

ance, backed by hilly scenery, with the town of Nieder-

Breisig and the baronial castle of Reineck.

The rock, with the castle of Argenfels, which we now

approach, was originally held by the Counts of Isen-

burg ; the possession then passed into the family of the

Counts of Leyen, who were at considerable expense

in repairing and embellishing it, having at different

times shared the same fate of devastation, from fire and
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sword, which has fallen to the lot of most castles on the

Rhine. The legend we have given, connected with the

Stromberg, one of the seven mountains, has caused the

prior mention of this abode of the " beautiful Bertha."

At the end of an avenue of beech-trees, near the verge

of the rock, the eye is delighted by glancing over the

charming and expansive scenery displayed around. Look-

ing on the left we see the large market-town of Honnin-

gen, containing about 1,100 inhabitants. The mountain

vineyards yield a good description of wine, but inferior

to that produced in the environs of Tollenberg. Further

on in the same direction, Rheinbrohl. On the opposite

banks, Breisig, Rheineck, and the town of Brohl. In

the distance the castles of Olbriick and Landskron are

perceived, whose lofty walls appear at times almost lost

in the clouds.

Having arrived at Breisig, a Prussian town, con-

taining a population of about 1000, the attention is at

once arrested by the commanding situation of Rheineck,

whose castle stands on the summit of a steep mountain.

The present building was erected out of the ruins of

the ancient castle, of which only a mutilated tower

remains; covered with ivy and brambles, forming a

venerable appearance, when compared with the more

modern structure. On the demise of the last Count of

Rheineck, in 1548, the Archbishop of Cologne wished

to again attach it to the Electoral fief; but the Imperial

Diet not allowing his claim, it was adjudged to the

Baron of Warsberg, who had married a descendant of

the Rheineck family. In 1654, it was sold to the

Count of Sinzendorf for thirty-five thousand florins.
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The castle has suffered considerably during the various

predatory warfares that were waged in these districts in

the earlier centuries. The Emperor Conrad the Third,

uncle of Frederic the First, burnt and laid it in ruins

in 1150. It experienced the same fate from the French

in 1689. In 1785, some incendiaries destroyed it

again by fire, since which it has been rebuilt by the

family of Sinzendorf, in whose possession the castle

remained until the cession of the left bank of the Rhine.

A member of the house of Sinzendorf distinguished

himself by becoming the patron of the Herrenhuter.

He built, in 1722, a small town in Saxony, named

Herrenhut, for the use of the Moravian Brethren, who

till then were scattered throughout the Continent, and

which becoming the capital of the Moravian establish-

ments, the Brethren have since assumed the name of

Herrenhuter. The town is situated on the declivity

of a hill called Hutberg, or " Watch Hill ;" hence

the name of Herrenhut, or " The Watch of the Lord."

From the gardens situated towards the Rhine, the

sight is enchanted with the varied beauties that present

themselves. The two towns of Breisig and Hbnningen

lie picturesquely opposed to each other, and the country

beyond the latter is rich and diversified. On the right

the extensive prospect is closed by the mountains round

Andernach, and on the left by the Siebengeburg. A
delightful view is also procured of the valley of the

Pfingstbach, whose stream, meandering through, dis-

charges itself into the Rhine, and turns the wheels of

some mills close to the base of this bold precipitous

mountain.
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Near here, on the borders of the Rhine, were the

remains of an old wall ; and when the water was low, a

large iron ring was discernible, with which in the time

of the Romans a chain was connected, that traversed

the river, and thus obstructed the navigation.

A short distance in advance, between the road and

the river, formerly stood Tempelhof, a large building

belonging to the Templars, the superb church of which

has of late years been entirely demolished. At Ober-

Breisig, situated inland, is a church that bears the

marks of antiquity, and contains some curious old

inscriptions.

Resuming our course, we soon reach the hamlet of

Nippes, which is seen on the right, and owes its origin

to a Dutchman, who first built a house on this spot in

1712, in order to facilitate his traffic in a peculiar sort

of stone, obtained near this part of the Rhine, called

Tufa. Passing on the left, Rheinbrohl with its church,

we arrive at Brohl, on the opposite bank. The name

of this place, correctly speaking, is Briihl, from the old

German word Bruil, denoting " boggy, marshy ground,"

as the banks of the river are here extremely low, and

many families, fearing the floods, have removed, and

taken up their residence on the acclivity of a neighbour-

ing hill. The village of Brohl, as it is now called,

contains about seven hundred inhabitants, is situated

between mountains, and near the mouth of the rivulet

Brohlbach, which, emerging from a rocky defile, empties

itself into the Rhine.

The whole environs of the village exhibit great

quantities of volcanic remains. The principal occupation
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of the inhabitants is in procuring Tufa from the various

quarries in the vicinity, and in which an extensive

trade is carried on. At Andernach the same species of

stone likewise abounds ; but as Brohl is the chief place

from whence it is exported, we will here describe more

minutely the nature and utility of the material. This

Tufa is ferruginous and generally found beneath a layer

or crust of mould, or black earth, and runs in strata of

from ten to thirty feet, beneath which rock is met with,

and frequently fetid springs of water. The stone, when

ground and mixed with a certain proportion of lime,

forms a cement, through which water cannot penetrate
;

in fact, when used under water, it becomes so hard

that it appears more like a new and solid stone. In

order to reduce the Tufa to a consistency available

as cement, it is ground, or, as it is termed in the

country, converted into Trass, a word derived, according

to Pougens, in his critical notes on Forster's " Ansichten

vom Niederrhein," &c, " de 1' Islandois ou Suio-Gothique

tra ou thra, i. e. litigare cum aliquo, sese alicui opponere."

The stone was originally transported to Holland, and

there ground ; latterly, however, mills have been erected

near the quarries. Holland is the chief mart for this

commodity, being used in the formation of the dykes,

hydraulic and subterranean works, and other pur-

poses, where it is necessary to prevent the filtration

of water. Desmarets, in a letter to Bossuet, describes

this cement as " une pozzolana—une terre cuite

—

spongieuse, friable, dont les parties se sont reunies peu-

a-peu par 1' entremise de 1' eau et paroissent sous

la forme de moellon tendre, semblable au Tufo de
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Naples ;" and Baron von Hupsch has written a very

philosophical treatise on the subject. He considers the

stone a volcanic production, a species of pumice-stone,

and in detailing the different genera, assists the geologist

to arrange it in his cabinet. He is also of opinion, that

many of the Roman Sarcophagi were formed of this

stone. The old churches and other buildings in this

district are for the most part constructed of Tufa.

At the village there is also a depot for the mineral

water of Tonestein, of which considerable quantities

are exported to foreign countries, besides supplying a

large consumption in Germany. When drank alone

the water has aperient properties, and is in flavour

and carbonic acid not unlike Seltzer water, hut pos-

sessing an aprSs-gout peculiar to itself: when mixed

with Moselle or Rhenish wine and sugar, it makes a

delightful and refreshing draught, resembling sparkling

Champagne.

As there are in the neighbourhood of Brohl several

objects of curiosity and interest both to the tourist,

the artist, and especially to the naturalist, we shall

be pardoned in making a short digression in their de-

scription ; and recommend the traveller, either from

hence or Andernach, to visit the lake of Laach, about

two leagues distant from the Rhine ; feeling confident

the gratification he will derive during the excursion will

fully repay him for making the detour.

Behind Brohl is a romantic valley, watered by the

Brolbach, winding between two mountains, whose sides

seem rent asunder. Here are several Tufa quarries, as

well as a Trass-mill. At a short distance is the castle
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of Schweppenburg, erected in the sixteenth century,

around which are numerous caverns and cavities, formed

by the Tufa, overgrown with oaks, firs, beech, and

underwood, affording at times a highly picturesque

appearance. Continuing on in the direction of the

streamlet, we pass some Trass-mills and country

houses ; and the attention is frequently arrested by the

variegated beauties of the surrounding scenery, until

we arrive at the small village of Burgbrohl, lying in

a circle of mountains at the end of the Brohlbach. In

the environs is the Veitsberg, a lofty volcanic mountain,

in a conical shape, and from whose summit a grand

expansive prospect offers itself to the view. Towards

the east, in the distance, are discerned the fine ruins

of Ehrenbreitstein, from which a lengthened chain of

mountains reaches the Siebengeburg. Westwards the

ancient castle of Olbruck is seen, situated on the con-

fines of the wild country of Eifel ; and southwards is

extended a dark line of undulating mountains and

forests. Beneath lies Laach, with its lake and old

Benedictine abbey ; and scattered around are observed

several farms and hamlets. The brow of the mountain

is covered with blocks of granite and broken lava.

On approaching the Lake of Laach, we are forcibly

struck with its wild romantic situation, amidst volcanic

heights, whose acclivities are covered with thick and

shady woods. These scenes, rude and undigested as

they at first appear, are yet beautiful in their very

wildness, and recal to mind that fine passage of Rous-

seau, " Que tout ce qui sort des mains du Createur est

au mieux, et que tout ce qui touche la main de 1' hommc
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degenere." The surface of the lake occupies a space of

1,323 morgen, or 827 English acres ; the extreme length

is 8,677 English feet ; the breadth 7,875 English feet

;

and depth 220 English feet ; and is supplied by upwards

of 3,000 springs. The water is clear, of a blueish colour,

and extremely cold ; and when agitated by the wind,

casts up a kind of sand that is attracted by the magnet.

The lake possesses no natural outlet ; but the monks, at

a time when the overflowing of its waters threatened

destruction to the abbey, constructed a canal about a

quarter of a league in length, by which the superfluous

water has been since drained off. Little doubt exists

that the lake, which lies higher than the neighbouring

valleys, is the crater of an extinguished volcano, as the

surrounding rocks are entirely of volcanic organization,

and bear evident traces of fire and fusion. In contem-

plating its production and extraordinary appearance, an

intensity of feeling pervades the mind, and creates a

deep sensation of astonishment and awe at the stu-

pendous effects of a convulsion of nature caused by

subterranean fire, powerfully illustrating, how omnipo-

tent is this primeval agent of the mundane system.

On the eas'ern bank of the lake is a deep hole, from

whence issues a mephitic vapour, which stifles animals

who approach too near, and resembling the famous

Grotta del Cani, by the Lago d' Agnano, in Italy.

Whence has originated the superstition of the inhabitants,

that no bird can fly over the Lake of Laach. The natu-

ralists De Luc, Nose, Collini, Forster, Humboldt, and

Noggerath, have written some interesting discussions

of this district. The geologist will find in the vicinity
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numerous specimens worthy his attention. Between

the monastery and the lake a mineral spring arises,

whose waters are of an agreeahle taste, and it is more

than prohable that many of the lake's tributary springs

are impregnated with mineral qualities.

The abbey of Laach, once of considerable note, and

richly endowed, rears its towers and extensive buildings

near the banks, and with the surrounding scenery pre-

sents an imposing aspect. It was founded with a mu-

nificent bequest in 1093, by Henry the Second of

Laach, Count Palatine of Lower Lorraine, and first

Palatine Count on the Rhine. In the church, which is

built of Trass, in the Gothic style of architecture, are

entombed the remains of the founder, and several

barons and countesses of the House of Leyen. The

monks in former times were celebrated for their learning

and hospitality. One wing of the monastery was

appropriated for the accommodation of strangers, who

could sojourn within its walls as long as suited their

inclination. The other wing was set apart for the

reception of the poor and invalids. The apartments of

the monks, who amounted to forty or fifty, were

spacious, and provided with every convenience. The

library was well stored with books, and there was also

a good collection of pictures ; these latter, however,

have at different periods been removed, and the abbey

itself has suffered materially from the lapse of time and

want of repair. The whole estate, comprising some

fine forests, 200 morgen (or about 125 English acres) of

arable land, several meadows and orchards, together
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with the monastery, has of late years been sold for

100,000 francs, or about 4,000/. At present a fanner or

steward lives on the property, who provides for travellers

good accommodation.

On the eastern side of the lake formerly stood the

castle of Altenburg, the seat of the Count Palatine

Henry.

A short league from hence, in a south-westerly direc-

tion, are the villages of Bell and Niedermenning, whose

precincts afford to the mineralogist another favourable

opportunity of enriching his collection. At Bell, a stone

is found which resists fire, and called " Pierre a Four,"

" Oven, or fire-stone." When first procured from the

quarry, it is easily cut into the shape of bricks, but

hardens by exposure to the sun and atmosphere, and

becomes very compact and sonorous, and, in this re-

spect, of a totally opposite character with the fire-stone of

England. At Niedermenning are some remarkable

quarries. The shafts from whence the stones are

brought up run into one common crater, about half

a league in circumference, and of considerable depth.

When one has descended about one hundred steps, it

presents a fearful abyss, the extremity of which is

attained by rope-ladders and baskets. The crater con-

tains huge blocks of stone, in misshapen and fantastic

forms, from behind whose masses one would expect to

see peering forth some elfin head, shouting, " Lost,

lost, lost !" The whole spot, in truth, is fit place for

" demons' haunt." The stones are of volcanic formation,

extremely hard, and very serviceable as millstones, and
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used formerly to be transported to England ; those of

the best quality are much esteemed for grinding, as

their surface always remains rough and uneven. They

are of a blueish black colour, porous, and when struck

with steel, emit sparks. They are likewise used as

material in building houses, &c. About a league

from Niedermenning is the village of Frauenkirch, in a

wild but picturesque situation, with a copious mineral

spring flowing through its street. A small chapel

bears the same name ; and, according to tradition, con-

tains the remains of the holy and immaculate Gene-

vieve.

In regaining the Rhine, the tourist can either return

to Brohl by the carriage-road, or a footpath will conduct

him to Rheineck. The convent and spring of Anto-

niusstein, or Tonesstein, are within a league of Brohl

;

but as it is equally convenient from Andernach to visit

these, as well as other mineral waters in the neighbour-

hood, we will defer their description until we reach that

city.

Before resuming the aquatic portion of our journey,

and leaving Brohl, we must not omit to call attention to

the large paper-mill by the Brohlbach, nor to mention

that at the inn " Die Nonne" good accommodation is to

be met with, and guides procured to make excursions

to the places lately referred to.

Gliding quickly through the " Rhenish flood," we

soon attain Nieder and Ober Hammerstein, lying on

the left bank. The latter is situated at the base of

a steep bold rock, whose darkened sides, as well as

the ruins that crown its summit, indicate the ravages

p
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lapse of successive ages has committed. Part of the

rock, which commands a southern aspect, is planted

with vines. The remains of Hammerstein castle, now

nearly covered with ivy and brambles, do not convey

the least idea of former strength and importance, de-

fended as it was with three strong and lofty towers, nor

are there in the poor village of Ober Hammerstein any

traces left that it was once a fortified city. The last

hereditary possessor of the burgh and castle was Count

Otho, who, having rendered himself odious by his

marauds and cruelties, incurred the vengeance of the

Emperor Henry the Second, surnamed the Saint, who

levelled with the ground the city's walls, and partly

destroyed the castle. In 1106, it afforded a temporary

shelter to the persecuted and helpless Henry the Fourth,

during the period he was suffering under the tyranny of

Pope Gregory the Seventh. This Emperor was the

first and unhappy instance of the audacity and power

of the papal superseding the regal authority. Gregory

having twice excommunicated Henry, and discharged

his subjects from their allegiance, offered the Imperial

diadem to Duke Rhodolph of Suabia, and sent him the

crown with this remarkable line attached

—

" Petra dedit Petro—Petius diadema Rhodolpho."

When absolutely wanting bread, the Emperor from

hence implored the Bishop of Speyer to give him an

asylum, as a lay brother, in the cathedral that his

ancestors had founded, and he himself so richly en-

dowed, but was refused by the prelate, unless his

admission was sanctioned by his Holiness. In 1 646, it
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was ceded by the Spaniards, into whose hands it had

fallen, to Charles Duke of Lorraine. In 1654, Charles

Caspar of Leyen, Elector of Treves, expelled the

Lorraines, and it then became attached to the Elec-

torate of Treves. In 1688, the castle was demolished

by the French ; and in 1823, the property was sold by

the Government to Baron Hammerstein. At the back

of Nieder Hammerstein is another beetling rock, more

elevated than that of Hammerstein ; these two are the

ends, as it were, of a half circle, formed by four or five

intermediate hills, which, with the land between, are in

a good state of cultivation, and afford altogether a very

pleasing group. The small islet which appears is called

Westerhold, or Hammersteinwerth.

On the opposite bank is the hamlet of Fornich ; the

frequent inundations have constrained the inhabitants

to build their houses behind one of the mountains.

There is here a very singular rock, named Kreuzborner

Leij, and which Collini, in his mineralogical observations

on basalt, &c, has particularly mentioned. It is prin-

cipally composed of basaltic pentagonal and hexagonal

columns, some four feet in diameter, vertically placed

on each other, and mixed with black spath. Towards

the top is a collection of lava, which, from its rounded

and globular form, assumes the appearance of a mass of

fluid, which in bubbling up had become solidified and

hardened.

The Rhine, whose stream had rather expanded, again

narrows its course, and, inclining to the right, forms

a kind of bay. A little inland on the right, is the

village of Namedy, shaded pleasantly with the thick
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foliage of a wood, and containing about five hundred

inhabitants. In the bay or haven near the islet, was

the principal place where the rafts, or Bocke, which

came down the rivers Murg, Neckar, Maine, Moselle,

and Saar, were united into those immense rafts we

have before alluded to, when at Cologne ; in addition,

however, we would wish to specify, with the view of

giving our readers a more comprehensive idea of their

magnitude, that a capital of three to four hundred

thousand florins, or about 26,000Z. to 34,700/., is

required to construct and equip one of these floating

villages. The consumption of provisions by the people

amounting frequently to 900, employed on board, from

the time the raft first starts until it reaches Dordrecht,

where it is broke up, and the timber sold and transported

abroad, is calculated at forty to fifty thousand pounds

of bread, eighteen to twenty thousand pounds of fresh

meat, ten cwt. of smoked meat, twelve thousand pounds

of cheese, ten to fifteen cwt. of butter, one hundred and

twenty to one hundred and sixty bushels of pulse, five

or six hundred ohms of beer, or ninety to one hundred

and eight thousand bottles, and six to eight butts of

wine, or eight thousand one hundred to ten thousand eight

hundred bottles. Live cattle accompany the raft, with

butchers, &c. ; the houses erected on it are neat and

convenient ; and it is stated that these floats afford a

favourable opportunity for a contraband trade in Rhenish

wines, and mineral waters. The art of conducting a raft

was for nearly fifty years monopolised by a modern

Palinurus, an inhabitant of Riidesheim, and his sons,

the various sinuosities and falls of the Rhine rendering
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the navigation of so cumbrous a mass extremely diffi-

cult. In latter years, however, experience has improved

the nautical knowledge, and convinced the Rhenish boat-

men, that with due precaution, large rafts might be

steered with safety from places higher up the river, and

consequently this place of rendezvous has become gra-

dually less frequented.

Before reaching the village of Leutesdorf, and near

the islet, a beautiful retrospective view of the Rhine is

obtained, with the range on either side of the rocky

and picturesque hills and mountains ornamenting its

margin, until the back-ground is closed by Sinzig. At

the end of a delightful plain is the pretty village of

Leutesdorf, formerly written Ludeldsdorf, or Ludesdorf,

sheltered by a rock covered with vineyards. Before

arriving here, however, we observe the village of Heilig

Kreuz, where a chapel stands held by Catholics in high

veneration, on account of a holy ctoss it contained,

and which is reported to have wrought various won-

derful miracles.

We now arrive at the ancient city of Andernach, whose

towers, pinnacles, and mouldering ruins stand amidst a

vast amphitheatre of basaltic mountains, the dark hues

of which impart a sombre tone of colouring and anti-

quity to the whole scene. The country in the neigh-

bourhood of the city is extremely fertile, although the

inhabitants do not to the full extent avail themselves

of its productiveness, neglecting the bounties nature

is inclined to bestow upon them, and appearing satisfied

with the traffic they possess in Tufa, Trass, mill-stones,
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oven-stones, pipe-clay, potash, charcoal, wine and

mineral water.

This city is mentioned by the earlier historians under

different denominations. Ammianus Marcellinus, in his

account of the reign of the Emperor Julianus, states

that, in 359, it was a city of some note, and called

Antunnacum. Cellarius, in " Notitia orbis antiqui,"

speaks of it as a city of the empire, and called Antona-

cum. It is likewise written Antonence Castellum,

Antenacum, and Artonacum. The etymology of Ander-

nach is referred to the circumstance, that being the

second city after Treves in the Electorate, it was spoken

of as " Die andere darnach," the next after, or, Ander-

nach. Drusus Germanicus ejected here one of his fifty

towers during the campaigns along the Rhine, in the

reign of Augustus Caesar, which was destroyed by

Civilis, the Batavian General who revolted against the

Emperor Galba. It was afterwards a Roman frontier

city, and the head-quarters of a military prefect. In

later years, the kings of Austrasia had here a palace
;

King Sigbert being the last royal resident. In some

modern accounts of Andernach it is represented, that,

according to old writers, " they fished out of the palace

windows ;" drawing hence the inference, that the ruins

of the regal halls being now distant from the banks,

the river must have since that period considerably

deviated from its course. "We apprehend, however, that

this statement has originated in a misconception of the

passages alluding to the circumstance ; for we find

in the works of Venantius Fortunatus, who appears to
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have visited the palace, that in his poem, " De navigio

suo," when speaking of Andernach under the name of

Antonnacensis Castelli," he says

—

" Rctibus inspicitur, quo salmo fasce levatur,

Et numerat pisces, cum sit in arce sedens.

Rex favet, immensa resilit dum piscis abunda,

Atque animos reficit, quod sua praeda venit.

Illuc fausta videns, hue laeta palatia reddens,

Pascens ante oculos post fovet ipse cibis."

It appears also, from another passage in the same poem,

that the Austrasian kings had a fishing hall or tower,

where in arce sedens they were accustomed to enjoy the

pastime of seeing and enumerating the fish caught in

nets, and having them dressed for their repast; there-

fore this hall or tower was, no doubt, on the banks, and

removed from the palace, which would reconcile the

tradition, in preference to the idea of the alteration in

the river's course.

During the middle ages, Andernach ranked high

among the commercial towns of the Rhine, until it fell

under the power of the Electors of Treves. Afterwards

it came into the possession of the Electors of Cologne,

who rendered it municipal, in whose jurisdiction it

remained until it was annexed to France ; and prior to

which, a sermon was preached annually in the market-

place on St. Bartholomew's-day, vilifying the inhabit-

ants of Lintz ; and to so great a degree was the

revengeful spirit of the people of Andernach excited

by this irreligious discourse, that had any unfortunate

person from Lintz then made his appearance, he would

have doubtless become an instant victim to their fury.

The origin of this hostility is attributed to an engagement
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under the Emperor Charles the Fifth, in which the

inhabitants of Lintz massacred those of Rheineck

and Andernach, with the exception of a few whom

they sent home with their ears cut off. In 1632,

the city was taken by storm, and plundered by the

Swedes, In 1 688, it was pillaged by the French ; during

the same year it took fire, only seventy-four houses

escaping the conflagration. Formerly it abounded with

priests and monks, and contained five crowded convents,

though the population at the time did not exceed

4,000 ; at present it is about 2,500.

The parish church, sacred to St. Genevieve, is a

structure of considerable antiquity, although its spires

and lower sides indicate that it has undergone different

repairs at later periods. It is said one of the Roman

Emperors, Valentinian, and a child of Frederick Bar-

barossa, were here interred. Underneath the Town-

house are some extensive vaults, called the Jews' Baths,

but which most likely were those of the Romans.

The Coblentz Gate, or Romerthor, is generally supposed

to have been built by the Romans ; and though the

style of its masonry appears to warrant this conclusion,

yet the lancet form of the arch would fix its erection

at a more recent date. Contiguous to the gate-way are

the very striking and highly picturesque ruins of the

regal and episcopal palace. At the other extremity of

the town is the Rheinkrahn, on the Rhine; a round

tower with a crane, whence the mill-stones are em-

barked ; and not far distant a very ancient tower, whose

weather-beaten front seems to have defied the elements

for many ages ; on it are observed the old armorial
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bearings of the city. On the Kirchberg Hill we find

some Roman tombs, and at Richter's Garden, on the

Konigberg, there are agreeable promenades, the scenery

around being very beautiful.

The Tufa, mill-stones, and Trass, which constitute

the principal commerce of the town, are of the same

kind as those procured in the neighbourhood of Brohl,

already described. Towards the end of September an

annual fair is held, called Birnen-krautmarkt, which is

much resorted to and kept as a grand festival.

The principal inns are the Lily, Hartenfels, the Carp,

and the Oak, in the garden of the latter is an ancient

Roman altar.

A short distance from the city, on the right of the

Coblentz road, are the ruins of the abbey dedicated to

St. Thomas, with the convent of Noble Ladies of the

order of St. Augustin. Both were erected in the twelfth

century, and the Countess of Spanheim the first abbess.

In 1795 they were accidentally destroyed by fire at the

time some French soldiers were quartered there, since

then they have been converted into a leather factory.

The excursion to the mineral waters in the neigh-

bourhood having been deferred until our arrival at

Andernach, we will now proceed to the spring of Anto-

niusstein or Tonesstein, which we can reach within an

hour by a pleasant and picturesque road. On first dis-

covering the romantic spot where the old convent of

Carmelites is situated, dedicated to St. Anthony, the

spire appears nearly beneath the feet, but a rapid and

steep descent leads to the celebrated waters of Tones-

stein, at the back of the convent. The remains of

Q
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broken balustrades and other stone building material,

indicate that it was much resorted to in olden times, as

the spring lias been known from 400 to 500 years. In

1708, the Elector of Cologne, Clement Joseph, had a

marble basin constructed to receive the water, together

with a colonnade. The Elector Clement August ge-

nerally spent a portion of every year at this retired and

beautiful place, and intended to have erected hotels,

colonnades, and houses. The building of a chapel had

been commenced before his death, and no doubt had he

survived " il aurait donne de la vogue a cette fontaine."

The various walks formed in the neighbouring moun-

tains afford some striking points of view. The yellow

colour of the Tufa, contrasted with the green over-

hanging foliage, and the cool refreshing cascades, es-

caping in playful murmurs from the fissures of the

rocks, render the scene extremely picturesque and

delightful. Theodoras Tabernaemontanus, in his ge-

neral history of salubrious mineral springs, printed in

1605, mentions that this place formerly had the appel-

lation of Tillerbrunn and St. Antoni in der Heide, or

St. Anthony on the Heath ; and it appears probable that

the present name is an abbreviation from St. Antoni's-

stein to Toniesstein or Tonesstein. The water is

esteemed beneficial in assisting the digestive organs, ot

diseases proceeding from a disorganised stomach. We
have already noticed the pleasant effervescing draught

it makes when mixed with wine and sugar, and some

years past considerable exports of it took place to

England under the name of Eau de Bonn.

The spring of Heilbrunn is situated about half a
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league from Tonesstein. The co'our of this water

has a milky appearance, and is reckoned very effi-

cacious in nervous disorders. The view of Andernach

from hence is very interesting ; masses of rocks, moun-

tains surmounted with picturesque ruins, a rich woody

foreground, with luxuriant and blooming vallies, com-

bine in forming a landscape delightful to the eye of the

tourist and the pictorial taste of the artist.

There is also another mineral spring in the neighbour-

hood, rather more than a league from the city, called

Ponterbrunn, whose waters gush forth with so much

impetuosity that the noise is heard at some distance.

Departing for Neuwied, we find the stream, from

the compressed state of the banks, has increased the

rapidity of its current ; the power of steam, however,

defies its eager course, and we soon reach Feldkirchen,

lying inland to the left. The village is dependant on

the principality of Neuwied, and is situated on a hilly

ground enriched with vineyards.

On the Rhine is the hamlet of Amfahr or Fahr, in-

habited by fishermen and boatmen, whence there is a

ferry to Andernach. A little in advance, on a rocky

eminence, is the chateau of Friederickstein, partly dila-

pidated, and named by the peasantry Teufelshaus, or

the Devil's House, a former prince of Neuwied having,

it is said, built it with the proceeds of a heavy and un-

popular tax. The river now expands its channel, and

the city of Neuwied, with its palace, breaks full upon

the view, environed by a circle of hills and a variety of

cultivated fields, meadows, vineyards, and orchards

smiling around in rich luxuriance. On the left we pass
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:he mouth of the river Wied, with the village of Irrlich

>r Erlich, rising on its banks, and nearly opposite is the

debouchement of the river Nette, which commences its

source near the hamlet of Lederbach, in the wild and

irregular tract of land called the Eifel, and for the distance

of about ten leagues traces in its irriguous course one

of the most beautiful and fruitful vales in the neigh-

bourhood of the Rhine. On the banks of this last river

removed from the Rhine, is the hamlet of Miesenheim,

with a large iron-foundery called Nettenhammer. From

the Wied a fine avenue of poplars leads through the

gardens to the palace. On the opposite banks we ob-

serve the monument of General Hoche, with an illus-

tration of which we have presented our readers ; close

by is the landing-place from the bridge of boats or

flying bridge, connected with Neuwied ; beyond is the

village of Weissenthurm and Neuwied Island. On

approaching Neuwied, we are forcibly struck with the

appearance of neatness and comfort that seem to per-

vade this delightful little capital. The city is built on

the site of the village of Langendorf ; the streets and

houses are well and regularly constructed; and the

white stones of the palace and church, cause the whole

city to assume an air of freshness and novelty strongly

contrasted with the antiquity and sombreness of that of

Andernach : thus we have one of the most modern and

most ancient cities on the Rhine in juxtaposition to

each other. In the back-ground is the village of

Heddesdorf, near the river Wied, and to the right,

further inland, the abbey of Romersdorf and village of

Heimbachweis, advancing the view to the left, the
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Chateau of Mon Repos is seen occupying an elevated

situation.

Owing to the judicious regulation of the late

Prince Alexander, a man whose spirit of liberalism

soared far beyond the prevalent mist of prejudice and

bigotry of the age, the' rights of citizenship, in 1762,

were extended to all foreigners, with full permission to

exercise openly their different religious tenets ; the

population and commerce of the city in consequence

rapidly augmented ; it suffered considerable detriment,

however, during the French wars, and at present the

number of inhabitants does not much exceed 5,000 ;

nevertheless it has always managed to retain a degree of

prosperity and importance. The Protestant is the estab-

lished religion, but Lutherans, Calvinists, Catholics.

Moravians, and Jews, adore the one Universal Father,

after their own peculiar mode of worship, and are thus

habituated to consider themselves as brethren; " being

children of the same parent, subjects of the same moral

government, candidates alike for a future state, they are

taught to reflect that the articles in which they agree, are

of infinitely greater importance than those on which they

differ, and that the minutiae of speculative opinions

cannot annihilate the primary duty of brotherly love."

Each sect supports its own minister, and the system

of tithes is happily unknown, consequently the hardship

of being compelled to pay for services never rendered,

for benefits never derived, is not felt: compulsive mea-

sures for the support of religion are deemed repugnant

to Christianity; as religion is a matter solely between
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man and his Maker, and not between man and man, it

forms no part of the business of the Government.

The estates of the Counts of Wied, after the death or

Count Jean the First, in 1595, were divided into equal

portions. The lower division, which divides the Elec-

torates of Treves and Cologne, is now the principality

of Wied-Neuwied ; its noble possessor having, in 1784,

been induced to accept the title of prince. The

ancestors of the house of Wied ranked amongst the

most wealthy families in Germany, some having risen

to the dignity of Electoral Princes ; but a considerable

proportion of their property has been lost and confis-

cated, and their political influence materially diminished,

in consequence of the later descendants having em-

braced the Protestant faith, so that the Neuwied territory

does not now comprise more than one city, two boroughs,

and forty-five villages. The upper division belonged

to the Count of Wied-Runkel, and both noblemen are

entitled to seats in the Diet of the Empire. In 1733,

Count Frederick-William announced his intention of

making Neuwied his residence, he may therefore be

considered the first promoter of its subsequent flourish-

ing condition ; he died in 1737, and was succeeded by

the prince Frederick-Alexander, to whom we have

before alluded. In 1745, a communication was estab-

lished with the opposite bank by means of a bridge of

boats; it was afterwards destroyed, but was, in 1818,

renewed, and continues to the present time.

In the Palace is a very interesting collection of

Roman antiquities, discovered in the environs The
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garden and park are tastefully laid out, and from the

terrace, near the river, an extensive view is procured

of the plain which separates Coblentz from Ander-

nach, The establishment of the Herrenhuter, or Mora-

vian brethren, is well worthy inspection ; it contains

manufactories of different articles, and some of the

fraternity have been successful as artists. M. Prud-

homme has a good museum of natural curiosities, par-

ticularly shells. There is also a gymnasium, a College

for Lutheran Schoolmasters, and a Bible Society.

In the adjacent mountains are mines of copper and

iron. The chief articles of manufacture and traffic are

iron kitchen-ranges and utensils, linen, musical clocks,

glass, snufF, and particularly wooden bowls of pipes

;

they also export potash and pipe-clay. The breweries

are celebrated in the middle and lower districts of the

Rhine for their beer, and the vineyards are very pro-

ductive, the grapes yielding a good species of Bleichert,

or red Rhenish wine.

The principal inns are, the United Brethren, the

Golden Anchor, the Wild Man, and the Court of

Brunswick.

A very pleasant excursion can be made to the

Chateau of Mon Repos, the summer residence of the

princes ; it lies nearly two leagues from the city, in

a north-easterly direction. The road will be found

extremely agreeable, traversing Heddesdorf, and crossing

the river Wied, whose waters are seen meandering

through the fertile plain, until lost among the mountains.

Passing the aviary, or pheasantry, which contains like-

wise a collection of natural history from the Brazils,
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made by Prince Maximilian, the prospect approaching

the chateau becomes very picturesque. Mon Repos con-

sists only of a ground floor, but being situated on a hill,

commands a fine range of country, for the space of

thirty leagues, with a profusion of beautiful and diver-

sified landscapes. The Rhine seems to emerge from

the distant mountains, and sporting in fantastic curves,

forms in its course some delightful islets. Behind the

chateau is a forest, intersected with/ walks, all which

offer at their termination different pleasing points of

view, and at the extremity of one appears a charming

little valley, with a clear and sparkling mountain

streamlet flowing through it. The whole scenery is

vested with a degree of serenity and peace, in accord-

ance with the more tranquil and purer impulses of the

heart, and one feelingly acknowledges that the chateau

merits the name it bears, more especially as having

been the witness of the tenderest attachment on the

part of the Prince Alexander and his amiable consort,

the Countess of Sayn-Hachenburg, who both here en-

joyed the repose and felicity emanating from virtuous

love, founded on mutual esteem, the surest basis of

durable affection.

The vestiges of Roman antiquity which are met with

in the neighbourhood of Neuwied require particular

description. A short league from the city, behind Lower

Biber, the remains of a Roman building were discovered

in 1791 ; and since then the ruins of a Roman town

have been traced, fragments of city walls, a castle,

several caldaria, or baths, and the remains of an ex-

tensive aqueduct
;
portions of the castle, or fort, appear
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above the ground ; the form was rectangular, with

rounded corners ; and the walls, upwards of five feet in

thickness, were defended with towers. In the interior

are fine vestiges of a spacious bath ; the room had

a double flooring, and the roof was supported by more

than one hundred pillars, composed of bricks, orna-

mented with different devices. Many bear the following

inscription:—" leg. viii., aug. leg. xxi., leg. xxiii.,

coh. iv., Vindel"—authenticating that it was a Roman

military station, and that cohorts, or brigades of about

600 men, belonging to the 8th, 21st, and 23d legions,

had been quartered here. In the baths have been

found a Victoria gradiens, Diana Venatrix, Mercury

with a flute, and a Genius with a cornucopia: ex-

cepting the latter, which was of free-stone, the statues

were formed of bronze. Another figure, represent-

ing a Genius, was found near the baths, and an

inscription on the pedestal denoted that it had been

erected in the year 246, during the reign of the

Emperor Philip, Praesens and Albinus being Consuls.

Different coins and medals have been dug up bearing

the superscription of Roman Emperors, from Tibe-

rius to Gallienus, comprising a period of about 230

years. In 1801, a Sacellum, or small temple, was

likewise discovered, but was again covered, and the

spot marked by a stone. In ploughing the adjacent

fields, different specimens of Roman antiquity are con-

tinually appearing, and those of the most interest are

deposited in the Palace at Neuwied. It is thought to

have been the ancient Victoria ; at all events, it was

one of the cities the Romans built beyond the Rhine,
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as alluded to by various Latin authors, particularly by

Eutropius and Vopiscus. The latter mentions that the

Romans had " urbes validas, nobiles, divites et potentes

trans Rhenum ;" and in his Life of the Emperor

Probus, he states, " urbes Romanas et castra in solo

barbarico posuit atque illic milites collocavit." Eutro-

pius, in speaking of Trajan, says, " urbes trans Rhenum

in Germanid reparavit ;" it was, perhaps, originally

an encampment, succeeded by a city, and eventually

destroyed by the Prefect Posthumus, when he called

in the assistance of the Franks and Germans to attack

the Romans.

The ancient abbey of Romersdorf, Villa Romana, is

situated on a gentle eminence, about a league from

Neuwied, with the village of Heimbachweis lying at the

foot, and occupies the site, it is supposed, of the old

city of Weisenhall. In the abbey are some Roman

columns ; and the church, which is of considerable

antiquity, contains several monuments of the Counts of

Wied and Isenburg ; among others the sarcophagus

of Valentine of Isenburg, who was for ten years Elector

of Cologne ; but being the last male heir, and anxious

that his family should not become extinct, he resigned

the Electorship, and being absolved from his vows of

celibacy, married, and had a numerous family, who are

represented surrounding him on his tomb. Several

coins have been found of Marcus Aurelius, Constantine,

and Agrippina. From hence a beautiful prospect is

obtained of the countrv extending from Andernach to

Coblentz.

Near Heddesdorf, about a quarter of a league from
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Neuwied, are the ruins of another city, the history of

which is mere conjecture. Between Heddesdorf and

Gladbach is a foss-way, and another leads from the

abbey of Romersdorf to Biber. On the hills behind

Romersdorf is a fortification, about 500 feet in circum-

ference, which is called the " Old Castle," and was in

all probability one of the advanced Roman posts, from

whence the Heydengraben, or Pagan's trench, commences,

which stretches over the highest portions of the moun-

tains, reaching the road to Alteck, and extending

towards Oberbiber and Braunsberg, forming part of that

remarkable line of entrenchment which Drusus con-

structed against the assault of the German tribes, and

marking the confines of the first Roman possessions in

Germany ; and by traces still existing, most likely

passed by Sain, along the Rotenhahn and the mountain

near Mon Repos, over Leutersdorf and Hammerstein, to

the Rhine. Another fosse descends from Alteck into the

plain, and is called Heydenweg, or the " Pagans' road."

The neat Prussian village of Weissethurm, or White

Tower, containing about 530 inhabitants, and formerly

belonging to the Electorate of Treves, lies on the other

side of the Rhine, opposite Neuwied Island, and derives

its name from an ancient square tower erected here,

which seems to have served the united purposes of a

castle and a watch-tower. Near this place Julius Caesar

is supposed to have effected his first passage of the

Rhine, with the intention of convincing the Sicambri,

that the " Rhenish flood" formed no barrier to his

victories ; and in order also to protect the Ubii from

their oppressors, as he relates in the Fourth Book of his
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Gallic War. In the Delphin, and other editions of his

Commentaries, an interesting plan is given of the

bridge he constructed for the transport of his army.

Indeed the combination of local advantages renders the

situation peculiarly favourable for such an enterprise :

the island in the middle of the river " breaks the

watery space;
5

' and the right bank, which is the highest,

commands that on the left. The number of Roman

remains likewise discovered in the neighbourhood, seems

confirmatory of the event. The same natural causes

operated, no doubt, in inducing the French during the

three successive years of 1795, 1796, and 1797, to

force their passage at this point. On the 18th of April,

1797, it was accomplished under the command of the

brave General Hoche, who, in sight of the Austrian

army, passed his troops across the Rhine. He erected

a fortification on the island, behind which he was

enabled to collect the boats to form the bridge. The

Austrians made a long and desperate resistance, but

were ultimately compelled to retreat. The success of

the day was materially indebted to the heroism of

Captain Gros, who, with his company, swore to take

a redoubt that was keeping up a galling fire. On the

last attack, the men were on the point of again giving

way, their leader's right arm being shattered by a grape-

shot ; but with a smile of triumph, he grasped his sabre

with the left, rallied his soldiers, and captured the

battery at the sacrifice of his life.

Near Weissethurm a monument has been erected to

the memory of General Hoche, as represented in the

annexed engraving, and bears the following inscrip-
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tion :—" L'armee de Sambre et Meuse a son general

Hoche." General Hoche was one of the most distin-

guished French officers during the Revolution ; and his

life exhibits so remarkable an example of the successful

results of perseverance and bravery, that we are induced

to offer to our readers the following short "biographical

sketch.

Lazarus Hoche was the son of the keeper of the dog-

kennel to Louis XV. , and received the rudiments of reading

and writing from his aunt, a green-grocer at Versailles.

He obtained a situation as stable-boy, and an accidental

perusal of Rousseau's "Works giving him a predilection

for travelling, he enlisted at the age of sixteen into the

army for foreign service. His regiment, contrary to his

expectations, was ordered to Paris ; desirous, however,

to attain information by reading, he employed all his

leisure hours, and even part of those usually spent

in sleep, in embroidering caps, the profits arising from

the sale of which he devoted chiefly to the purchase of

books, and soon made himself master of the principle

of military tactics. His merit began to attract attention;

and after being made a corporal, he gradually attained

the highest rank in the service. He was engaged in

various campaigns, and always gave proofs of deter-

mined courage and judgment. His well-arranged plans

were the chief cause of the discomfiture of our unfortu-

nate Qxriberon expedition. His zeal for advancing the

glory and honour of his country, expanding and strength-

ening his theoretical views, led him in one instance to

anticipate a practical result, which, had he been more

intimately acquainted with the character of the nation,
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he would not so strongly have entertained, and that

was, the invasion of England and Ireland ; the latter

he attempted, and its total failure is too well known to

need recapitulation. The hitter feelings of regret and

disappointment with which he narrowly effected his

escape in the Fraternite, through the midst of the

British fleet, can he hetter conceived than described.

He was then appointed to the command of the army of

the Sambre and Meuse, and defeated the Imperial

troops on the banks of the Rhine ; soon after which,

the excessive fatigues he had encountered during a life

engaged in constant service, had impaired his constitu-

tion, and brought on different disorders. He died on

the 17th of September, 1797, atWetzlar, in the thirtieth

year of his age, and was buried at Coblentz.

The Rhine, on leaving Weissethurm, sweeps boldly

to the right. As we advance, the country on either side

becomes extremely fertile, and the ruined castle of Sain

rises picturesquely on the left, backed by the mountains

near Bendorf. Passing the " Good man's Chapel" on

the right, we arrive at the island and village of Urmitz

;

the latter, containing 750 inhabitants, and remarkable

for its salmon fishery.

The river now widens, and we come to Engers, or

Kuno Engers, a town pleasantly situated on our left,

belonging to Prussia, and consisting of a population of

about 900. It was formerly the principal place in the

old district of Angerisgau, and is reported to have been

built by the Emperor Constantine. In 1371, the

Counts of Wied and Isenburg combined in a marauding

party, and took up their station at Engers, with the
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view of plundering the merchants who attended the

Frankfort fair. Kuno, of FUkenstein, Archbishop of

Treves, in whose territory these knightly robbers had

designed to commit their depredations, receiving intelli-

gence of their intended outrages, attacked Engers, and

dispersed them. He afterwards erected a strong

castle with a square tower, in order to protect the

navigation of the Rhine, and, to make " assurance

doubly sure," fortified the town. In 1758, the castle

was destroyed, and the present chateau, which occupies

its site, was made the summer residence of the Princes

of Nassau-Weilburg. The situation and prospects are

very beautiful, and the park affords some delightful

promenades, comprising at the same time a good

botanical garden, and the nursery removed from Cob-

lentz. Above the town are some remains of a wall,

stated to have been the buttress of a Roman bridge,

and most likely formed a connexion with the foss-way

by Romersdorf. In the middle of the Rhine, nearly

opposite the village of Kalten Engers, is a sand-bank,

which lies in a dangerous position for vessels heavily

freighted.

A short distance further on we observe the iron

founderies of Sain, and beyond, the small but pretty

village of Muhlhofen, nearly at the point where the rivers

Sainbach and Pretschbach flow into the Rhine. On a

hill, which is about a quarter of a league behind the

village, are the ruins of the castle of the Counts of

Sain, whose ancestors, as early as the eleventh century,

possessed considerable influence in this district ; and the

Augustine Abbey of Sain, not far from hence, owes its
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foundation to the same family. Friederich, the first

Count, who when young signalized himself in the wars

in Spain against the Moors, caused the castle to he

built on his return to his native land. In 1246, the

lineage became extinct. At the foot of the hill is the

charming villa of Count Boos-Waldeck, containing a

good collection of paintings. On the northern side are

the royal iron-works. The views obtained from the

various walks in the vicinity are excessively fine and

diversified. The rich and blooming appearance of the

vineyards and gardens, various country houses dotted

over the landscape, the town of Bendorf surrounded

with mountains, the broad expanse of the Rhine, with

the Isles of Grasworth and Niederworth, unite in forming

a highly beautiful and effective picture.

Bendorf, which is a town of some importance, having

from 2,000 to 3,000 inhabitants, is famous for its iron-

works and mines. From the mountains which environ

it a considerable quantity of ore is produced. The

forges and founderies are worthy inspection. Pipe-

clay is also procured in the neighbourhood, and a

species of pumice-stone, which is transported to the

Lower Rhine and Holland, and used in the construction

of light roads, &c. Bendorf boasts considerable an-

tiquity ; for we find that in the year 1093 it was given

in donation by the Count Palatine Henry to the

Convent of Laach. From the summits of the moun-

tains a commanding prospect is obtained, extending far

beyond Coblentz, with the mountain of Ehrenbreitstein

rising in towering majesty on the left. The Rhine is

seen issuing from a narrow pass, and receiving the
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important contribution of the Moselle to swell its

mighty stream. Its course can then be traced until it

enters the defile near Andernach. From this town the

traveller can visit the castle and mountain of Renner-

berg, or Friedericksberg, at times called the Mountain

of the Romans ; some fine views are obtained from the

windows of the castle, as well as from the garden.

The road from Thai Ehrenbreitstein, or the valley of

Ehrenbreitstein, leads through Bendorf, and the steam-

boat stops for passengers ; every opportunity is there-

fore offered the tourist of enjoying the delightful scenery

that the environs afford. At the inn kept by Krauzholt

good accommodation can be obtained.

Resuming our station in the steam- boat, we soon

reach the hamlet of Sebastian Engers on our right, and

then approach the picturesque and fertile Island of

Niederworth, at the near extremity of which lies the

Isle of Grasworth. The former Island contains a

village with a population of about 800, together with

the suppressd convent of Niederworth, founded by a

Noble of the House of Helfenstein, in the year 1242.

In the serene and quiet bay formed by the Rhine on

the left is the market-town of Vallendar, Vallum

Romanorum : many of the houses, which extend along

a beautiful valley, are concealed from view. The

church, standing on an eminence near the termination

of the vale, is rendered a very picturesque object. The

vineyards around appear luxuriant, and the prospects

from the hills extensive and pleasing. The town,

through the industry of its inhabitants, who amount to

about 2,600, possesses a considerable traffic in the
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manufacture of cloth and leather, stone bottles and

other earthenware, cast and bar iron, as well as in pipe-

clay, wine, &c. The two principal inns are the Kaiser,

or Emperor, and Bender's.

A little in advance, on the left, and removed from

the river, is observed the old Franciscan nunnery of

Besselich, erected on the slope of a mountain, near

whose base is the hamlet of Mallender, or Mailer,

formerly Mola Romanorum. The population, consist-

ing of about 200, are chiefly employed in paper, and

other mills. On the right bank of the Rhine is the

village of Kesselheim; and situated inland, the delight-

ful chateau of Schonbornlust, a rural palace belonging

to the Electors of Treves, built by Elector Francis

George of the House of Schonborn, which acquired

some degree of notoriety during the residence of the

French emigrants in and near Coblentz. Towards the

further end of the Island of Niederworth, on the same side

of the river, is a Cistercian convent, called Wallersheim,

with a village bearing a similar name. The proximity

of these three convents at the time they were occupied

by the religious sisterhood, enabled the fair nuns,

during " the stilly hours of morn and eve," when

raising their tuneful voices in thankful matins for the

dawning of another day, or imploring in their vespers

protection on the approach of another night, to inter-

change their harmonious responses—the banks re-echoing

the melodious notes.

The expansive and cultivated plain on the right,

spreading its fertile boundaries to a considerable extent,

with the village of Neuendorf on the margin of the
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stream, called the vegetable garden of Coblentz ; the

humble and scattered village of Urbar on the left, and its

flourishing vineyards producing an excellent Bleichert,

together with the neighbouring mountains, combine in

forming an interesting and charming prospect ; but on

rounding a bold turn of the river, the scenery, by its

richness and magnificence, is enhanced almost beyond

description. We behold the mighty and stupendous

rock of Ehrenbreitstein, crowned with fortifications, the

Gibraltar of the Rhine, rising in towering majesty, and

frowning in sullen grandeur on the beautiful and pictu-

resque city of Coblentz, casting its deep and darkened

shadow over the calm and glassy surface of the Rhine

beneath. The valley of the Rhine, also near Coblentz,

having widened, and the range of mountains called the

Hundsriick, from their supposed resemblance to the

bach of a dog, terminating in the vicinity, with those

of Eifel, at a more remote distance; and on the left,

the distant heights of Westerwald, create a splendid

natural panorama, the tout ensemble, in fact, presenting

one of the finest spectacles the tourist or artist can wish

to contemplate.

The city of Coblentz, in whose precincts we have now

arrived, is built on a triangular point of ground formed by

the Rhine and Moselle, and was named by the Romans

Confluentes, and by some authors written Confluentia,

being situated at the conflux of the two rivers. Drusus

erected here a castle about thirteen years B. C, and

made the place, together with Ehrenbreitstein, one of

his strongest fortified positions. Ammianus Marcel-

linus, in 360, in his lives of Constantius and Julianus
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Caesar, when mentioning the march of the Roman army

on the Rhine, says, " Per quos tractus nee civitas ulla

visitur, nee Castellum ; nisi quod apud Confluentes,

locum ita cognominatur, ubi amnis Mosella confunditur

Rheno." By which tract neither city nor castle are

visible, except that by Confluentes, a place thus named,

where the river Moselle flows into the Rhine. Anto-

ninus also, in his " Itinerarium," mentions it as Con-

fltjentes, with a population of " 1000, more or less."

The ancient castle occupied the site now called Alter

Hof.

In accounting for the etymology of the present name,

it does not require any great ingenuity to deduce from

Conjluentes the word Coblentz, when we recollect, that

in the Plattdeutsch, or Low German, many liberties are

taken in the orthography of the language, and the

transmutation of letters ; words being frequently erro-

neously spelt according to the vitiated and provincial

pronunciation. The letters d and t, v, f, p, and b, are

rendered sometimes synonymous ; hence Confluentes

might be made Convluentes, and with a Germanic ter-

mination Convluenz, and the elision of the n and u,

and alteration of v into b, Coblenz would thus be

formed.

Under the dominion of the Franks, the city pos-

sessed a royal palace, and became likewise the occa-

sional residence of the Emperors of Germany. In 806,

a great Ecclesiastical Council was held in the Collegiate

church of St. Castor, attended by three kings, and

eleven bishops. Until the year 1018 it was accounted

a portion of the Empire, when it became an independent
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ecclesiastical city, having been given by the Emperor

Henry the Second to Pappo, Archbishop of Treves.

The Bishops, in the earlier and more turbulent times,

retreated to their palace near the fortress of Ehrenbreit-

stein, and only during peace resumed their abode in the

city, until Henry of Vintingen erected, in 1280, the

castle near the bridge over the Moselle, the city

having been previously, in 1249, surrounded with

walls. During the thirty years' war it passed succes-

sively into the hands of the Spaniards, Swedes, French,

Imperialists, and German Protestants. In 1688, it

effectually resisted a most vigorous attack and bom-

bardment from the French ; though most of the houses

and public buildings were destroyed or burnt by the

destructive fire of the enemy, who were in possession of

Ehrenbreitstein. Early in the French Revolution, the

city, as well as the Archbishop of Treves, became the

objects of peculiar animosity to the Terrorists, for har-

bouring the expatriated French nobles, and allowing the

Prince de Conde and the preux chevaliers of France to

hold their counter-revolutionary Councils. In 1794, it

capitulated to the French, under the command of

General Marceau, after a siege of only a few hours, and

being attached to the Republic, was made the capital of

the Department of the Eifel, but finally was rendered

subject to Prussia, under whose jurisdiction it still

remains. The city contains 11,500 to 12,000 in-

habitants, and 1,200 houses, with a garrison of about

4,000 men.

During the middle ages, the city was separated into

three divisions. The principal portion comprised the
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point of land bounded by the Rhine and Moselle, the

present Coblentz ; on the opposite bank of the Moselle

stood the Klein, or Litzel Coblentz, no traces of which

are now extant ; and on the other side of the Rhine, at

the foot of Ehrenbreitstein, was Coblenz im Thai, or

Coblentz in the Valley, now designated Thai Ehren-

breitstein. In later years, the additions and improve-

ments made in the city, particularly by that patriotic

and amiable prince, the Elector Clement, between the

years 1779 and 1787, caused the most ancient division

to receive the appellation of the Altstadt, or Old Town,

and the other the Neustadt—New Town, or Clement-

stadt.

Coblentz altogether possesses a highly favourable

appearance, much superior to the other towns in this

district of the Rhine. The late Electoral Palace, built

by the Prince Clement, presents a handsome and com-

manding front to the river. It is built of brick, and

stuccoed in imitation of stone, having a fine Ionic

portico, which, with the wings, extends over a space

of five hundred and forty feet, the guard-houses forming

a semicircle near the principal portion of the building.

The palace has now become the Palace of Justice,

or Government House. The streets and squares

in the Clementstadt will be found spacious and well

built, but those in the old town are antiquated and

irregular. The principal squares are the Clementsplatz,

in the new Town, which serves as the parade, or Place

d'amies ; and in the old town, the Plan, the Old Parade,

and the Casterhof. The houses or hotels of the late

nobility worthy remark, are the Metternichische Hof, or
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Hotel of Metternich-Winneburg, pleasantly situated,

now a court of law, denominated the Landgerichts ; the

Hotel Vander-Leyen, the residence of the Lieutenant-

Governor ; the Hotel Boos-Waldeck, where the Ober-

prasident, or chief President, resides ; the old market-

house of St. Florian, with a curious and antique head

upon the clock ; the Hotel Kempenich, on the Firmung

;

the Gymnasium, in the Jesuits' Platz, with its library,

containing some valuable bibliographical MSS. ; and

the Dominican convent on the Moselle, now converted

into barracks : all which are situated in the Old Town.

Coblentz originally contained two collegiate churches,

St. Castor, and St. Florian ; three parochial, that of

the Court, Notre Dame, and St. Castor ; St. John's,

belonging to the Jesuits ; four convents for monks

;

three nunneries ; and a church belonging to the Teutonic

order. The latter, as well as the Jesuits and other

religious establishments, are now suppressed. The

three following churches are most worthy remark. The

collegiate and ancient church of St. Castor, erected

on ground that once formed an island in the Rhine,

and in which was held, in 860, the Ecclesiastical

Council before alluded to. In 836, Archbishop Hettus

deposited in the church some sacred relics of St.

Goar. The remains also of St. Castor, as well as

those of St. Riza, a descendant of the Emperor Lewis

the Pious, are buried here. Near the grand altar

are the tombs of Werner of Konigstein, and the am-

bitious and restless Kuno of Falkenstein, who never

allowed himself to experience quietude until deprived

of the power of action. The heavy roof is supported
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with light and elegant Corinthian pillars; and in the

choir are some pictures by Zick, a clever artist of Thai

Ehrenbreitstein. Before the church, in the Castorplatz,

is a stone fountain, erected in 1812 by the Prefet of

Coblentz, in commemoration of the invasion of Russia

by the French, and who, wishing to offer that homage

and adulation which were ever grateful to the ambitious

feelings of Napoleon, not only detailed in the inscription

the bold enterprize, but likewise its anticipated success.

At the close of the fatal campaign, when the victorious,

instead of the vanquished, Russians visited Coblentz,

the arrogant assumption of the inscription was pointed

out to the Russian General Josephowitch, who with

considerable esprit ordered the monument to be pre-

served, and added the following laconic but satirical

appendix, written in the true style of the French

—

Bureaucratie—" Vu et approuve par le General Com-

mandant Russe a Coblentz

—

Josephowitch."

The parochial church of Notre Dame stands almost

in the centre of the city, its lofty steeples, with their

peculiar style of architecture, having rather an im-

posing effect. The choir has preserved its antiquity,

but the nave is of modern structure. The date of the

church's erection is uncertain, but reference is made to

it by the Archbishops of Treves in 1182 and 1262.

The church of St. Florian, although of considerable

antiquity, is not of so remote an origin as that of

St. Castor. It was in existence in the time of Agritius

and Helena, the mother of Constantine, and was en-

dowed by the Empress. It has been renovated at

different times, and the French made use of it as a
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•nilitary depot : it is. however, now appropriated to the

Protestants, and become the garrison church. In the

Interior are the tombs of Archbishop John the Fourth,

of Isenburg, and John the Fifth, of Leyen. The walls

were painted in fresco, by Ziek, and the baptismal font

and pulpit are curiously wrought in wood by Huf-

schmidt.

The city is indebted to its last Elector for the ac-

commodation of an aqueduct, constructed by his orders,

which conveys clear spring water from a hill called

Krummelberg, near Metternich, to all parts of Coblentz,

the ducts passing over the Moselle Bridge. The foun-

tain, near the Clemenstadt, which receives its waters

from the same source, bears the following inscription,

" Clemens Wenceslaus Elector Vicinis suis, 1791."

The old Moselle Bridge, which connected Little

Coblentz with the city, was destroyed ; the present

handsome structure having been undertaken by Elector

Baldwin, of Lavanstein. It is composed of stone from

the Niedermenning quarries, and consists of fourteen

lofty arches, comprising an expanse of 500 paces, and

forms a communication between Coblentz and Fort

Francis, or Petersberg.

A pleasant and well regulated Casino was established

in 1808, admission to which is readily obtained by

foreigners, There is also a musical institute in the city.

A gymnasium, with a library, which, though small,

contains a choice collection of bibliographical MSS., and

a Freemasons' lodge, named Friedrick zur Vaterlands-

liebe, or, Frederick for the love of our country.

The principal private collections of pictures, natural

T
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curiosities, and objects of verlu worthy inspection, are

the paintings, prints, medals, antiquities, &c, belonging

to Count Renesse-Breitenbach, the pictures of the

Messrs. Dietz, Hahn, and Liel, and the coins, painted

glass, &c, of M. Nell.

The manufactures of Coblentz are limited to those

of lacquered tin ware, stoves, and tobacco, but an

extensive traffic is carried on with the upper districts

of the Moselle, particularly in the delightful wines grown

in the neighbourhood of that river. The produce of

certain spots on the banks, such as Pisport, Zeltingen,

Braunenberg, Schartzberg, Wehlen, and Graach, is

often of superior quality. The better descriptions of

Moselle wine, as the Pisporter and Zeltingener, are clear

and dry, with a light pleasant flavour, and high aroma,

not unlike that arising from the best Graves. Ausonius,

in mentioning the wines of the Moselle, says, that their

delicate perfume reminded him of the wines of his own

country.

" Amnis odorifero juga vitea consite Baccho."

In certain species of fever, accompanied by low pulse

and great nervous exhaustion, they have been found

to possess considerable efficacy, as the proportion of

alcohol is small, and its effects are moderated by the

presence of free acids. They are likewise recommended

in cases of obesity. The other articles of commerce in

transitu are slates, firewood, staves, coals, charcoal,

apothecaries' ware, potash, brandy, salt, bark, pipeclay,

pipes, glass, and grindstones.

The Moselle rises in France at the foot of the Taye,

above the village of Bussang, in the department and
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mountainous district of the Vosges, passing thence by

Ramonchamp, Epinal, Chatel, Charmes, Bayon, Pont

St. Vincent, Toul, Frouard, Pont-a-Mousson, Metz,

Thionville, and Sierck, below which it enters the Grand

Duchy of the Lower Rhine, and waters the cities of

Treves, Berncastel, Trarback, and Zell. During its

course to the Rhine, which is 390 miles, it receives the

waters of the Madon, Meurthe, Seille, Ormes, and

numerous other rivers. It is navigable for floats near

Dommartin, in the Vosges, and becomes generally

navigable at Frouard. From Metz to Thionville, the

current, which is rapid, runs through a broad valley

without any impediment ; but, at the latter place, the

valley becomes so narrow as scarcely to leave space

for the passage of the river, which forms various mean-

derings, and this, added to various rocks and sandbanks,

considerably obstructs the navigation. The waters of the

Moselle, which are beautifully transparent, much more

so than those of the Rhine, can be traced for some

distance after their confluence. The sudden influx,

however, of so large a body of water, causes too great

a commotion to allow the peaceful finny tribe to

frequent this part of the stream. Coblentz, in conse-

quence, is not so well supplied with fish as the other

towns on the Rhine. The elegant Ausonius has

dedicated a poem of five hundred verses to the

honour of the Moselle, though the river scarcely

merits thus to be immortalized ; for, in point of ro-

mance, and picturesque beauties, as well as the quality

of its wines, and its general character, it sinks
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nearly below comparison when put in competition with

the majesty of the Rhenish Flood.

The communication with Thai Ehrenbreitstein was

originally carried on by means of a flying bridge,

similar to those already described ; but, since 1819, a

stationary bridge of boats has been constructed, which

rests on thirty-seven pontoons, and measures in length

485' feet. In the centre of the Rhine is a remarkable

echo, and at the close of a still summer's evening, the

reverberation of the notes of a bugle or French horn

produce a very fine effect.

Thai Ehrenbreitstein, with its stupendous rock, is

situated at the entrance of the high road to Frankfurt,

and about three leagues from the baths of Ems. The

town, with the fortress, contains about 2,300 inhabitants,

and adjoins the romantic and fertile valley, so justly

celebrated for its beauty, and from which it derives its

name. The houses extend at the base of the rock until

they disappear at a turn of the valley, near a mineral

spring named Thalborn, whose waters are of an agreeable

flavour, and much in request by the inhabitants of

Coblentz. They are acidulous, effervescent, and slightly

aperient, and when mixed with Moselle wine, very

closely resemble champagne. At the foot of Ehren-

breitstein, opposite the mouth of the Moselle, stood the

Castle of Philipsthal, the residence of the Electors, and

so named from the Elector Philip Christoph, of the

family of Sotern, who built it. The post-house, called

the Das weisse Ross, or the White Horse, is an excel-

lent hotel. There is also another inn called the Nassau.
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The Romans were the first who fortified the rock of

Ehrenbreitstein, as we find that in the time of the

Emperor Julian a castle stood here. It was afterwards

named Trmstein, and in 1153 the Archbishop Hermann

Hillirais commenced a new fortification on the remains

of the old fori, which received the designation of Her-

mannstein, Hermanni Petra. In 1160, the works being

completed on a more extensive scale, the Archbishop,

on account of their noble breadth and spaciousness,

gave them the name of Ehrenbreitstein. Elector John,

Margrave of Baden, in 1481, improved and extended the

fort, and caused a well to be excavated in the rock to the

depth of 280 feet, which it was found necessary to sink

300 feet lower. On the highest part of this gigantic

rock, which is 800 feet perpendicular above the level ol

the Rhine, originally stood a square tower, that served

as a foundery and powder magazine, previous to its being

blown up by the French. In the square or parade,

formed by the barracks and other buildings, was placed

the famous cannon, called Vogel Greif, foundered at

Frankfurt, in 1528, by order of the Elector Greifenklau,

or Griffin's Claw. It weighed ten tons, and ejected a

ball of 160 pounds, which it is reported to have been

able to carry sixteen miles. It was afterwards removed

to Metz, and is said to have been re-melted. The fort,

when ably garrisoned, was justly deemed impregnable.

In the Swedish war, the attack of a large army of the

French on the southern side, and 40,000 men on the

northern, made little or no impression on it. It was

besieged by General Marceau for a month, in 1795,

without effect, and twice during the campaign of 1796.
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A fourth blockade was commenced by General Iloehe,

in 1797, after his passsage of the Rhin<^ at "Weissethurm,

which lasted until the peace of Leoben. In January,

1799, the fort, however, capitulated to the arms of the

French Republic, having been bravely defended by

Colonel Faber for twelve months, and even then, famine

alone compelled him to surrender. The French repaired,

and considerably augmented and strengthened the forti-

fications ; but after the peace of Luneville they were

dismantled, and, to add to their demolition, some of the

principal towers and walls, and other portions of the

works, together with huge pieces of rock, fell with a

sudden and tremendous crash ; fortunately without com-

mitting the devastation to the town that would have

been naturally anticipated. In 1816, the rock was re-

fortified by the Prussians, and named Fort Frederick

William, in honour of the King of Prussia. It com-

mands the Rhine and the country of Nassau, and with

fort Alexander, or the Chartreuse, defending the roads

from Mayence and the Hundsriick, and fort Francis, or

Petersberg, those of Treves and Cologne, with some

additional outworks, particularly those on the heights of,

Pfaffendorferhohe, forms one of the strongest positions

in Germany. The fortifications were constructed from

the plan of the celebrated engineers, Montalembert and

Carnot. An order to inspect the works can be only

procured through the Commandant, and which is difficult

to obtain. The assent of the rock is steep and

laborious ; but the magnificent prospect from the

summit, as far as the mountains of Lorraine, fully

repays the fatigue of ascending it,
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In the vicinity of Coblentz are several objects of

considerable interest. About a quarter of a league

outside the Lohrthor, on a hill, is the modern fort of the

Emperor Alexander. On the height, was originally

a monastery, called the Marterberg; but in 1017, the

bones of the holy Beatus having been deposited within

the walls, it was called Beatusberg. In 1 153, Archbishop

Hillinus established here a Benedictine Order of monks,

who seceded, in 1334, in favour of the Carthusians, by

whom the monastery, or Chartreuse, was possessed until

the cession of the left bank of the Rhine. It was sold

in 1810 for 40,000 francs to M. Seidensticker, and after-

wards purchased by the Prussian Government, who

fortified the spot, and gave it the present designation.

From the northern side of the height where the church

formerly stood, the view of the upper portion of

the river is beautiful in the extreme ; the ruins of

Lahnstein and the ancient towers of the castle of

Markusburg in the distance, and the fine valley, extend-

ing from Ehrenbreitstein to Andernach, is enriched in

every direction with charming and diversified scenery.

The prospect also comprises part of the countries of

Treves, Mayence, Cologne, Darmstadt, Anspach, and

Wied. At the foot of the hill is the main road which

passes over the Hundsriick.

On the left of the road to Andernach, near the

Moselle bridge, is the mount called Petersberg, on

which the French erected a fort named after General

Marceau, who was killed at Altenkirchen, in attempting

to cut off the retreat of Jourdan. He was buried at

this place; but the tomb was removed in 1817, as inter-
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fering with the erection of the new fortifications, now

designated the fort of Emperor Francis. A similar monu-

ment, however, consisting of a pyramid twenty feet in

height on a sarcophagus, was erected on the plain by

order of the King of Prussia, with the inscription com-

memorative of his victories. Near here were also

deposited the remains of General Hoche, whose ceno-

taph is at Weissethurm.

Excursions can likewise be made to the village of

Neuendorf, where M. Lang has a collection of pictures

and engravings ; to the ruins of the castle of Lahnstein,

and the ancient fort of St. Mark, or Markusburg, both

near the Rhine ; to the mountain of Kuhkopf, the

highest in the neighbourhood, and which is well de-

serving a visit, for those who are anxious to obtain

extensive and varied scenes competing with each other in

novelty and beauty. From this point the sight encom-

passes the whole range of country as far as the Sieben-

geburg, and a great part of the wild and picturesque

district of the Eifel. In the extreme distance, on the

lofty summit of a mountain, is the old castle of Nero-

burg, mentioned by Caesar and Tacitus, and now called

erroneously Niirenburg. Rather more than a league from

the city is the chateau of Bassenheim, with a fine library

and park ; and about a quarter of a league further, the

mountain of Kamillenberg, commanding a prospect on

the right as far as Bonn, and extending on the left to

Treves. Within half a league of the city lies the

charming valley of Laubach, with the mineral spring

called Kaltenborns-Brumchen. On the Moselle, the

same distance from Coblentz, is the pretty village of
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Moselwels, the fashionable resort of the citizens during

the summer months ; and on the right bank, a short

distance in advance, the pleasant town of Winnengen.

The btsst inns at Coblentz are, Trierische Hof, or the

Hotel of Treves, or Post House; Die drei Schweizer,

the Three Swiss, looking over the Rhine ; Kolner Hof,

or Hotel of Cologne ; Die goldene Apfel, or the Golden

Apple ; Der Schwartze Bar, the Black Bear ; Die drei

Reichskronen, or Three Crowns ofthe Empire; Die Lilie,

or the Lily, situated on the Rhine ; and Laacher Hof,

or Hotel of Laach, near the Moselle bridge.

Soon after leaving Coblentz, in our progress up the

Rhine, we pass Carthaiiser Hof on the right, and then

approach Pfaffendorf, about a league distant on the left.

The latter village is delightfully situated, and much

frequented by parties of pleasure from Coblentz. It is

surrounded with vineyards and orchards, and a pleasing

view is procured from a stone seat, shaded by a few

trees, near the village. The garden of the late M.

Umbscheiden is also worthy notice. We now arrive at the

extremity of the large and fruitful Island of Oberworth,

or Magdalenenworth, containing about 125 acres of

meadow and arable land. The farm-house was formerly

a convent, founded in 1143 for Cistercian nuns of noble

birth. On the left bank of the river appears the

village of Horchheim, with a population of 900. The

fruit-trees in the environs are luxuriant, and the vine-

yards produce an excellent Bleichart wine. A little in

advance inland, is observed a mountain, with a chapel or

hermitage, which bears the name of Allerheiligen, or All

Saints. The ruins of Stolzenfels are on the right, with

u
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the village of Kasselen : and on the left, the church of

St. John, situate at the debouchement of the river Lahn,

which is now seen offering the tribute of its waters in

order to swell the current of the mighty Rhine ; the small

town of Nieder Lahnstein, on the banks of the Lahn,

and the ruins of Lahneck castle, with the neighbour-

ing mountainous scenery, afford a highly picturesque

effect. The river Lahn rises in the forest of Wester-

wald, about ten miles from the town of Siegen, in

the principality of that name, and flowing through the

vales and romantic wilds with a degree of miniature

grandeur, passes the towns of Marburg, Giessen, Wetz-

lar, Vilmer, Runckel, Limburg, Dietz, Nassau, and

Lahnstein, crossing the territories of Hesse and Nassau,

and is navigable as high as Dietz. It contributes like-

wise to increase the traffic of the Rhine, by floating

down from the interior vessels freighted with iron-ore,

bread, corn, flour, fruit, and lime.

Nieder Lahnstein occupies a pleasant site on the right

bank of the river, and contains about 1,800 inhabitants.

The castle of Lahneck, near the town, formerly be-

longed to the Knights Templars, but is now merely a

picturesque mass of ruins.

The Rhine, curving to the right, passes Ober Lahn-

stein, comprising a population of 1,500, and is the first

place we arrive at in the Duchy of Nassau. Auso-

nms, in his poem on the Moselle, particularly alludes to

the delightful situation of this town. The old castle,

which is now inhabited by the bailiff, enjoys a delightful

prospect. From hence the writings were dated which

denosed the vicious and profligate German Emperor
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Wenceslaus, on the 20th of August, 1400; the resolu-

tion having been passed at a General Meeting of the

Electoral Princes in the chapel a little in advance of the

town, after a solemn deliberation on the Konigsstuhl.

Nearly opposite Lahnstein is the Prussian village of

Capellen, lying at the base of a proud and lofty rock, on

which the fine ruins of Stolzenfels are observed. The

castle, which by early writers is called " Die stolze

Veste," was the residence of Archbishop Werner, who,

infected with the prevailing enthusiasm of the age,

imagined that by the power of alchymy gold could be

produced, and became in consequence the dupe of certain

designing alchymists, who took up their abode in the

castle ; but instead of increasing by their mysterious

arts the treasury of the credulous prelate, they managed

by their artifice, between the years 1388 and 1418, to

despoil him of his already acquired riches, and to leave

his coffers empty : whence arose the tradition, that

within the walls of Stolzenfels a rich store of gold was

concealed and buried; and Archbishop John of Baden

made a fruitless attempt in searching and digging for

the hidden wealth.

The Rhine, now winding to the right, considerably

expands in breadth, presenting the resemblance of a placid

lake, surrounded and adorned with enchanting scenery.

The hamlet beyond Stolzenfels is Krippe ; and further

in advance is the town of Rhense, or Rhees, with a

population of 1,780. About a quarter of a mile before

arriving at the town, and within a hundred yards of the

river, we pass the spot, now only marked by a few

stones, where formerly stood the ancient and celebrated
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Konigsstuhl, " the Royal or King's seat." One of the

earliest references to this place is made in recording the

election of the Emperor Henry the Seventh, in 1388
;

and is thus mentioned, In gestis Balduini Archieopis.

Trevir. 8rc. " Dominus Baldewinus, aliique sex Col-

lectores, villam Rense inter Confluentiam et Boperdiam

sitam—ubi ex antiqud consuetudine ad Tractatium de

Electione habendum consueverunt, convenire concorditer

diverterunt, <^c." By which it appears, that in the

fourteenth century, the assembling of the seven Electors

of the Rhine at the Konigsstuhl, to deliberate on mo-

mentous State questions, was even then alluded to as an

ancient custom. Here also was often decided the

election or deposition of the German Emperors. The

building was of an octagon shape, twenty-four feet in

diameter, and seventeen in height, and without any

architectural embellishment. It rested on nine pillars

—

one of which was in the centre, and the other eight

formed a circle, terminating in arches. The ascent was

on the southern side by fourteen steps, which lead to

seven stone seats, " with no canopy save that of heaven."

The site is well chosen, as being within a short distance

of the territories of the four Electors of Cologne, Treves,

Mayence, and the Palatinate, and who could be sum-

moned to meet here at a very short notice, when any

sudden State emergency required their immediate

counsel. By the earlier authorities it is stated to have

been seated in a " delightful pleasure garden with

fruit," and was surrounded with fine walnut trees. The

town of Rliense was obliged to keep the Konigsstuhl in

repair, on which account it enjoyed certain privileges
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and exemptions from custom duties. It was destroyed

during the late revolutionary wars, the name, perhaps, of

royalty not according with the liberal views of the

French.

In approaching the small town of Braubach, a bold

and isolated rock, crowned with its strong and venerable

castle of Markusburg, or Marxburg, attracts powerfully

the attention, and is the only ancient fortress of the

Rhine which is now habitable ; it was for some years a

state prison, but has been since appropriated as an

hospital. The castle was named after the Evangelist

St. Mark, and erected by the Landgrave John, sur-

named the Valiant. It now belongs, as well as the

town, to the Duchy of Nassau. Braubach lies pic-

turesquely at the termination of a valley, in which are

mines of lead, silver, and copper. It is of remote

origin, as we find it mentioned in the twelfth century,

and in 1288 was declared a free city by the Emperor

Rudolph the First. Close to the town is the old

chateau or castle of Philipsburg. The principal inn is

the Swan. Distant from the Rhine, on the heights to

the left of the Markusburg, is the chapel of St. Martin.

As we pursue our watery track, the Hundsriick

mountains, which assume a curious semicircular form,

are noticed on the right, and which we have before men-

tioned, were, from their supposed similarity, ignorantly

called the Dog's Back. It is, however, a corruption

of Hunnsriicken, the removing or returning of the

Hunns, or Hungarians, who possessed an extensive

district between the Moselle and the Rhine ; but being

expelled by the Emperor Gratian, passed the moun-
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tains at this place, and crossed the Rhine. On the

right bank, environed with orchards, is the small and

pretty village of Brey. About half a league from

Braubach, on the left, we reach the mineral spring of

Dinkhold, issuing forth at the end of a valley. It

has been known upwards of three centuries, but during

a great portion of the last it was entirely neglected
;

in 1802, however, being again re-established, it has

gradually increased in celebrity. It is said to combine

the properties of the waters of Spaa, Pyrmont, and

Schwalbach, though their flavour is extremely bitter.

In the vicinity are a few houses and some mills ; and a

little in advance the village of Osterspay, containing

700 inhabitants, and extending its cottages amidst a

garden of fruit-trees at the foot of a mountain, on

which is a delightful chateau, called Liebeneck, belong-

ing to Herr von Schenk. On the right, the first villages

after Brey are Niederspay, Osterpay, and round the turn

of the stream, Peterspay. The Rhine near here forms

one of the most circuitous bends that we meet with

during our passage to Mayence. The river almost

seems to retrogade, being forced by a phalanx of stu-

pendous and barren rocks on either side into a gloomy

defile, and appears by its fretful and troubled current to

feel indignant at the loss of its wonted freedom, and the

obstruction offered to its course : its waters, however,

regain their accustomed flow on reaching Boppart.

The eye since we left Coblentz has been gratified and

delighted with numerous charming combinations of

scenery—mountains surmounted with hoary towers

—

forests, and hanging vineyards—fertile meadows and
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blooming orchards—all vieing with each other in yielding

their rich stores to the service of man—with the peaceful

peasant's cot embosomed in green luxuriant foliage, and

the busy town and quiet village ;—these lovely scenes

however, are now exchanged for those of sombre mag-

nificence. The narrow pass that we are approaching is

formed by rugged, sterile rocks, and misshapen moun-

tains, towering perpendicularly from the water, their

darkened and slaty sides reflecting a deep shade of

melancholy over the whole scene. Silence reigns

around, and except a few scattered fishermen's huts,

adhering like birds'-nests to the surface of the rocks, no

trace of human habitation relieves the sight ; and tra-

dition, aided by superstition, has filled every cave with

banditti, and every solitary recess with apparitions.

Advancing, we perceive on the left the village of

Felsel, and on the heights to the right, at the extremity

of the wood, Johannesberg, an estate formerly belonging

to the Jesuits. Near here the road passes across the

mountains from Rhense, forming a continuation of that

Herculean task, undertaken by the spirit and genius of

the French, of opening a direct communication between

Cologne and Mayence—a design worthy the Romans

during the brightest periods of their history. The

Rhine, arriving at the narrowest passage of the defile,

soon emerges from its confined limits, and begins to

assume its usual course and breadth ; and winding to

the left, the spires and city of Boppart present them-

selves to the view. On the left is the village of Kam-

perhausen, and on the opposite bank Niederberg and

Hiltzen, together with the hill of Kreutzberg.
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The appearance of the city of Boppart, from its an-

tiquity, is of a dark and sombre character, but is greatly

relieved by the verdant foliage of the trees in the

vicinity, backed by the lofty mountains rising in three

gradations one above the other, each forming a spacious

platform covered with woods or cultivated fields. On

the right, the mountains are nearly clothed with vines,

intersected even to the summits with artificial terraces.

Boppart, the Bodabriga and Boperdia of the Romans,

contains about 3,000 inhabitants, and owes its origin to

the erection of one of the castles ofDrusus. The Kings

of Franconia afterwards built a palace here, the ruins

of which are still extant, and a small stream which falls

into the Rhine has acquired in consequence the name of

Konigsbach, or King's rivulet. It then was created an

Imperial city, but was transferred in 1312, by the

Emperor Henry the Seventh to his brother Baldwin,

Archbishop of Treves, who annexed it to the Electorate.

It once made an attempt to render itself free and inde-

pendent, but the reduction of one part of the town was

the means of bringing the remaining portion to obe-

dience. At present it is in the possession of Prussia.

It had formerly several convents ; the principal one,

that of Marienberg, situated above the town, has been

converted into an extensive cotton manufactory. At

the further end of the city is the suppressed monastery

of St. Martin. The principal church, called Ottosburg,

with its twin tapering spires, forms an interesting object.

A considerable quantity of wine of good quality is pro-

duced in the vicinity ; and besides a cotton and tobacco-

pipe manufactory, the inhabitants deal in wheat, flour,
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slates, and charcoal, a considerable quantity of which

is sent to Bendorf for the use of the foundries. There is

also a large market for onions and other vegetables. The

Rhine, near the town, spreads its surface into the ap-

pearance of a spacious lake, environed with lofty heights,

clothed with vineyards, and a line of rich meadows near

the margin of the stream, extending to the village of

Kamp, which is about half a league distant, and occupies

a very pleasant site on the opposite bank. It receives

its appellation from an encampment formed here by the

Romans, vestiges of which have been discovered at dif-

ferent periods. The Rhine inclining to the right, the

attention is attracted by the two majestic and towering

rocks of Liebenfels and Sternenfels, called also

Liebenstein and Sternfels or Die Briider, the brothers.

From the base the vines wind in thick and clustering

richness towards their summits, which, crowned with

the barren and crumbling walls of two baronial castles,

create a striking contrast, the one producing the effect

of life and luxuriance, the other of death and ruin.

The narrow limits within which the stipulated num-

bers of the present work will, unwillingly, compel us

to compress the sequel of our descriptive tour to

Mayence, prevent the possibility of much digression, or

the narration of the several interesting legends con-

nected with the different places we pass during the

remainder of our journey. We must, therefore, with

the exception of the following, content ourselves with

briefly noticing, and, in some instances, merely alluding,

to the traditionary accounts. The history of the two

ruined remains of former grandeur, which we are now

x
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beholding, has been thus orally handed down. In the

days of chivalry Liebenstein was the residence of an

ancient and powerful baron, whose latter days had been

solely occupied in the guidance and instruction of his

two sons, and of an orphan maiden, rich in worldly pos-

sessions, and whose charms of person increasing as she

advanced to womanhood, had created the deepest senti-

ments of affection in the breasts of both the young

knights. Each, however, sedulously concealed his

growing passion. At length the Baron proposed to the

beautiful Elise that she should fix her choice on one of

his sons as her future lord. The maiden, fully aware of

the love that each entertained for her, and fearful of inflict-

ing misery on the one by preferring the other, remained

incapable of making her election. The eldest, with a

high and noble bearing characteristic of the age, at once

relinquished his pretensions. The Baron's lovely

charge and his younger son were in consequence

formally betrothed. Though the elder brother wit-

nessed, without any invidious sentiments, the mutual

felicity he had caused, yet feeling his peace of mind had

been for ever sacrificed, he retired from the castle of his

father to Rhense, and entered the service of the

Emperor. At this period St. Bernard, who was exciting

the nobles on the Rhenish frontiers to take up arms

to rescue the Holy Land from the dominion of the

infidels, was with the Emperor Conrad at Frankfurt.

Daily, knights, esquires, and men at arms, hastened

from all quarters to join his standard, and exhibit on

their ensigns the holy symbol of the cross. The

betrothed of Liebenstein, fired with the prevailing spirit
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of the times, entered into the pious resolve of performing

a crusade, intending, on his return, to he united to his

beloved Elise. Neither tears nor entreaties could

frustrate his determination, and, with a few followers, he

joined the troops at Frankfurt. The Baron, who had

commenced the erection of the Castle of Sternfels on the

neighbouring mountain, as the residence of the son who

should become the husband of his dear ward, soon

after the departure of the young chevalier, died, and the

elder brother returned to his paternal abode. Love

assailed him with all its original ardour, bur the delicacy

of his attentions towards Elise were always dictated by

the consideration of her being virtually his sister. Two

years had rolled on, when news was brought that the

younger knight was returning from Palestine with a

beautiful Greek, as his wife. Absence, the rigid test of

lovers, which generally causes love founded on passion

to subside, but forcibly strengthens that based on affec-

tion and esteem, had proved, when the young crusader

arrived " in the land of the east, in the land of the

sun"—

" Where the tints of the earth and the hues of the sky,

In colour though varied, in beauty may vie

;

Where the virgins are soft as the roses they twine,

And all, save the spirit of man, is divine,"

that his plighted faith and tender asseverations had been

actuated by passion not by love. The faithful Elise,

disconsolate and broken-hearted, resolved to terminate

her days in holy seclusion. The elder knight, incensed

at such dishonourable conduct and inconstancy, sent his

gauntlet by the messenger who had brought the in-
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formation, challenging his brother to mortal combat.

They met—and on the verge of battle, the forsaken

Elise rushed between them, and, by her angelic mild-

ness and persuasion, succeeded in making a partial

reconciliation, and soon afterwards assumed the veil.

From that moment Liebenstein became the seat of

sorrow and loneliness, while the halls of Sternfels

resounded with mirth and midnight laughter. The

sparkling eye, " that was within itself a soul," and

brilliant charms of the young Greek, attracted a crowd

of admirers, and the lady proved herself not insensible

to the homage of the young nobles. The elder knight

was the first to discover that the connubial happiness of

his brother was for ever lost, and soon convinced him of

her dishonour. His first impulse was to have plunged

a poignard into the bosom of his faithless consort, but

she managed to evade his just revenge, and fled the

castle. The brothers reverencing the grief and self-

immolation of Elise, swore to lead a life of celibacy and

brotherly amity, which they inviolably preserved. The

family on their death becoming extinct, the two castles

gradually went to decay, and hence the ruins now

rearing their solitary and embattled walls over the

neighbouring vallies, have acquired the name of " The

Brothers."

Behind these two mountain rocks, in a delightful

valley, is situated the village of Bornhofen, in the

duchy of Nassau, which is said to have been part of

the dowry of Elise. The church, which was formerly

dedicated to the Virgin Mary and much resorted to by

pilgrims, was built by the famous knight Bromser von
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Riidesheim,—whose successful engagement with a dragon,

imprisonment in Palestine, and the melancholy self-de-

struction of his daughter, whom, though betrothed, he

was about to compel to take the veil, in fulfilment of an

oath he had made to that effect when in the Holy Land,

should he ever be permitted to regain his liberty—form an

interesting native legend. In 1676, John Hugo von Ors-

bek, Elector of Treves, erected a cloister, and annexed

it to the church, which he also enlarged, constituting

the whole a Capuchin Monastery. In 1813, it was

suppressed. An avenue of walnut-trees connects the

abbey with the village of Kamp. On the left we ob-

serve a continuation of mountains enriched with vine-

yards ; and at the right the meadows, enamelled with

flowers, are bathed by the tranquil waters of the Rhine.

A little in advance is the Prussian village of Salzig,

containing about 800 inhabitants ; it is surrounded with

orchards and numerous cherry-gardens, and a large

quantity of fruit from the latter is exported to the Lower

Rhine. The mountains here recede from the banks of

the river, and at the termination of a lovely vale is the

little hamlet of Weiler, which seems bashful of its humble

appearance and willing to conceal its poverty behind the

rocks, in order not to detract from the richness and beauty

of the scenery. Towards the interior, amidst the moun-

tains, is the village of Rheinbey. The river now sweeps

boldly to the right, and on rounding the curve we view on

the right Hirzenach, formerly called also Hirzenau, with

the fine and ancient priory belonging to the abbey of

Siegburg, surrounded with the huts of vine-dressers.

Near the village, and opposite to that of Niederkester, is
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a rock rearing to some considerable height its steep and

sharp-pointed summit surmounted with wood, while its

base is planted with vines. The mountains in this vicinity

are chiefly composed of slate, on which the workmen,

who are continually employed in breaking them, keep

up during the day a constant hammering, the din of

whose blows are " re-echoed through the welkin."

Niederkester, which lies on the left, has some exten-

sive ruins of its ancient parochial church, and further

inland is Oberkester. As we proceed Holzfeld is seen

on the right removed some distance from the water

;

and leaving the small islet of Worth, formed by a group

of rocks covered with bushes, we observe on the left

Ehrenthal, and the ruins of Thurmberg, while on the

right we pass the mine of Sheckenhof. At the back of

the small village of Ehrenthal is situated a wild valley,

bearing the same name, containing mines of silver,

copper, and lead. Along the whole line of the opposite

banks are found large quantities of basalt, lime, slates,

marble, and different minerals. Near the foot of the

mountain, on which appear the ruins of Thurmberg,

amidst delightful and picturesque scenery, is the village

of Welmich, formerly named Welmenach or "Welmingen,

with a population of 500 inhabitants. It has a remark-

ably old Gothic tower, and likewise a church, which,

with the Castle of Thurmberg, called also Die Maus,

the Mouse, and part of the town, were built by Kuno

von Falkenstein, Archbishop of Treves, and received

at that time the appellation of Kunoburg. Having

ceded the archbishopric to Werner von Konigstein in

1388, he retired to the castle to end his days in peace
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and tranquillity. It was afterwards inhabited by the

bailiffs of Oberwessel, Welmieh and Boppart. On the

right, a short distance inland, is Werlau, where there is

a silver and lead mine. The river as we advance winds

to the right and becomes rather narrower, when the dis-

mantled fortifications of Rheinfels present themselves

full in view, commanding our admiration, together with

the beautiful ruins of the castle on the left called Die

Katze, or the Cat, and near the mountain on which they

are situated, St. Goarshausen and Neubruckhausen. On

the other bank, close to Rheinfels, is the town of Saint

Goar. Rheinfels, rising in stupendous majesty from the

very margin of the river, seems proudly to deem itself

entitled to the pre-eminence of being designated " the

Rock of the Rhine." The mighty mass, projecting over

the stream, appears bursting with the weight of the ex-

tensive fortifications which press upon its summit, and

whose strength are only equalled by those of Ehren-

breitstein. Originally a monastery was erected on the

spot, named Mattenburg ; but in the year 1245, Count

Diether der Reiche, or the Rich, of Katzenellenbogen,

converted this seat of peace and religion into one of war

and rapine by fortifying it, and compelling all boats

passing the Rhine to pay him a toll. Exasperated by

these unjust exactions, sixty Rhenish towns combined

their forces and besieged the fort for fifteen months,

without, however, being enabled to reduce the haughty

Count to submission. Calling in the aid of other towns

and nobles, with whom they became united, was the

origin of the league known as the " Confederation of the

Rhine." Eventually the fort capitulated, and the Con-
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federacy took and destroyed the greater part of the

castles of other Barons, who carried on a predatory war-

fare hy land or water. It was at Rheinfels some years

afterwards that the chaplain of one of the Counts at-

tempted to destroy the Countess, by infusing poison into

her sacramental wine, and for which he afterwards was

burnt at Cologne in 1472. The Hessians, in 1692,

who were in possession of the fort, commanded by the

gallant Colonel Gortz, successfully resisted an attack

made by a superior force of the French, under the cele-

brated Mareschal Tallard, who was at length obliged to

fire his camp and retreat. During the revolutionary

war, however, it surrendered on the first summons, and

was blown up and reduced to ruins by the French in

1795. The lively town of St. Goar, or as it was

formerly sometimes written Sand or Santgewer,

extends prettily along the banks, containing about

1,200 inhabitants. The former of these two names

owes its origin to the Holy St. Goar, who, in the year

570 or 600, erected here a chapel, on the site of which

stands the present church, built by Count Henry of

Katzenellenbogen in 1,400, or, according to Winkel-

mann, by Count Philip in 1441. Beneath the choir

have been discovered some marble steps and a statue of

the Saint, with other remains. The derivation of the

other, Santgewer, we shall hereafter further allude to.

The flying bridge that existed here has been removed

for some years. The principal inns are, Lilie, The Lily,

the Post-haus, Griiner Wald, The Green Forest, Der

wilde Mann, The Savage.

On the opposite side of the river is the pleasant town
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of St. Goarshausen, or Gewershausen, which forms the

angle of a bay created by the Rhine. It was formerly

called Haussenthal, owing to the inhabitants having

borne the name of Haussen, from the Latin designation

Husnia. The population at present does not exceed

700, many of whom find employment in the extensive

tan-yards at this place. Behind the town are the re-

markably fine and picturesque ruins of the ancient and

important castle of New or Neu Katzenellenbogen. The

New, distinguishing it from the Alt or Old Katzenellen-

bogen, between Hohenstein and Dietz, and termed, by

way of abbreviation, Die Katze, or the Cat. The name

originates from the ancient inhabitants, who were called

Katten, and dwelt round the heights of Malchenberg, or

Melibocum; hence the country received the appellation

of Kattemelibocum, from which has been deduced the

designation of Katzenellenbogen. The territory belonged

formerly to a noble family of the same name, but being

afterwards divided, the larger portion came into pos-

session of the Prince of Hesse Darmstadt, and the re-

mainder into that of the Landgrave of Hesse Rheinfels.

The castle was built in the year 1393 by John, third

Count of Katzenellenbogen, but in 1807, was destroyed

by order of Napoleon. The lofty watch-tower near the

river, though not particularly picturesque, has no doubt

been serviceable in the collection of the tolls. At the

Post-haus, good accommodation is to be procured. A
short distance inland is the village and mountain of

Petersberg; the latter is covered with vines, which pro-

duce an excellent wine esteemed equal to the Asmanri'

hausen
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The river, which near St. Goar and St. Goarshausen

wore the appearance of a delightful lake, environed

by mountains, soon forsaking these beautiful scenes

heightened by the luxuriance of vines and foliage,

approaches a defile, where, forming a curve, it rushes

impetuously on, and dashing against the opposing rocks

creates in its rapid course two eddies or whirlpools, both

near the right bank. The first is called Gervirr, or Con-

fusion, and was erroneously supposed to have had a

subterranean communication with the Binger Loch, as

it was stated that planks and wrecks of boats, which had

been engulphed there, were found near the Gewirr. The

name Sandgewer, which we have before mentioned in

allusion to the town of St. Goar, has doubtless arisen in

consequence of the sand thrown up by this eddy or

Gewirr, and was the appellation of the place prior to that

of St. Goar. In all probability, owing to the perilous

state of the navigation, houses have been erected here

from the earliest data, as the boatmen, less skilled in

those days, must have often needed the assistance of the

inhabitants on the banks. The antiquity of the situation

is likewise corroborated by the fact of various coins of

the reign of Tiberius and other Roman Emperors having

been found in the neighbourhood. As we advance, the

second whirlpool assumes a much more terrific appearance,

which is increased by the gloominess of the rocks and the

narrow pass the current is compressed into, the banks in

parts not being separated more than 300 yards. The spot is

named die Bank, or Bank, a term applied to many other

places on the river where there are banks or ridges of

rocks. The stream, which is very deep, being here impeded
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by a group of rocks partly concealed and partly above

the surface, causes the waters " to fret and fume with

foaming rage," and form a considerable vortex, rendering

the navigation, without due caution, extremely dangerous;

and within a space of about 150 yards the Rhine ex-

periences a fall of not less than five feet. The large

floats were frequently seriously damaged, until the

following simple contrivance was adopted :—The trunk

of a large tree, called by the boatmen der Hund, or the

dog, is at a certain part of the river loosened from the

float and made fast at the stern . TheHund is with rapidity

and force soon engulphed in the whirlpool, and the raft,

drawn to the left bank, is thus kept in the direct steerage.

The river now making a sharp turn sweeps with a

more expanded and rapid current round the base of

the large basaltic rock of Lurley, called Lurleyberg,

celebrated for producing one of the most remarkable

echoes in Europe. The echo is stated to have lost

in the lapse of years the strength of its reflective

powers, which may have arisen from masses of rock

having at different periods been detached and fallen

into the Rhine ; much, however, depends on the state

of the atmosphere, for if too dry or too moist the rever-

beration will be materially altered. The blast of a

bugle, report of a pistol or gun, or a holloa, are

repeated distinctly five times, which we have endea-

voured, by the assistance of the annexed diagram, more

distinctly to explain. The best position for the pro-

duction of the echo is either in the middle of the

stream or on a small promontory on the right bank.

Barthius mentions the celebrity of the echo in his notes
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on the Thebaid of Statius, and Marner, in the reign of

Frederick the Second, wrote a poem in commemoration,
which perhaps it deserves for the innocent amusement
it affords to travellers.

% "Mil"
1 - w r%

E. The Whirlpool. P. The Phonic Centre.

1, 2, 3, 4, 5, Phonocamptic Centres.

In earlier days the real cause of echo being unknown,

many whimsical reasons have been assigned for its origin

by the antients. Hence many legendary accounts have

been given of the echo of the Lurleyberg, the most

popular and interesting of which we have selected, and

shall endeavour, if circumstances permit, to present it,

as well as other traditionary tales, connected with the

remainder of our route to Mayence, in the shape of an

Appendix to the present work.

The first impulse of the mind, in former days, was to

resort to supernatural agency, in order to account for

those natural effects which the intellectual powers of the

age were incapable of comprehending. The passions

were thus allowed a wilder scope, and the imagination

a boundless field of invention, whence emanated the airy

region of romance. Now the march of intellect has
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superseded that of the passions, and the societies for the

diffusion of useful knowledge, mechanical institutes,

aided by lectures, and numerous weekly penny publica-

tions on hydraulics, pneumatics, acoustics, and other

branches of natural philosophy, enable the most limited

understanding to define on the plainest principles, what

was before a mysterious and complicated phenomenon.

The echo therefore at present is accounted for by the

singular formation of both sides of the Rhine, preserving

parallel lines in a serpentine direction, thus affording to

the rays of sound more than one reflecting surface.

Fine salmon are caught by throwing nets close to the

margin of the rock. The scenery around is of a most

wild, romantic, and picturesque character, which is

much increased by the curious stratification of the rocks.

The small village of Orben is seen on the right, and as

we pursue our course a portion of the rocks on the same

side has attained the name of St. Goarsbett, as it was in

this lonely and barren situation the Holy St. Goar took

up his abode, and by preaching the Gospel to the poor

fishermen and peasantry of the surrounding district,

converted them to Christianity. The river, bending to

the right, presents to our observation the stately ruins of

the Castle of Schonberg, and the highly picturesque

town of Oberwesel. On the right, removed from the

stream, lies the village of Babach. In the river we notice

seven small rocks, called the Jungfrauen, or Virgins,

connected with which is the legendary history of the

seven beautiful Countesses of Schonberg ; and having

passed on the left the ruins of Rineck Castle, we now

approach Oberwesel.
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There is scarcely any town on the margin of the

Rhine which exhibits a more pleasing variety of scenery

than Oberwesel or Upperwesel. The sublime, the

picturesque, and the beautiful, are admirably blended

together ; the prospects of the town, as well as the

old embattled walls, towers, and churches, the moun*

tainous country and wooded ravines, with a rich ex-

tent of vineyards, abound with interest, from whatever

point they strike the view. It is also a place of con-

siderable antiquity, and was named by the Romans

Vesalia Superior, and sometimes written by the earlier

historians Vesania and also Ficelia. It contains at

present 2,500 inhabitants. Christianity is said to have

been first implanted here during the reign of the Emperor

Alexander Severus. Towards the middle of the

thirteenth century, it was declared an imperial city, and

was among the first on the Rhine to pay homage to the

Duke of Cornwall, brother to Henry the Third, as

Emperor Richard of Germany. In 1312 it was given

by the Emperor Henry the Seventh to his brother

Baldwin, Archbishop of Treves, for services rendered

during the civil wars, though it resisted for some time

the sovereignty of the Electorate. The Archbishop in

1331 built the Collegiate Church of Notre Dame, or

Virgin Mary, which stands with its tapering spire on the

borders of the river. The choir is handsome, and worthy

inspection. In the Church of the Minorites is a good

copy of Rubens' descent from the cross, by Diepenbeck,

one of his pupils. The Church of St. Martin, whose

erection was of earlier date than that of Notre Dame, is

now in ruins. Near the dilapidated walls of the city,
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and not far from the Rhine, are the picturesque remains

of the Gothic Chapel of St. Werner, sacred to the

memory of the young and innocent Werner, who was

scourged to death by the Jews. The wooden pillar to

which he was bound was formerly shown, bearing the

following inscription :
—" Anno 1287 : hat Werner von

Wammenraid den Tod gelitten 13, Kal. Maj." The

Round Tower also forms a pleasing object from the

water. Previous to the destruction of Oberwesel by the

French, in 1689, with fire and rapine, the town was cele-

brated for its churches, religious institutions, steeples,

bells, and richly decorated altars. Since that period it

has gradually declined, and now exhibits few vestiges of

its ancient beauty and extent. Towering above the ruined

city is a large and craggy rock, surmounted with the

remains of the noble Castle of Schonberg, the domain of

an antient family, whose lineal descent is traced from

the days of Charlemagne. In the eleventh century the

original name of Belmont was exchanged for that of

Schonberg, Anglice Beautiful Hill; and during the

seventeenth century a descendant of this family was

rendered illustrious in the annals of British History.

We allude to Frederick Schonberg, Duke of Schomberg,

who was born in 1608, son of the Count of Schonberg,

who married a daughter of Edmund Lord Dudley. The

Duke first served in the army of the United Provinces,

and became the confidant of William the Second, Prince

of Orange, on whose death, in 1650, he retired to Paris,

and gained so high a reputation, that except the Prince

de Conde and Turenne, he was esteemed the most able

general in the kingdom. He became a mareschal of
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France after his return from Portugal, where he had

preserved the house of Braganza from falling under the

yoke of Castille. Being a staunch supporter of the

Protestant religion, he was obliged to quit the French

service on the revocation of the Edict of Nantes, and

afterwards came with William Prince of Orange to

England, on whose elevation to the throne he was ap-

pointed General of the British forces, and being

naturalized by Act of Parliament, was created Baron

Teys, Earl of Brentford, Marquis of Harwich, and Duke

of Schomberg, corrupted from Schonberg. Going to

Ireland to oppose the remnant of King James's forces,

he was killed on the 1st of June, 1690, at the Battle

of the Boyne.

In the valley, near the Castle, is the pretty hamlet of

Engenholle ; and though the wine grown on both sides

the river in the neighbourhood of Oberwesel is generally

considered extremely good, yet the produce of the red grape

of Engenholle is held in higher estimation. Salmon

also are plentiful, as the river from Oberwesel to St.

Goar abounds with this delightful fish. The principal

inn is Trierer Hof, or the Court of Treves.

Opposite to Oberwesel, the steep and nearly per-

pendicular rock of Rostein, as well as the whole range of

mountains, consisting chiefly of slate, as far as Caub,

present a succession of broad steps to their very sum-

mits, completely clothed with vines.

As we proceed to the town of Caub, which with the

picturesque ruins of Gutenfels has for some time pre-

sented a fine point of view, situated on the opposite

bank of the river, we pass the village of Dorscheid, lying
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inland on the left, and on arriving at Caub, the attention

is powerfully arrested by the singular appearance of the

Castle of Pfalzgrafenstein, commonly called the Pfalz,

based on an isolated rock rising from amidst the waters,

like a tower in a lake. It is of a polygonal form, and

was constructed by a Count Palatinate, as a toll-

house, for which its situation is extremely well adapted.

According to tradition, the Countesses of the Palatine,

when enceinte, used to be removed to this gloomy

spot, in order to give the heir a legal right to his

inheritance. It afterwards became a state prison, and

contains several dungeons ; also a remarkable well,

hewn out of the rock, the spring being totally uncon-

nected with the Rhine. Enthusiastically as we admire

the enchanting scenery which abounds in this neigh-

bourhood, yet it must be generally acknowledged that

few places can be imagined, where man or woman

would less prefer being confined in, than this Castle.

The beautiful and highly-wrought legendary account of

the confinement and release of the lovely Countess

Guda of the Pfalz, so elegantly narrated by Mr.

Grattan in his " Legends of the Rhine," is no doubt

familiar to our readers : the spot, therefore, is rendered

more interesting to the English tourist. Nearly oppo-

site- to the Pfalz, on the left of the river, is the small

town of Caub, containing about 1,350 inhabitants,

occupying a very beautiful situation ; it formerly be-

longed to the Counts of Nuringen, whose family became

extinct in the thirteenth century. Since 1802 it has

been attached to Nassau. The grapes grown in the

vicinity produce some of the best Rhenish wines, and

z
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in which, together with slates, a considerable trafiic is

carried on. The two principal inns are Stadt Heidel-

berg, or City of Heidelberg, and griiner Baum, or

Green Tree. The town, as a place of defence, has been

excessively strong, guarded as it is behind by the

Castle of Gutenfels, or Gudenfels, which rears its em-

battled walls on the brow of a lofty rock. The ruins

are of a very picturesque character, and from their

strength and massive appearance, seem well calculated

to triumph, as they did in former days, over all their

assailants. It is in fact the only fort on' the Rhine that

was not destroyed by the French in their earlier cam-

paigns : its demolition, however, eventually took place

in the year 1807. The Castle was originally called

Cub, but has since assumed the name of Gudenfels, or

Rock of Guda, from the Countess Guda having resided

here, and whose beauty rendered her a favourite with

the Emperor Richard. On a projection of a rock near

the river is formed a kind of alcove, from whence Gus-

tavus Adolphus issued his orders for the assault of the

Spaniards, who had taken up a position on the opposite

bank. About three quarters of a mile above Caub, the

Prussian army, under the command of Marshal Bliicher,

crossed the Rhine on the 1st of January, 1814, and

marched upon Treves. A league towards the interior,

in the wild and romantic valley of Sauerthal, are situ-

ated the ruins of the strong Castle of Sauerburg, on

the summit of a mountain partly covered with woods.

In 1692 it passed into the possession of Francis of

Sickingen, whose family still possess it. It is now

called the Castle of Sickingen, its original name, being
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derived from a mineral spring in the valley. At the

foot of the mountains beyond Caub formerly stood the

Castle of Rheinberg, behind the village of Ramsel,

lying on the banks of the Wisper.

The river now winds to the right, and inland we

observe the village of Henschhausen. Passing on the

left a sand-bank, we soon approach the ancient town of

Bacharach. We must here observe that between Ober-

wesel and this town, the numerous fresh and diversified

beauties of scenery, which constantly present themselves,

lead one to imagine that nature had exhausted her store

of fascinations
;

yet, often as it may be traversed, some

new attractions meet the eye, and were we only to

travel this short distance, we should almost feel satisfied

with the picturesque. Having passed the Whirlpool,

called Das wilde Gejahrt, which is only dangerous to

the navigation during any sudden gust of wind, when

the vessel may be driven against the rocks near the left

bank, we reach the ancient and sombre, but picturesque

town of Bacharach—its hoary walls defended by

twelve towers, surmounted by the fine ruins of the

Castle of Stahleck, to which the walls originally ex-

tended. As a proof of the antiquity of the town, the

derivation of its name originates from Bacchi ara, or

altar of Bacchus, the Romans having erected here an

altar to the god of wine, which is supposed to have

been on a rock between the bank and island lying in

the river near Bacharach, and named formerly Heylese

Worth. The rock is now only visible during a

dry summer, when the river is low. Its appear-

ance above the surface of the waters is hailed by
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the inhabitants as a favourable omen for the suc-

ceeding vintage. This insulated spot was well cal-

culated to have had suspended on it the Bacchanalian

images called Oscilla, as so many watch-towers from

whence the god could guard his beloved vines. Indeed

the neighbourhood is so prolific in the juicy grape, that

one may almost imagine the priestesses need only have

struck the earth with their thyrsi to have caused streams

of wine to gush forth, as the vineyards even now

produce a beverage worthy of the god. The celebrity

of the wine is exemplified by the historical fact, that

the Emperor Wenzel preferred four fuder (a fuder con-

taining 360 gallons) to receiving 10,000 florins, offered

him by the city of Niirnberg to redeem their sequestered

privileges ; and Pope Pius the Second, known better as

Mneas Sylvius, had annually a fuder transported to

Rome for his own table. The following German dis-

tiches bespeak likewise the fame the wine had acquired

in olden times :

—

Zu Bacharach am Rhein, zu Klingenberg am Mayn,

Und Wiirzburg an dem Stein, wachsen die besten wein.

Zu Bacharach am Rhein—zu Klingenberg am Stein

—

Zu Hockheim an dem Mayn—da giebts die besten wein.

These are illustrious and ancient authorities in favour of

Bacharach wine, but perhaps the best, is its own

flavour.—Part of the town lies on the slope of a vine-

clad mountain, and the remainder skirts the Rhine near

the debouchement of a narrow valley. The appearance

of the town, which is extremely picturesque, is stated

to convey a miniature resemblance of Jerusalem, " in

its situation and the manner of its buildings." The
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rocky heights which rise behind it are crowned with the

ruins of Stahleck Castle. During the thirty years' war

the castle was destroyed ; but rebuilt by the Elector

Charles Louis, and soon after, in the year 1689, both

town and castle were plundered, and the latter blown

up by the French during the war regarding the Orleans

succession. Below the castle are the ruins of St.

Werner's Church, exhibiting a beautiful specimen of

the gothic, when that peculiar art of building had at-

tained its highest perfection. The principal church,

which is Protestant, was erected in the twelfth cen-

tury, and is remarkable for its style of architecture.

On the south side towards Rheindiebach stand the

ruins of the Williamite Convent of Furstenthal. Ba-

charach contains about 1,700 inhabitants, who possess

a thriving trade in wine, iron, starch, and beer, which

latter article is considered by the natives to be of excel-

lent quality. The grapes grown on the slaty moun-

tains of the Vogtsberg and Kuhlberg, which are thickly

planted with vines, are well known for the wines they

produce, as possessing a peculiarly high perfume and

delicate muscadine flavour. Beneath the stratum of

the slate are found coals and petroleum, or rock oil.

Close to Bacharach commences the road constructed by

the Elector Charles Theodore for the transport of mer-

chandize from the Rhine to Simmern and the banks of

the Moselle. It passes by the village of Steeg, behind

Stahleck, through the valley named Steegerthal, in

which are situated the ruins of the ancient castle of

Stalberg, formerly inhabited by the Counts of the

Palatinate. The principal inns are das Rad and der
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Hirsch, or the Wheel and Stag, near the Rhine, and

Die Krone, griiner Baum, and das Ross, or the Crown,

Green-tree, and Horse, in the town.

Proceeding ahout a mile from Bacharach, we reach

the picturesque ruins of Fiirstenfels, or Fiirstenberg,

seated on a rocky eminence on the right, near the small

village of Rheindiebach. A deep and narrow ravine,

environed by steep hills, opens out into the broad

valley of the Rhine, close at the foot of this castle-

crowned rock, rendering the little fortress almost inac-

cessible on that side. A kind of fosse has been cut

through the rock in order to insulate the castle hill from

the adjoining heights, and the only approach to it

seems to have been over a narrow bridge across this

chasm. Thus fortified by nature and art, the possessors

of Fiirstenberg were enabled to exact tribute from pas-

sengers, and it is recorded that one of the Counts of

Nassau, newly elected king of the Romans, was de-

tained here and obliged to pay tribute. The vineyards

near the castle ruins produce an esteemed red and white

wine. At the entrance of the ravine is a remarkable

echo. On the opposite side of the river is the village of

Lorchliausen, which formerly constituted the limits of

the Lower Rheingau. The ruins of Sarek on the

Bischofsberg above the village, are the remains of the

fortress which defended the frontier. A short distance

in advance is the ancient market-town of Lorch, or

Lorrich, which boasts a Roman origin, though there is

no authentic account of the place earlier than the year

832. It comprises about 1,700 inhabitants, and is

situated at the extremity of the romantic and lonely
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valley of Wisperthal, watered by the river Wisper,

which, passing beneath a bridge, unites here with the

Rhine. The singular phenomenon of the Wisperwind,

or whispering wind, issues from this valley, when the

wind blows from the north-east Between Lorchhausen

and Lorch, near the Wisperthal, are the ruins of the

Castle of Nollingen, which occupy the site of a Roman

fort, and from whence an extensive and beautiful view

is obtained. Lorch forms the northern boundary of the

Rheingau, and was originally defended by a castle

built by Archbishop Henry the Third in 1348, the ruins

of winch are now scarcely visible. The church bears the

character of considerable antiquity. Above the town

are the ruins of the Castle of Fiirsteneck, called also

Stollingen ; and beyond them the mountain of Kedrich,

or die Teufelsleiter, Devil's Ladder, which being ex-

tremely precipitous and the summit requiring consider-

able labour and difficulty to attain, has given rise to a

traditionary account, that it was the evil spirit himself

who first made the ascent. Opposite the town is a

pleasant and well cultivated island, and at Merg-

ler's inn good accommodation is afforded. Lorch

being one of the most ancient towns of the Rheingau,

as well as claiming the honour of having been the first

place on the Rhine where the red Rhenish wine was

produced, it will not be inapplicable the giving a brief

review of the situation and character of the different

vineyards bordering the river. The Rhine, previous to

its reaching this town, runs in a direction from east to

west ; the vines, consequently, on the right bank, in a

topographical point of view, are continually under the
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influence of the sun. The north and east winds

blowing against the mountains on the left bank, pre-

vents them from being cultivated to any extent. The

Rheingau, or valley of the Rhine, is divided with respect

to the quality of the wine, into upper and lower depart-

ments, which include the villages situated on the

heights and those lying along the banks of the river.

The strongest wines are produced on the elevated

grounds, on the middle lands the most healthy, and

on the low lands a description which is not fit to drink

for a considerable time.

Resuming our voyage, we pass the villages of Ober

and Niederheimbach, behind which are the remains of

the ancient Castle of Sonneck, destroyed in 1282 by

the Emperor Rodolph the First ; and farther inland, on

a loftier eminence, the ruins of Heimburg. The chain

of mountains on our left are richly cultivated with

vines. The Rhine soon sweeping boldly to the left, we

observe the pretty village of Dreyeckshausen, or Trecht-

lingshausen. The name supposed to be a corruption of

Trajani Castrum, or Trajan's Fort. Above the village,

which now belongs to Prussia, are the ruins of Falken-

burg Castle ; and more remote from the banks stand the

picturesque ruins of the Castle of Rheinstein, Reichen-

stein, or Konigstein, which surmounts a rugged and

apparently inaccessible rock. Like many of the castles

in the vicinity of the Rhine, it was erected to facilitate

the power of its noble possessors, the Chevaliers

Voleurs, in levying their exactions on passengers, and

its commanding situation must have rendered it equally

well adapted for this purpose, as the security of the
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occupants. The system of rapine and marauding car-

ried on by these knights continued until the formation

of the Hanseatic league towards the close of the

thirteenth century, when the Castle was taken and

burnt, and its proprietor hanged, by order of the

Emperor Rodolph.

We now reach the ruins of the small Chapel of St.

Clement's on the right, and on the left the village of

Asmannshausen, celebrated for the red wines produced

from the vineyards of the Hellenberg, and more espe-

cially those of the Steinberg. A narrow footpath leads

from the village to the hamlet of Aalhusen, on the

confines of the forest called Niederwald, extending

towards Riidesheim, in which the Convent of Ca-

puchins, called Noth Gottes, is romantically situated.

This convent, which contained a miraculous crucifix,

was formerly much frequented by devotees as a place of

pilgrimage. At the extremity of the wood near the

Rhine is a hunting chateau and temple, commanding a

delightful prospect. At the end of the approximating

cliff is a tower called the Rossel, from whence an

extensive and beautiful view is likewise obtained. As

we advance, the ruins of the Castle of Bauzberg, or

Pfalzberg, likewise called Vogtsberg, appear on the right.

The river is soon compelled to contract its expanse of

water by a narrow defile of dark and perpendicular

rocks, which seem inclined to contest its further pro-

gress, and the deepened channel of the stream receiving

a material accession of force, the passage through the

Strudel, or whirlpool, becomes impeded, and more

leisure is thus afforded to note the varied beauties of the

A A
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surrounding scenery. On the left rise the picturesqu«

ruins of the Castle of Ehrenfels, and further on the

right the remains of a convent on the mountain of

Ruppertsherg, lying romantically amidst the rocks. The

convent has acquired considerable notoriety, having

been founded by the Lady Hildegard of Sponheim, in

1148, and in which she wrote her prophecies. Here

also in later days Bartholomew, of Holzhausen, com-

posed his visions. This pretended interpreter of the

Holy Writings had, among some of his mystical revela-

tions with which he inundated Germany, foretold the

fall of the House of Stuart. When Charles the Second

was at Bingen after his flight from England, he interro-

gated this religious astrologer as to his future destiny.

Holzhausen predicted that the exiled monarch would

again be recalled to the throne of his ancestors, but

added prophetically, i( Cave ne Catholicam Romanam

religionem restaures" The fountain is still extant

which Hildegard is said to have excavated with her own

hands. Near the foot of the Ruppertsberg, in the

Rhine, is the Bingerloch, or Hole of Bingen, or rather

it should be termed, the opening of Bingen, as the

navigation was rendered free towards the close of last

century, at the expense of some Frankfort timber-mer-

chants, by means of blasting the ridge of rocks crossing

the bed of the river, which had previously caused the

passage of floats and vessels to be extremely dangerous.

About 300 yards above this place is the Mausethurm,

erroneously termed the Mouse Tower. This tower, rising

from the surface of the river, is traditionally related to

faave been erected by Hatto the Second, Archbishop of
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Mayence, in the tenth century, as a place of refuge from

the innumerable quantities of mice that infested his

palace, and which were considered a heavenly visitation

on account of his avariciousness and obduracy. Even

here the prelate was followed by his diminutive, though

dreaded assailants, and is stated to have been eventually

destroyed by them. The example of so singular a death

has induced Mr. Southey to relate the tradition in an in-

teresting ballad. The anachronism, however, is in itself

sufficient to refute the supposition of the tower having

been built by Hatto, as the Archbishop died in the year

970, and the building was only commenced in the 13th

century, at a time when an Archbishop of Mayence levied

a toll on vessels passing this part of the river. It was,

in fact, erected as a toll and lighthouse ; and in later

times, having been mounted with guns called Mousserie,

hence received the appellation of Moussenthurm, since

corrupted into Mausethurrn.

The ancient town of Bingen, which we now reach, is

beautifully situated on the banks of the Rhine, close to

the mouth of the river Nahe, at the foot of a lofty

mountain of a pyramidical form, on the summit of

which are the ruins of the ancient Castle of Klopp,

standing on the site of a Roman castrum attributed to

Drusus, and which had been reputed as impregnable

until taken by the French during the thirty years'

war. The tower, which is still preserved, commands a

panoramic view of rich and impressive scenery. The

fine bridge which crosses the river Nahe bears the name

of the bridge of Drusus ; and though often repaired, is

at present resting on arches and piles which clearly
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bespeak a Roman origin. In the old collegiate church

is the tomb of Bartholomew of Holzhausen, and a

curious baptismal font. One of the town-gates was

erected in the time of the Carlovingians. The inhabit-

ants carry on a considerable export trade in wine,

brandy, vinegar, grain, clover-seed, rape-oil, salt, and

pearlash. Among the wines manufactured in the district,

the Scharlachwein, produced on the rugged banks of the

Nahe, is the strongest and most esteemed. Bingen,

which belongs to the Duchy of Hesse Darmstadt, con-

tains about 4,300 inhabitants, and marks the confines of

the delightful region of the Rheingau. From hence

also commences the range of mountains extending to

the Siebengebiirg. The two best inns are the Post -haus

and das Weisse Ross, or White Horse; the latter is

contiguous to the river.

In advance of the town, near the Rhine, is tho

Rochusberg, and Chapel of St. Roch, in which is

a picture presented by Goethe. Nearly opposite is

Rudesheim, comprising about 2,350 inhabitants. This

town, which extends along the banks, is justly cele-

brated for its wines, and likewise remarkable for its

castles. The most ancient and worthy attention is

the Niederburg, or fort Ingelheim, near the Rhine.

In the time of Charlemagne it was a supreme Court

;

afterwards it belonged to the Archbishop of Mayence

;

and in the thirteenth century came into the possession

of the family of Rudesheim. It passed through various

hands to Count Metternich, who, selling it to the

Count of Ingelheim, he restored its ancient character

and appearance. Not far from the Niederburg is the
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Castle of Obere, or Boosenburg, the two divisions ex-

hibiting different specimens of early architecture. Close

to the market-place are the ruins of the Vorderberg

Castle, a tower only of which is now standing. In the

upper part of the town are the remains of the Castle of

Bromserburg, which present a highly picturesque appear-

ance. The knights' hall, nuptial bedroom, and chapel, are

still in existence, and contain some interesting specimens

of furniture and antiquities connected with the history of

the Bromser family. The Saalhof in the market-place is

supposed to have been originally a regal palace. The

superior quality and strength of the wines made in the

neighbourhood, especially from the vineyards on the

steep and lofty mountains behind the town, have ranked

their produce amongst the finest of the Rheingau, and

rendered the name of Rudesheim celebrated throughout

Europe. The trade in this article has in consequence

become very extensive, the consumption far exceeding

the genuine growth. Charlemagne, whose favourite

abode was in the delightful region of the Rheingau,

observing that the snow always melted earlier on the

mountains of Rudesheim than on the surrounding

heights, ordered it to be planted with vines brought

expressly from Burgundy and Orleans. Siegfried,

Archbishop of Mayence, in the eleventh century, like-

wise improved and augmented the cultivation of the

vine in this favoured spot. Pleasant excursions are

made to the forest of Niederwald, and various enchanting

views of the Rheingau obtained from different elevated

situations in the vicinity. Conveniently situated near the

Rhine, is a good inn called der Engel, the Angel. The
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other principal inns are der Adler, Darmstadter Hof,

and der Schwan ;—the Eagle, Hotel of Darmstadt, and

the Swan.

Not far from Rudesheim, and removed from the

river, is the ci-devant Convent of Euhingen, endowed

originally by Hildegard, Countess of Sponheim, and

where several of her MS. letters were preserved by

the nuns of the Ruppertsberg, who took refuge in this

asylum during the wars of Gustavus Adolphus. Tt is

now converted into an arsenal.

Continuing our voyage, we remark on the right

the village of Kempten, lying picturesquely near

the river, then Gaulsheim, and on the left the

town of Geisenheim, surrounded by vineyards. The

grapes grown on the mountain of the Rbthenberg pro-

duce the best wine. In the neighbourhood are some

country seats belonging to the Counts of Ingelheim,

Degenfeld, &c. The church contains the tomb of the

memorable Elector Johann Philipp, finely sculptured by

Rauchmuller. The two inns are die Krone, and der

Schwan—the Crown, and Swan. The river near here

attains a considerable width, the surface being extended

to the space of 2,000 feet from bank to bank. This

increased expanse of water continues for some distance,

and is pleasingly relieved and interspersed with several

green luxuriant meadows, rising like " emerald isles from

a crystal bed." On the left our attention is arrested

by Johannesberg, or the Mountain of St. John, or Bis-

chofsberg, rising proudly from amidst the humble village

that lies scattered round its base. The different terraces

which wind around its slopes are thickly decked with
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rich and blushing grapes, even to the summit, on which

stands the palace of Prince Metternich, occupying the

site of the famous priory of Johannesberg, originally

founded by Ruthard the Second, Archbishop of May-

ence, in the year 1102, and richly endowed by Count

Rudolf of the Rheingau. In 1130 it was converted

into an abbey by Archbishop Adelbert. In 1567 it

was dissolved, having been partly destroyed some few

years previous by Albert of Brandenberg. During

the Swedish wars, which have left such dreadful marks

of devastation throughout Germany, it was totally de-

molished. In 1641 the estate of Johannesberg was

mortgaged by the Archbishop Anselm Casimir to Hubert

von Bleymann, Treasurer of the Empire. In 1716 it

came into the possession of the Abbot of Fulda,

who restored the priory, and built the palace in its

present noble and modern style, increasing considerably

at the same time the cultivation of the grape ; and in

1816, Prince Metternich received the domain from the

Emperor of Austria, who reserved for the Imperial

cellar a tithe of the vintage produce. The situation of

Johannesberg is peculiarly beautiful, commanding a

delightful southern aspect, and overlooking a charming,

fertile, and varied extent of country. The vineyards

altogether occupy about sixty-three acres of land ; the

produce varying materially according to the seasons.

On an average the wine is worth a florin the bottle, or

about Is. 9d., though in favourable years the value is

considerably enhanced. For instance, in 1709, the best

wines sold at four florins, and the inferior from one and a

half to three florins the bottle ; and the produce of the
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vintages of 1779, 1788, and 1805, are purchased at twelve

florins the bottle. The vines consist entirely of a species

termed Riesslingen, the longest known in these districts,

and ranked the finest. The mountain comprises only

twenty-five acres, and the quality held in the highest

estimation grows near the palace on the crown of the hill,

and termed the Schloss Johannesberger wine. The wine

produced from the other lands, forming the parish of

Johannesberg, is of an inferior description. The parish

contains about 700 inhabitants. Near Johannesberg is das

Mummische Haus, or mansion of Mr. Mumm, built with

considerable taste and elegance. In advancing on the

left is the old Convent of Klause, or the Hermitage ; and

near the Rhine the remains of the ancient town of Bar-

tholomae. A little inland is the chateau of Vollraths,

belonging to the family of Greifenklau. We soon arrive

at the village of Lange Winkel, or Weinzell—the Vint

cella of the Romaii3, where they had stores of wine

for the use of their legions. Passing in succession

the villages of Mittelheim, Hallgarten, and Oestrich,

and on the right that of Freiweinheim, not far distant

from the month of the rivulet Selzbach, as well as

different Islands in the Rhine, we reach Reichartshausen,

the chateau of the Count of Schonborn, containing a

good collection of pictures. The pleasant village of

Hattenheim, consisting of 920 inhabitants, lies further

on the left. The delightful wine of Markebrunner is

grown on the neighbouring mountain of Strahlenberg,

and derives its name from a mineral spring which

waters the vale of this beautiful district. The vines on

Streitberg Mountain produce also a good wine. On the
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opposite side of the river about half a league inland, is

the ancient town of Nieder Ingelheim, which has ac-

quired considerable celebrity, having been assigned by
many historians as the birth-place of Charlemagne.

The town, at all events, became the Emperor's favourite

residence, as he erected there, between the years 768
and 774, a magnificent palace, ornamented with one

hundred marble pillars brought from Rome and Ravenna
The ruins, which are still remaining, and called the Saa.,

occupy a considerable extent of ground on the western

side of the town. The large island called Rhine Island

extends between the villages of Hattenheim and Erbach,

comprising the delightful park of the Count of West-
phalia, whose chateau is near the latter village, which

lies on the banks of the rivulet Er, from whence it

derives its name. From the village, excursions can be

made to the ancient Cistercian Abbey of Erbach, founded

in 1135 by Archbishop Adelbert of Mayence. It is now
partly occupied as a lunatic asylum, and partly as a house

of correction. Inland, in a picturesque valley, lies Kidrick

;

the fine Gothic Church which graced the village is now
destroyed. Behind Kidrick are the ruins of the Castle of

Scharfenstein, and the hill, covered as it is with vines,

yields an excellentwine called Grafenberger. Leaving on
the left a large building on the banks called Draiserhof,

we arrive at Ellfeld, the alta villa of the Romans, and
the present capital of the Rheingau. It contains about

2,000 inhabitants, and was constituted a city in the

fourteenth century by Louis of Bavaria. The ancient

Gothic steeple with its five spires is much admired.

The Rose, a handsome commodious inn, is situated on
the banks.

Removed from the river on the opposite bank is the

village of Wackernheim, and on the Rhine that of

Heidenfahrt. We then pass in succession, situated at

different distances from the water, Fengenberhof, Sand-
hof, Carthauserhof and Nonnenhof ; inland, the village

of Finthen. On the left is Steinheimerhof and the village

of Nieder Walluff, containing 300 inhabitants, the latter

of which is considered the portal of the Rheingau, this

delightful Gau or district of the Rhine extending from

B B
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hence to Lorchhausen. Near the river is the elegant

chateau of the Counts von Stadion. Towards the interior,

to the right, are the lofty mountains of Taunus, crowned
with dark and shady foliage ; and the vast forest of

Landswald, commencing at Biberich, marks the distant

boundary of the Rheingau as far as the frontier town
of Lorch. A ferry leads to the village of Budenheim,
on the other side of the river, situated near a range of

hills thickly planted with firs, stretching towards May-
ence; in advance is situated the small village of

Mombach, and in the background Gonsenheim. The
village of Schierstein, containing about 1000 inhabit-

ants, occupies a pleasing site on the left. The spirituous

and excellent wine called Hbllenwein is grown in the

vicinity, and in the environs are the ruins of the Castle

of Frauenstein. Quitting Schierstein, we pass another

small island, and the Ducal Palace of Biberich, the superb

summer residence of the Dukes Nassau-Usingen, attracts

our admiration. It is delightfully situated on the river,

with a terrace, garden, and extensive park. The town
of Biberich is small, but extremely neat and clean. On
taking our departure from hence, we pass the two fine

and picturesque islands of Ingelheimer-Aue and Peter-

saue, and leaving on the left the fort of Montebello, we
at length arrive at the city of Mayence.

Mainz, Mentz, or Mayence, the capital of the duchy
of Hesse-Darmstadt, occupies a commanding site, being

situated on slightly elevated ground, in a most beau-

tiful and fertile district, nearly opposite to the confluence

of the river Main with the Rhine. The venerable

Domkirche, or cathedral, rising in solemn dignity

from nearly the centre of the city, surrounded with

towers and spires of inferior note, the electoral palace

near the river on the right, and the electoral chateau in

the distance on the left, create a beautiful and imposing

effect ; while the distant hills, forming a majestic

amphitheatre, furnish wines of the richest flavour,

leaving an extensive intermediate space for the purposes

of tillage. The city contains about 27,000 inhabitants,

exclusive of a garrison, comprising generally 6 to 7,000

men. On this spot Martius Agrippa, the favoured

general and son-in-law of Augustus, originally erected

some strong fortifications in order to prevent the Ger-

mans from occupying the left bank of the Rhine.
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Drusus Germanicus afterwards built an extensive

fort called Magontiacum, or Moguntia, and the town is

alluded to by Livy under the same appellations. The
Roman monuments still extant of that early date are the

Eichelstein or Drususstein, the interior of a monument
erected to the honour of Drusus, situated on the ram-

parts, and the aqueduct near Zahlbach. Drusus also

built a fort or castle on the opposite side of the river,

called Caste!lit ni or Castle, and now denominated Cassel.

In the year 70, Magontiacum was garrisoned by the 22d
Roman Legion, which had been with the army under

Titus at the siege of Jerusalem, and the holy Cres-

centius, who had accompanied the troops here, is sup-

posed to have been the first, that under the title of

Bishop, instructed the natives of this part of the Rhine
in the Christian religion. The Emperor Trajan erected

a fort on the point of land formed by the Rhine and Main,

and which during the reign of the Carlovingian kings

constituted the royal Castle of Kufstein, but is now termed

Gustavsburg. Adrian strengthened the outer works of

the town by the erection of two new forts ; but being con-

tinually a prey to the contending forces of the Romans
and Germans, the town was eventually laid in ruins. It

was restored by the Franks, and Charlemagne built on

the Albanusberg a convent and school, and connected the

banks by a wooden bridge, erected on stone piers, the

remains of which are still visible. In the eighth century

Winfried or Boniface was nominated Bishop of Mainz,

and the citizens have acknowledged themselves indebted

to our countryman for many benefits. The city, which
now derives its name from the contiguous and beautiful

river Main, being constituted the seat of a metropolitan

church and the residence of the first Electors of Ger-

many, rapidly augmented in opulence and importance.

Between the thirteenth and fourteenth century it be-

came the favourite resort of the Minnesdnger or Trou-
badours, and in 1318 the most celebrated of these poets,

Heinrich Frauenlob, died here, and was buried in the

cathedral. In the 15th century the city attained the

zenith of its celebrity, and the commonwealth of

learning its brightest ornament, by the completion

of the inestimable art of printing, justly termed a/rs

memorice et mors oblivionis. The invention, in what-

ever light it is viewed, merits the admiration of the
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world. From the ingenuity displayed in the con-
trivance it has ever excited mechanical curiosity

;

from its inseparable connexion with learning, it com-
mands historical notice ; and from its paramount in-

fluence on morality, religion, philosophy, and politics,

is rendered a subject of the deepest speculative import-

ance :
" thus conscious nations bless the art divine."

Similar to the invention of letters, the first projectors

of the scheme cannot, after much antiquarian research

and controversy, be positively ascertained. Holland
and Germany, like the Grecian cities contending for the

birth of Homer, have warmly disputed the envied

honour. It would, however, appear that the invention

of taking impressions from wooden blocks and types,

about the year 1430, is due to Laurence Coster, of

Haarlem ; but the improvement of the art, by means of

cut metal letters, was made at Mayence, between the

years 1438, 1440, and 1450, by the elder Gensfleische

and his brother Gutenberg, pecuniarily assisted by
Faust or Fust, the art being eventually perfected by
the casting of metal types, by Peter Schoffer, of

Gernsheim on the Rhine, apprentice and son-in-law of

Faust. Thus, with Scaliger, it may be said, " the

Germans, by printing, have made men immortal." The
ancient Schroder Coffeehouse, where the reading-rooms

and Casino are held, occupies the site on which formerly

stood the house called zum Gutenberg, belonging to the

family of Gensfleische of Sorgenloch, from whence
the younger son assumed the name of Gutenberg. His
printing-office was in the court called zum Jungen, near

the ancient Church of the Franciseans, where the arms
of the Gutenberg family are still to be seen. In 1824
a column and statue of Gutenberg were erected in

the Gutenbergerhof, commemorative of the invention

of printing.

The flourishing state of the city was, however, doomed
soon to experience a reverse, through the inveterate

hostilities waged between Diether von Isenburg and
Archbishop Adolph von Nassau. Diether, on the death

of Adolph, became Bishop of Mainz, rebuilt the palace

of Martinsburg, and in 1477 founded the University

In 1797 the city came under the dominion of the

French, when the Martinsburg Palace was destroyed

bv the explosion of the laboratory situated near it

;
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since which it has been taken down to assist in forming

the Freihafen. Mainz, or Mayence, as termed in French,

was restored to Germany in 1814, and is now the

principal seat for justice in the province of Rhenish

Hesse, and the garrison occupied by Prussian troops.

Der Dom, or Cathedral, is a large Gothic pile, built

of red stone, venerable on account of its antiquity,

and displaying various early styles of architecture. The
east choir and entrance appear to have been erected in

the year 900, the nave in the year 1000, and the west

choir in 1100. The chapels along the nave are of the

early part of the 14th century. The Church has two
choirs, two cupolas, and four towers. Among other

interesting monuments are those of Fastrada, fourth

wife of Charlemagne, and Frauenlob. The handsomest
Church is St. Ignatius, which exhibits a specimen of

excellent architecture ; the ancient Collegiate Church
of St. Stephen, built on the most elevated part of

the city, has a spire of 210 feet in height, from

whence a beautiful panoramic prospect is obtained.

St. Peter, with its two towers, was the first Church in

Mayence, and perhaps on the Rhine, that had a peal of

bells. The Seminariums-Kirche, formerly the Church
of the Augustines, has a good-toned organ. In St.

Emeran's Church the high altar is worthy of observa-

tion, as well as the roof of the Lutheran Church,

executed by Heidloff.

The remaining objects deserving attention are the an-

cient Teutonic House, now the Grand Duke of Nassau's

Palace, and the residence of Napoleon when at Mayence

;

the Palace of Justice ; the Arsenal ; the Citadel, which
commands a fine view ; the Quay, or Free Port ; the

Museum, containing a highly interesting and extensive

collection of Roman antiquities ; the Library, com-
prising several thousand volumes, and some of the

earlier specimens of printing— as the Psalter of 1459,
Catholicon of 1460, and Bible of 1462. In the Guten-
berg Platz is the Theatre ; the Thier market, or Cattle

market, was the Forum Gentile of the Romans ; the

Neue Brunnen, a new and elegant fountain, in the

grosse Bleiche-street ; the bridge of boats crossing the

Rhine to Cassel, which is 766 feet in breadth; the

Favorite, a delightful and fashionable promenade in

the vicinity, where formerly stood a summer Chateau of
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the Electors. Interesting excursions can be made to the

aqueduct at Zahlbach, near which is a Roman cemetery,

situated on some rising ground amidst acacias, with several

votive stones and epitaphs of Romans belonging to the

legions quartered at Mayence ; to the town of Hochheim,
about two leagues distant from Cassel, rich in vineyards,

and famed for the produce of one of the finest Rhenish
wines ; and also to Wiesbaden, through Biberich. This

fashionable bathing-place is too far distant from the Rhine
for the description to be brought within the limits of the

present work ; we have therefore only presented ourreaders

with a view of the beautiful stone edifice called Kursaal,

or Promenade Saloon and Conservatory. Near the road

to these delightful baths, is the ancient Castle of Sonnen-
berg, whose picturesque ruins nearly surround the village

of the same name. About nine miles beyond Wiesbaden,

on the Coblentz road, is Langen-Schwalbach, celebrated for

its mineral springs and the delightful views in the vicinity.

The principal Inns at Mayence are the Three Crowns,

the White Horse, the Emperor, Ville de Paris, Hotel

Darmstadt, and the White Castle.

Distances from the Principal Places on the Rhine, between

Cologne and Mayence, following the Towing-path.

Leai/ttes.

From thence to Capellen .. Ij
Rliens J
Niederspey j
Oberspey i
Boppart lj

Salzig 1

Hirzenacli I

St. Goar 1*

Oberwesel l|

Caub 1

Bacharacli .',

Lorcb i

Asroannbausen l|

Bingen I

Kempten i
Gaulsheim ^
Freiweinheim 1

Budetihcim 2
Mayence 2

Making 4Ijj leagues from Cologne
Kesselheim ~

\ to Mayence, or about 125 Eng-
Neuendorf 1 lieli miles.

Coblentz ',

The distance fioin Rotterdam to Cologne is 70| leagues, and the total length

of the Rhine from the source to the tea 303j leagues ; 285 of which it is navi-

gable—that is, as far as Rcichenau, and from thence to the source, 18j
leagues, unnavigable.
Memorandum.—A French post and a German mile arc nearly equal, being

about four and 3-0lhs English miles. A German post consists of two German
miles.

Leagues.
Cologne to Rodenkirchen .

.

1

From thence to Weiss...... 1

Wesling lj

Widdig 1

Hersel %
Rheindorf i
Bonn I
Plittersdorf lj

Mehlem I

Oberwinter l£

Rcmagen 1 \

Kripp, opposite Linz
|

Brcwig l|

Brohl I
Fornig f
Auderuach \\

Weissenthurm 1^

Urmitz I

Katten Engers
Sebastian Engers

t
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APPENDIX.

We should recommend the Tourist who is desirous of enjoying and appreciating all the

picturesque and romantic beauties of the .Rhine, not to attempt the whole of the journey from
Rotterdam to Mayence either in steam-boat, carriage, on horseback, or on foot ; but vary the

mode of his travelling according to the situation of the different districts. In order as much as

possible to facilitate the convenience of travellers, the steam-boat named the Batavier, connected
with the Netherland Steam Boat Company at Rotterdam, whose Offices in London are at

123, Fenchurch-street, and 19, Water-lane, Tower-street, allows the passengers the privilege of
landing at any place on the Rhine, and remaining for any period not exceeding fourteen
days, and again resuming their voyage on producing their tickets. The rates of fares

will be found annexed. The seasons most favorable for viewing the scenery which this

enchanting river affords are spring and autumn. If the traveller wishes to visit the bathing

places in the vicinity of the Rhine, and to form any idea of the society and character of these

fashionable places of resort, he should undertake his tour in July or August. The delightful

region, however, of the Rheingau, dedicated as it is to the culture of the vine, can, we think
be alone seen in its full richness and luxuriance during the time of vintage, when

the showering grapes
In Bacchanal profusion reel to earth,

Purple and gushing.

The above steam-boat leaves London every Sunday morning, the time depending on the

state of the tide. The vessel reaches Rotterdam on Monday morning, returning to London
every Tuesday. The steam-boats appointed by Government to convey the letter-bags leave

London every Wednesday and Saturday morning at seven o'clock, places on board of which
are secured at the Office of the General Steam Navigation Company, 69, Lombard-street:
Agent, Mr. Norman, 1, Water-lane, Tower-street. At Rotterdam, the Hotel de Pays
de Bas i3 generally frequented by the English, and the charges will be found moderate. Before
leaving Rotterdam, the passport must be visie by the Prussian Consul. The Netherland
Company's vessel starts from Rotterdam up the Rhine every morning, the hour of departure

varying according to the tide. The boat arrives at Nymeguen in the evening, where the

passengers sleep. The passport is wweeand returned the same evening. Early next morning the

voyage is resumed, and on passing Emmerich, which is the Prussian frontier town, the passport
is visie by the Prussian Consul, and the vessel arrives early the following morning at Cologne

;

the passengers sleeping on board the steam-boat. At Cologne the Rheinberg and Hotel du Rhin
afford excellent accommodation. At six o'clock the same or following morning the vessel departs
from Cologne for Coblentz, where it arrives in the evening. Les trois Suisses, or Three Swiss, near
the Rhine, and der Englische Hotel, are comfortable Inns. The next morning, about six o'clock,
the boat leaves Coblentz, and reaches Mayence about five o'clock in the afternoon. From the Hotel
Les trois Couronues, or Three Crowns, the Eilwagen, voitures, diligences, and post-carriages,

take their departure. This Hotel, as well as Le Cheval Blanc, or White Horse Inn, afford very
good accommodation.

Steam Boats to Rotterdam, 8fc.,from the Netherland Steam Boat Company's Office.

Time of Departure
from London.

Time of Departure
from Rotterdam.

1

PASSAGE MONEY.

StateCab. 1st Cabin. 2d Cabin. Deck.
Every Sunday, ac- Every Tuesday, ac- £ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d.

cording to the cording to the From London to Rotterdam 4 3 2 2 1

the tide. tide. Do. . . Nymeguen 4 6 3 4 2 3 I 2
Do. .. Cologne .. 5 9 2 4 2 16 8 1 9 4
Do. .. Coblentz.. 6 4 2 4 10 6 3 3 8 1 12 10
Do. .. Mayence.. 17 2 5 1 3 11 8 1 16 4

Children under ten years of age ha f-price.

State Cabin.
Passengers at Cologne may book to Liverpool, Dublin, Bristol,

Waterford, Newry, Dundalk, and vice versa £6 5
Do. Exeter, Cowes, and Plymouth do • .550
From London to Rotterdam— Coach, 6/.; Chariot, 51.

with two wheels, 3/; Horse, 6/.; Dog, 10s.

1st Cabin.

5 5
4 3 6

small 4-wheel ditto, 41. ; Carriage

PASSPORTS.
Passports to Rotterdam are obtained of the Dutch Ambassador, 11, Princes-street,

Cavendish-square; or J. W. May, Esq., Consul, 123, Fenchurch-street.



APPENDIX.

A Table stating the Days of Departure of the Steam Boats from London to
Mayence, the different Currencies, Exchanges, Hotels, and Places at which the
Passports are required to be examined.

Place of Days of
Departure.

Currency.
Exchange for

£1 sterling.
Hotels. Remarks.Departure.

Foreign. English.

London to

Rotterdam...

Nymegaen..

Sunday,
Wednesday,
Saturdaj.

* every day.

3 and 4 times
each week.

Do.

Do.
1

A Ducat, or 5 Guil-
ders or Florins,
and 10 Stivers ..

A Gold Piece of 10

1 Guilder, or Florin
of 20 Stivers....

Do

s. d.

9 2

16 S

1 8

Do.

15

3

1 1-Atli

Do.

1 8

1

12 Guilders.

Do.

6 Thalers,

28 Groschen.

Do.

12 Florins

Pays de Bas.

Rheinberg
Hotel du lUiin.

Three Swiss
Hotel.

Three Crowns,
While Horse.

Passport visie
by the Prus-
sian Consul.

Passport vhie
by the Con-
sul, and also

at Emmerich

Passport visle.Cologne ....

Coblentz ..

Frederick's d'or, or

Thaler, or Dollar of
30 silver Groschen

Do

Mayence .

.

1 FI.,or60Kreuzers Passport visfc.

* The time of departure, as well as rates of fares from the intermediate towns between Cologne and
Mayence, frequently vary, and therefore the local information on these points can alone be relied upon.

Note—It will not be advisable for the Tourist to take with him more English specie than

will carry him to the Continent. He should furnish himself with circular Exchange Notes,

which may be obtained at Messrs. Herries and Co., St. James's-street ; or Messrs. Ransom and
Co., Pall-mall East. They are issued in even sums from 201. and upwards, and are payable at all

the principal places on the Continent. The notes are drawn at seven days' sight, but are always
paid on presentation. Their value is reduced into foreign money at the current usance of

Exchange on London at the time and place of payment, subject to no deduction for Commission,
or any other charge. If the traveller prefers bank-notes or gold, he will find do difficulty in

getting them exchanged at every principal town in the Netherlands, or on the Rhine ; but he
renders himself liable to loss in the Exchange, which, of course, varies with the fluctuations of

commerce. More value is given by the money-changers abroad for bank-notes of large amount
than small, as the former are more negociable for remittances.
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